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State corporations, individuals
to be affected by new tax law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentuckians who were affected by
recent federal income tax law
changes will also be affected by a
new state law for tax returns due
April 15, state Revenue Commissioner Ron Geary said today.
The new state law, which makes
some changes in income tax laws
retroactive, was signed by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. Wednesday.
The new law affects some state
income tax returns that have
already been filed this year as
well as those to be filed in the next
three weeks by both individuals
and corporations,Geary said.
The state legislation makes
changes included in the federal
Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 apply retroactively to 1981
state income tax returns.

Individual taxpayers who will vice during 1981, but they will be
be affected are those who placed required to divide the allowable
depreciable assets into service federal deduction by 1.4 for state
during 1981; received interest in- tax purposes.
That calculation reduces the
come from All-Savers certificates; bought or sold a deduction by about 29 percent.
residence after July 20, 1981, or The bill allows this reduction to be
adopted a "special needs" child reclaimed during tax years beginning after July 1,1984.
during 1981.
Individuals will also be required
by
affected
be
Corporations will
new provisions for depreciating to use federal ACRS depreciation
property placed in service during tables for assets placed in service
during 1981, but they will get the
1981.
full benefit of the deduction on
The greatest impact on both in- state taxes.
dividuals and corporations will be
Generally, the ACRS system
in the depreciation changes, classifies property into 3, 5, 10 and
Geary said.
15-year depreciation categories
Corporations will be required to and allows faster writeoffs than
use the new federal Accelerated formerly used methods. The old
Cost Recovery System ( ACRS)for methods must continue to be used
(Continued On Page 2)
depreciating assets placed in ser-

Government spending plan passes;
Brown to veto truck tax proposal

1982

CONSTRUCTION UNDERWAY--Phase one of construction ofthe new Kroger Co. office building, located
by the warehouse portion of the Tappan building, is in full swing. John Clark Excavating and Construction Co.
received the contract to lay footers, floor slabs and the retaining walls. The company also will do all exterior
excavation. The office building is expected to be completed in September.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders

Credit officer continues push
for lending package approval
disagree with some of the things
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration's top farm
they did."
credit officer says•he will continue
The subcommittee's actions
pushing for congressional accephave been spurred by the rising
tance of Reagan's rural lending
rate of delinquency on farm loans
package even though it's already _vitt the mounting number of farm
been rejected by one House panel. „liquidations nationwide.
"I understand theft' desire to tty
FmHA is the Agriculture
to do something for the
Department's credit arm, serving
agricultural economy," Charles
borrowers who can't find credit
Shuman, head of the Farmers through traditional channels. It
Home Administration, said
supplies about 12 percent of all
Wednesday after the Agriculture
farm credit with more than $22.2
credit subcommittee endorsed a
billion in farm loans outstanding
lending package $1.5 billion higher
this year.
than Reagan wants. "I just
Reagan, who has said some

farmers will go bankrupt before
the economy turns around, is trying to reduce federal influence on
the nation's credit markets as
part of his economic recovery program.
The subcommittee program,approved unanimously, calls for
higher annual lending ceilings
than Reagan wanted for farm
ownership and rural development
loans and restoration of rural
business and industrial development lending and some subsidized
interest rates the president
targeted for elimination.

Rested astronauts to have busiest day
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— Columbia's astronauts, finally
rested and "much cheerier,"
headed into their fourth and
busiest space day in a rocketship
that was "humming right along"
after surpassing its own record for
time in orbit.
The biggest task facing the crew

today was to manipulate the ship's
50-foot bionic arm to grab-and-lift
a payload without the guiding eye
of a failed camera.
A few minor problems persisted
but overall the shuttle was performing well, adding to the endurance record set Wednesday
when it passed the 54-hour, 21-

Despite lagging auto sales;
production set to increase
By STEVEN P. ROSENFELD
AP Business Writer
The nation's automakers are
reporting the lowest daily sales of
new cars since the recession year
of 1975. But a trade journal says
that in the third quarter, after
federal taxes are cut, four carmakers plan to build more autos
than they did a year earlier.
Mid-March sales fell 43.6 percent from a year ago, automakers
said Wednesday. Daily sales of
20,282 cars between March 11-20
were the lowest since the 19,183
sales-a-day in the same period in
1975.
But the industry journal, Ward's

Automotive Reports, said plans
for General Motors Corp., Ford
Motor Co., Chrysler Corp., and
American Motors Corp. call for an
8.3 percent production increase to
a total of 1.453 million vehicles in
the July-September quarter.
A 10 percent cut in federal income taxes takes effect July 1,
and automakers are counting on it
to stimulate sales. The tax cut is
part of a 25 percent, three-year
program of cuts enacted last year.
President Reagan, in an interview with the New York Post, said
the current recession probably
could have been avoided if Congress had not delayed and trimmed his tax-cut program last year.

minute mark in orbit.
"The spacecraft is
demonstrating to us that it's a
pretty sound piece of machinery,"
flight director Neil Hutchinson
reported. "It's humming right
along."
Columbia was flying with its
nose to the sun, its tail in the cold
shadows. On Saturday, after 80
hours in that position, the
astronauts are to fire three sets of
engines in the tail to determine if
they have been affected by long
exposure to temperatures down to
215 degrees below zero.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
two-year spending plan for state
government has passed the state
House of Representatives, but
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. is
threatening to veto a major
revenue-raising measure passed
by the House.
The House approved the proposed budget 84-11 Wednesday and
sent it to the Senate.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
chairman of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee,
said the budget basically is an
adequate hold-the-line document
with some additional money for
education.
But Brown said Wednesday
sight he will veto the House's
truck tax version if it is passed by
the Senate.
He called the plan, passed
earlier in the week, a "hodgepodge" of taxes which is unfair to
small users and goes lightly on
heavy trucks which do the most
damage to Kentucky highways.
Brown said he cannot accept the
House version's 11 different tax increases on licenses and special
fuels, including propane and
diesel fuel.
The House had rejected a proposal by Brown to place a tax on
trucks based on their weight and
the distance they travel over Kentucky roads.
House Speaker Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow, commented later
that it was the governor's
prerogative to veto the truck tax
bill. But, Richardson said, he did
not think the governor would get
the chance because the chances of
House Bill 810 did not look good in
the Senate.
The Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee was to meet

Miss Murray State Pageant
tickets available at door
Tickets for the Miss Murray
State University Scholarship
Pageant will be available at the
door on Saturday evening, March
27.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium, the 12th annual pageant will include 15
semifinalists who will be competing for the title and the right to
represent the campus in the Miss
Kentucky Pageant in Louisville in
June.
Ticket prices are $4 for the
general public, $3 for Murray
State students and $1.50 for
children 12 and under, with all
seats reserved. Sales at the door
will begin at 6 p.m. and the doors
will open at 6:30 p.m.
Sheri Copeland of Benton, the
reigning Miss Kentucky and a

Murray State student, will be
among the featured entertainers.
Others will be Elise Neal, Miss
Tennessee 1979, Blythe Sawyer,
Miss Illinois 1980, and Terrie
Liles, the reigning Miss Murray
State. Miss Neal will also serve as
the mistress of ceremonies for the
evening.
Sponsored by the University
Center Board, the pageant has as
its theme "Fame." Diana
Johnson, Lincoln, Ill., graduate
student, is the director.
The Queen's Ball in the
ballroom of the University Center
immediately following the
pageant is open to everyone at no
admission charge. It will include
refreshments, a reception and a
dance featuring a live band, Night
Wing of Owensboro.

CHIP AWAY — Paul Crocker knocks old mortar from brick and
blocks as he tries to salvage some old building materials. He was
working in the lot behind Swift Roofing,Industrial Road.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock

this morning to take up the House
bill.
The budget bill calls for almost
$5 billion to be spent next biennium in the General Fund, which
finances most state services and
operations.
A judicial budget of $116 million
for the next biennium was approved 89-0 and also sent to the Senate.
The budget passed Wednesday
adds about $158 million to the
original spending plan proposed
by Brown. More than a third of
that would go to elementary and
secondary education.
The House approved three
Senate amendments to a Housepassed bill requiring that a minor
girl receive parental permission
for an abortion. The measure was
sent to the governor.
The bill would require that girls
under age 18 have the permission
of both parents before receiving
an abortion. If the parents refuse,
the minor could get a court order
allowing an abortion.
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The amendments placed on the
bill last week by the Senate would
clarify that it does not prohibit a
physician from prescribing, or a
woman from using, birth control
methods or devices, would
remove race from information required on reporting forms on abortions and would make technical
corrections.
The House rejected by one vote
an attempt to place a "workfareprogram onto a bill approving
reorganizations within the
Department for Human
Resources. The House voted 45-44
against an amendment to House
Bill 531 offered by Rep. Ward
"Butch" Burnette, D-Fulton, that
would have added the provisions
of a Senate bill that had been stalled in committee.

Three Murray High students
merit scholarship finalists
Three Murray High School
students have qualified as
finalists in the 1982 Merit Scholarship Competition by meeting all
requirements specified at the time
they were named Semifinalists.

Senate opposes
proposed action
for coach's tenure
The Murray State University
Faculty Senate, by vote of 34 to I,
has registered its opposition to a
proposed action by the university's board of regents that would
grant academic tenure to its
basketball coach, Ron Greene.
The senate statement, approved
by a telephone poll of all senators
today and Wednesday, objects to
the tenuring of a coach because
the Murray State tenure policy
specifically excludes coaches
from receiving tenure in an
academic department. Regents
are scheduled to meet Saturday
morning.
The senators also "vehemently
object to any action which would
undermine the academic integrity
of the university through the
tenuring of any person without full
scrutiny of his or her qualifications by his or her peers."
Ken Wolf, secretary of the faculty senate, contends the procedures for awarding tenure-that
are contained in the present policy
la board policy) were not followed
in this case. No formal faculty or
administrative recommendations
were sought or received, according to Wolf.
-This senate poll reflects
widespread negative reaction on
campus to this proposed violation
of policy since we found out early
in the week that the president intended to recommend the coach
for tenure at the March 27
meeting," Wolf noted.
The faculty senate at Murray
State contains elected representatives from all academic departments at the university.
MSU President Constantine W.
Curtis was in a meeting this morning and was unavailable for comment by press time.,.
-

g

The bill would also require that
a woman give her informed consent before an abortion and that, if
she is married, inform her husband if she has an abortion.

The students are Mark E.
Hussung, son of Dr. and Mrs. Karl
Hussung, Erin O'Brien, daughter
of Col. and Mrs. John O'Brien, and
Natalie Simpson, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Miles Simpson.
In recognition of their standing
in the academically talented
group of finalists, they received a
certificate of merit from the National Merit Scholarship Corporation. The process of selecting
some 5,300 Merit Scholarship winners from among the finalists is
now underway and nearly all recipients will be notified by late
March. Although the majority of
finalists will not win Merit
Scholarships, many of these
students will receive awards from
other agencies and organizations
— frequently from colleges and
universities that are eager to
enroll students of the high
academic caliber that the Merit
Program honors.

showers
Clouds increasing today with
a good chance for showers.
Turning windy and much colder with temperatures falling
into the low 40s by evening.
Partial clearing and cold
tonight. Lows in the upper 20s.
Partly sunny breezy and cool
Friday. Highs in the mid 40s.
Saturday through Monday:
Dry and cool. Lows in the 20s,
highs 35 to 45 Saturday
moderating to the 40s by Monday.
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Non-cold milk to be marketed
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP I —
Quart-size packages of Grade A
milk that can be kept on the shelf
three months before needing
refrigeration will be marketed in
the Southeast this summer, dairy
industry spokesmen say.
Dairymen Inc., a Louisville,
Ky.-based cooperative, plans to
unveil its quart "ready packs"
and half-pint "sip-ups" this summer during the 1982 World's Fair,
which opens May 1.
"The consumer's style of living
is changing," said Dr. William
Roberts, a Dairymen vice president who directs the co-op's
research. "And milk, as long as
it's connected to the refrigerator,
they can't take with them."
Roberts said Wednesday he
thinks the new product, to be
marketed as Farm Best, will
blend smoothly with the habits of
increasingly mobile consumers.
"Everybody recognizes the
need for milk," he said. "But if
you're going to the beach, you
don't take six-packs of milk with
you."

So the key element in the co-op's could be bought and stored
plan involves promoting the can goods for up to three months
brightly colored, rectangular before being opened and
packages for use in vending refrigerated.
"It's the same milk consumers
machines and by people who want
to stock up without using are used to drinking in a new
package," Johnson said.
refrigerator space.
Roberts said package milk has
The packaging process involves
been experimented with for years,
heating fresh Grade A milk to
but the difficulty has been in keepabout 280 degrees Fahrenheit for a
ing spoilage from occurring and in
few seconds, then cooling it quickguaranteeing good taste.
ly to about 70 degrees. No preser"It's not easy to transfer this
vatives will be added.
material from a heat environment
Roberts and J. Lawrence into a sealed package," Roberts
Johnson, the co-op's marketing said. "If you get just
one
vice president, said the milk will (microorganism) into a
package,
be packaged in three layers of you get spoilage."
sealing, with the half-pint sip-ups,
But the federal Food and Drug
in five flavors, coming with a Administration has
approved the
straw attached.
Dairymen process, which will be
Johnson said the quart used in a Savannah, Ga., plant
packages, in whole or low-fat, will that's costing the co-op $15 million
cost "5 percent to 10 percent" to build, Roberts said.
more than a regular quart of milk.
Dairymen, which represents
The co-op's officials didn't bring about 8,000 dairy farmers in 17
along any milk for reporters to Southeastern states — from
sample during a Wednesday news Delaware to Florida to Illinois —
conference on the World's Fair has a milk-processing subsidiary
site.
which markets products under the
But Johnson said the packages name Flav-O-Rich.
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PLAY CONTINUES — The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre production of "The Importance
of Being Earnest" will continue tonight through Saturday at the Old Freight Depot in the Murray-ealloway
County Park. The cast includes(from left) Keith Branson, Carol Julian and Louise Weatherly.

Local center for handicapped
helps adults learn basic skills

HOUSE FIRE — A Wedneaday afternoon fire resulted in
to a wood stove and the south wall of a
bedroom of the Homer Ahart residence on Hickory Grove
Road. The bedroom also suffered water
damage Firefighters from the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad respnded to the call at 12:50 p.m. They
were asisted by Kentucky State Police. No injuries were reported.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
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Editor's Note: This is the third
in a series of articles about the
local center for handicapped
adults. Stories are being written
by Murray State University
students who are assisting the
center with its fund drive.
By Melissa Muscovalley
Guest Writer
Jean Edwards climbs out of bed
about 6 each morning, eats
breakfast and helps prepare her
lunch box for school.
About 8, Jean joins her stepfather, J.B. Wilson, as he drives a
bus to transport others to school.
A regular school day usually
begins about 9 with a printing
lesson. Then, the students continue lessons in various activities
such as bowling, cooking, craftsmanship, personal grooming,
basic housekeeping skills and interpersonal communication.
An unusual schedule? Not really, for this is not a usual school. In
fact, it is not a "school" at all.
Jean and her friends attend
Murray-Calloway County Center
for Mentally Handicapped Adults.
Jean is 29 years old. Ages of the
other students at the Center range
from 22 to 39.
The Center "has been really
beneficial to Jean," according to
her mother, Sarah Wilson. Jean
has been attending the center for
about six years.
One of the things the center has
taught Jean is to shake hands
when introduced to someone.
Jean used to give everyone she
met a "bear hug," Mrs. Wilson
said. Most mentally handicapped
adults demonstrate this tendency,
she said.
Another exercise which has
benefited Jean is her speech class.
Jean talks better now, said her
mother. She practices words and
whole sentences," Mrs. Wilson
said.
Jean has always liked to use a
pencil and to type, said Mrs.
Wilson. "I used to think all she did
was copy what someone else had
'written. Then one day last fall, I

just offhandedly asked Jean to
sign a card" Mrs. Wilson said.
Jean printed her name on the
card and her mother "almost fell
out" of her seat. "I knew then that
she wasn't just copying," said
Mrs. Wilson.
Neither of Jean's parents treats
her differently from her six sisters
and brothers. "We treat Jean like
an adult — that is what she is,"
Mrs. Wilson said.
Along with the non-differential
treatment are house chores.
Jean makes her own bed, usually starts her own breakfast and
greets her mother with a hot cup
of coffee each morning.
Other chores include vacuuming, dusting and washing dishes,
Jean's favorite.
Of course, Jean also has time to
enjoy some of her favorite pasttimes.
Jean bowls once a week and is
the proud owner of a much rumpled blue ribbon from a special
bowling tournament in Mayfield
last year. Other sporting activities
Jean enjoys are swimming and
playing Frisbee.

tiDez
Jean likes to visit her grand- 449
.i
parents in Johnson City, Tenn. ..a.c
and to eat out as often as she can ft)
persuade her parents.
otu
Mrs. Wilson said she has to
watch the amount of food Jean
eats, because Jean sometimes ,
. 4`.'•
sneaks food to her bedroom.
'
Another reason for Mrs. Wilson
to keep track of Jean's diet is that
Jean has a congenital heart defect
which causes her to have too much !,!.•
blood in her system. Although ..isJean takes no regular medication,
she has to be treated for the condition about every six weeks.
„
Jean needs a great deal of rest, her mother said, so she usually
gets into bed between 8 and 9 each
evening except Friday. Then,
Jean is allowed to watch television
until she tires.
As a rule, Jean is usually a very 't21
happy person, though sometimes ,
shy when meeting someone for the
first time, although it doesn't take •
her long to begin communicating. •Z.-24
"When the person leaves, Jean .‘2
gives him a small hug and tells "him to come by and visit again,"
Mrs. Wilson said.

Income tax...
(Continued From Pagel)
for property placed in service
before 1981.
Taxpayers who have already filed returns with Kentucky which
do not reflect these changes may
file amended returns, Geary said.
However, they should wait until
after July 15 to do so to prevent
confusion.
Geary said that taxpayers who
do file amended returns should
also file a copy of their federal
ACRS depreciation schedule with
it.
He said that whenever possible,
the Department of Revenue will
correct Kentucky returns to
reflect the federal changes. Taxpayers expecting refunds should
wait until they receive their re-

:waif
r:reti

fund before filing an amended
return.
On the sale of principal
residences, the maximum period
for reinvesting capital gains from
such a sale has been extended to
24 months from 18 months. The
law also extends the one-time
capital gains exclusion for taxpayers 55 or older to $125,000 from
$100,000.
Taxpayers who adopted a child
with special needs during 1981
may deduct up to $1,500 in
nonreimbursed adoption expenses.
Any interest received in 1981
from All-Savers Certificates may
bg excluded from income, subject
to a $1,000 per taxpayer lifetime
maximum.
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STATE WINNER — Brenda Donelson accepts her placque from Mayor Holmes Ellis,joined by her parents,
Louise and Buell Donelson. Brenda was named Kentucky State Exceptional Child by the Kentucky Association of the Student Council for Exceptional Children.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
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Murray student named

state exceptional child
Brenda Donelson, a student at
Murray Middle School, was named Kentucky State Exceptional
Child by the Kentucky Association
of the Student Council for Excepbanal Children.
She was awarded a plaque
Wednesday afternrAin by Murray

ft=
Southside Shopping Ctr. shergalFdarE
12th St.
753-3321 }

Mayor

Holmes

reciptioin

Ellis

at the
llhiversity Center.

during

Murray
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Donelson was selected for the
annual award from a group of
several candidates. She was spansored by the local chapter of the
exceptional child council.
The award winner successfully
earned seven merit badges
through work in Explorers Troop
122, an activity group for the handicapped, and participates in a
special recreation project at MSU.
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Snowbelt,Sunbelt
balancing commerce
Everybody knows America's Sunbelt is enjoying
the
spectacular prosperity at the expense of
so.
y
necessaril
isn't
Snowbelt,correct? Well,it
just
The U.S. Commerce Department reports that
per
of
terms
in
least
at
,
happening
the opposite is
capita incomes. Data for a 20-year period shows
that all areas of the country are converging toward
the national average.
the
Using 100 as the base, per capita income in
112
to
dropped
had
but
1960
in
119
was
states
Pacific
78
from
climbed
South
the
in 1980. At the same time,
seven
to 88, and while the Northeast declined some
about
points, it bounced back in recent years and is
5 points above the average.
average
The North Central states are right at theat about 6
steady
held
have
states
and the Mountain
points below the average.
is atThis reversal of conventional wisdom
to
move
workers
as
that
fact
the
tributed in part to
expanded
areas of high wages, the labor supply is
y, as
and tends to hold down wages. Conversel
a
creates
this
wages,
low
of
areas
capital moves to
on
demand for labor and an upward pressure
wages.
-it's
As economist Douglas Poutasse puts it, rich
simply not true that the country is dividing into
that
regions that are getting richer and poor regions
are getting poorer." It's a healthy situation.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
Union)

Summer letters
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. (AP) — Remember those
rare, scrawled, cryptic postcards that used to arrive at long last from the kids at summer camp?
"Dear Mommy and Daddy,
"There was a snake in our tent. My sailboat sank
in the race. The councelors are always yelling at us.
My friend burnt his pancho at the marshmallow
roast. The food stinks. Please send some cookies
If the staccato prose style here induces a
nostalgic pang of panic, you have just dated
yourself into another generation.
Kids bein packed off to camp in the computer
age are having an entirely different wilderness experience than when yesteryear's parents exiled the
urchins to a green gulag for a couple of weeks to
keep the nuclear family from exploding.
Postcards from the front these days might yield
these nervous nuggets of misinformation:
"Dear Mommy and Daddy,
"We hit the dining room roof in rocketry class.
My minicomputer has lice. I got the lead in 'Streetcar Named Desire.' The wheel came off and we had
to make a pit stop. My sharing, caring, sensitive,
child-oriented counselor is mad because I only lost
a half-pound this week. I hate Granola."
Read the camp advertisements in the tamer Sunday papers and you'll realize halfway down the first
column how much the summer scene in the
woodlands of juvenilia has changed since you and I
creamted a hotdog around the council fire and shuddered through some spine-chilling, psyche-bruising
ghost stories.
Hot dogs and marshmallows apparently are
among the endangered species at today's "nutrition
controlled" and "culturally enriched" kiddie
camps, gone the way of the early morning bugle
call, pm$pong paddle discipline and the outdoor
latrine with the crescent cut in the door.
"Superb natural cuisine," trumpets the ad for one
of the summer retreats. "No chemical additives or
junk food. Resident dietician."
Kids don't go to camp anymore to learn how to
pitch a tenkOr tell a yellow bellied sapsucker from a
double-breasted seersucker. The axe, the canteen
and the compass are as abosolete as the old campaign hat that Lord Baden-Powell wore at the siege
of Mafeking.
Don't think it's as easy eting into camp as in the
days when the whole neighborhood gang went off to
scout camp. "Personal interviews by appointment
required upon application," one ad states.
But,consider the rewards of acceptance:
"Our core program of creative camping emphasis self-realization, individual learning needs
and life skills. Pollen-free. Deluxe accommodations. Mature,experienced staff. No tipping."
An Army recruiting sergeant couldn't have said it
more persuasively.

looking back
Ten years ago
James Lawson, director of new Murray Vocational School at Murray High School, said classes
were to start there this fall.
Elected as officers of Murray Rotary Club were
Harold T. Hurt, Ray Brownfield, Ted Billington and
Carnie Hendon.
Twenty years ago
Army 2d Lt. Isaac B. Adams had completed a
four-week chemical, biological and radiological officer course at The Chemical Corps School, Fort
McClellan, Ala., March 16.
Calloway Deputy Sheriff Taylor M. Gooch had
completed an intensive one-week course in police
work and duties of sheriff's office at Frankort.
Thirty years ago
Dan Shipley had showed grand champion single
hog and James Outland the reserve champion at 4H and FFA Hog Show March 24 at Murray
Livestock Market. Both are members of Murray
Training School Chapter of Future Farmers of
America.
th•
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Louisville Cardinals to play the Hoyos;
the Hoyos! What in the world is a Hoya?
This weekend the Louisville Cardinals — the team the University of
Kentucky Wildcats want no part
of...ever — will be playing the
Gejown University Hoyas out of
Wash gton, D.C., in the semi-finals
of the NCAA basketball championship tournament in New Orleans.
Hoyas" What in the world is a
Hoya?
I have done little more than wonder
what a "Hoya" is, or was, but Aliese
Paschall, Joe Pat James' sister who
lives in Sullivan, 111., was more
curious than that.
A 1948 Murray State graduate and
a retired home economics teacher,
she wrote the school to find out, and
here's the explanation the sports information director sent back to her:
Many years ago there was a team
at Georgetown called the
"Stonewalls," and it was suggested
that a student applied the Greek and
Latin terms and dubbed them "boia
saxa" — what rocks!
Although nobody seems to know exactly when and under what circumstances the term "Hoya Saxa"
was first used at Georgetown, there
seems to be very little doubt about
the derivation of the words.
"Hoya" is from the Greek word
"boias," meaning "such a" or "what
a." The neuter plural of this word is
"boia,4 which agrees with the neuter
plural of the latin word "saxa,"
meaning rocks. So, thusly, they have

come up with "hoya," substituting
for "I".
There you have it as Mrs. Paschall
had it explained to her, and if you still
don't know what a "Hoya" is, that's
understandable, too. I do know they
are one heck of a basketball team,
and our Commonwealth's standard
bearers, Coach Crum and his Cardinals, are going to have their hands
full.
The Georgetown mascot is a
bulldog named "Jack."
Incidentally, Mrs. Paschall's husband, Ralph, also is a former
Calloway Countian. A former
employee of the state of Illinois, he,
too, is retired.
•••
Don't be misled by that big, beaming smile Mayor Holmes Ellis has
been wearing around town all week.
It doesn't reflect any large, unexpected federal grant being awarded
the city.
What is really reflects is that holein-one the mayor scored last Sunday
on the second hole at the Murray
Country Club. It was the first hole-inone of his long golfing career, and he,
naturally, is quite proud of the accomplishment.
He was playing with Vernon
Cohoon, Rob Miller and Dick Orr —
his customary partners — when he
took his 7-wood and hit a perfect shot
into the cup on the winter green of the
100-yard hole.
As luck would Wait,however, the

major missed seeing his shot go into
the cup. "I thought when it left the
club that it was going to be a good
shot, up close to the hole," he said,
"and I took my eye off of it while it
was in the air and started looking for
my tee. I missed seeing it go in the
hole, but they tell me it hit right in
front of the pin, rolled six or eight
feet and went in. I can tell you,
though, it's quite a thrill getting a
hole-in-one."
The mayor's ace is the first to be
recorded at the Murray club this
season. If tradition holds, four or five
will be scored at the club before the
season is over.
•••
Dr. Rex Galloway, former chairman of the Department of Management in the College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State and
now director of the college's Waterfield Center for Business and Governmental Research, is due a real pat on
the back.
For the past five years, Rex has
worked hard to bring some of the nation's top business executives to the
Murray State campus to meet with
the students and to lecture as the
school's Distinguished Lecturer in
Business Administration for that particular year.
These are big people. These are important people in the nation's
business life, and it is good for us to
know them and them to know us. I'll
bet no one had to get a map and show

letters to the editor

Woman's Club asks for action on downtown post office
The following letter was sent to
Jackie A. Strange, District Manager,
U. S. Postal Service, P. 0. Box 3001,
Louisville, Ky., 40266. Carbon copies
were also sent to Gov. John Y.
Brown, Sen. Wendell H. Ford, Cong.
Carroll Hubbard, Rep. Freed Curd,
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, Lions, Rotary, Optimist, Minim, Kiwanis and
Business & Professional Women's
Club, and to the Murray Ledger &
Times.
Dear Ms.Strange:
The Murray Woman's Club has
taken the initiative to direct a
Desired Plan of Action to remedy a
serious business inconvenience caused by the removal of the Murray Post
Office from the town's court square
to a location nearly a mile away. The
transfer in November, 1980, left no
reasonably accessible postal facility
in the neighborhood.
Members of the Murray Woman's
Club urgently seek your assistance,
understanding and labors to remedy
what has become a serious obstacle
in the day to day affairs of Downtown
Murray. We earnestly PLEAD that
you assist us in this project through
the establishment of a substation, a
Finance Office, or whatever other
means necessary to obtain a solution.
Downtown Murray embraces that
portion of this city from which a
great bulk of postal traffic is conducted. May we list a few of these:
Murray City Hall, Murray Fire
Department, Main Station, Calloway
County Court House embracing the
offices of the Sheriff's Department,
Fiscal Court, County Judge Executive, County Court Clerk,
Calloway Circuit Clerk, the District
Court, Tax Commissioner, and County Attorney. Also, the Calloway County Detention Department, Main Offices of two banks, the Bank of Murray and the Peoples bank, which are
two of your major users of the postal
facilities, the county's four largest
churches, the surrounding professional, legal and over 120 business
establishments, federal and county
agricultural offices, and many others
in a three block area. A new industry
expecting to hire over 200 employees
will be opening soon within two
blocks of the court square.
The efficient placement of postal
services under the present conditions
is virtually impossible for it
necessitates the use of motor
vehicles to reach the Chestnut Street
Office. Parking facilities are inadequate, often times necessitating
parking in the areas set aside for
other businesses with no sidewalks
leading to the center. Traffic at the
immediate area is congested, thus
posing traffic hazards and delays.
Approaches to the new post office are
maneuverable for only the skilled
motorists. Even with all of the listed
problems invested in the new location were to be remedied, it would be

scant comfort and solution to our own
downtown problem of getting to the
post office. Their present business
hours make it virtually impossible
for the working class of people to get
to the post office. They operate from
8:30 to 4:30 on weekdays and 8:00 to
12 noon on Saturdays.
For two years the traditional
business center of Murray, citizens
have been tolerant in the understanding of the economic conditions of the
times, however, the business community leaders appealing for relief
were unaware that there would not
be any provisions to accommodate
mailing needs. In fact, many of them
have expressed shock that the Postal

Department did not provide a
reasonable transitional, as well as, a
permanent substation. Furthermore,
the loss of all posting downtown
means has accelerated the
downspiral of property value.
Are we being unreasonable in this
request? We cannot be of this opinion
while we witness over the county
hamlets and country stores serving
small neighborhoods which are only
a minute fraction of postal traffic in
comparison.
Therefore, would it not be to the advantage of the parcel post traffic
alone to effect the suggested accommodation' Even the back room
of one of our local merchantile

houses would be better than nothing.
Just one of your main post office
employees transferred to a
downtown substation would make
more efficient your postal service
here, not to mention enhance the
revenue.
May we the 397 members of the
Murray Woman's Club express our
consolidated appreciation for your
cooperation in this urgent matter. At
any time we can be of service to you,
feel free to call upon us.
Very sincerely yours,
The Murray Woman's Club
Mrs. J. Donald Brock
President
•

Expresses displeasure with newspaper policy
•

Dear Editor:
I want to express my displeasure
about your change of policy concerning press coverage of community
events. At one time the Ledger &
Times was wonderful about giving
publicity to local clubs with their projects and events. It set our community apart from other areas where
similar coverage was difficult, if not
impossible, to receive. Now you are
requiring clubs and organizations to
take out ads to advertise their events.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Calmness promotes thought and
reflection, and without these two
things, we cannot have wisdom. The
eleventh-century Chinese Confucian
philosopher Chu Hsi put this thought
very crisply:
When one's mind is calm, his
words are careful and leisurely. When one's mind is not
calm, his words are flippant
and rash.
And who among us cannot testify —
from personal experience — to the
truth of Chu Hsi's words?

•

You are no doubt benefiting financially, but your newpaper no longer
has the local appeal it once had. I
don't like your new format. I don't
like your new policy. What's the use
of receiving a local paper if we can't
get local coverage? World news we
can see on TV or hear on the radio,
and we can purchase a larger city
paper if we choose to read about
them. What do we do if we want to
know what's going on in the community? Read your ads? The Community Theatre, which in former
days enjoyed such great coverage in
the form of news stories, is now compelled to purchase an advertisement
(at the cost of 8200.) to get any mention of their most recent play. I think
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them where Murray was once they
got back to their offices!
The most recent of these was
Robert Stuart, chairman of the board
of dirctors of the Quaker Oats Company, the parent company of our
Fisher Price toy folks here in town.
Last year, it was Karl Bayes, chairman of the board and chief executive
officer of the American Hospital Supply Company, who came to the campus.
The year before that, 1980, it was
William Tincher, chairman of the
board and chief executive officer of
Purex, and in 1979, William L. Wearly, chairman of the board and chief
executive officer of Ingersoll-Rand,
which has a big plant in Mayfield,
was the lecturer.
Rex's series started in 1978 with
Dr. John Mee, distinguished professor in management at Indiana
University, as the lecturer.
These people give of their time to
come to the campus, to conduct informal sessions in the classroom, to
visit with the students in rap sessions, to lecture formally, to meet
with the press and to appear on Tom
Butler's "Accent" program on
WPSD-TV,Paducah.
This is a great service, not only to
Murray State and its students, but
also to Murray and West Kentucky,
and we are grateful to Rex for making it possible. Just thought it was appropriate that his efforts be recognized and applauded.

that's a shame,and I hope others are
expressing their displeasure to you
concerning this change of policy.
Sincerely,
Marie A. Forrester
Editor's Note — There has been no
change ofpolicy on press coverage of
community events. We have sup-ported Community Theater in the
past and will do so in the future. We
compel] no person or organization to
purchase ads for news. We think that
Community Theater has been more
than well covered by this newspaper
and we publish your feelings on this
particular situation, although we
cannot agree. The ad was donated
and cost the Community Theater
nothing out of their funds.

••\
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Dinnerware thief gets just deserts
DEAR ABBY: Since
you announced that you
are searching for a
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"diplomatic" way to
retrieve one's stolen
silverware at a dinner
party, here's how a
diplomat once handled it:
Shortly after World
War II, General Patton
hosted a delegation of
senators and congressmen at his headquarters in Germany.
Later that evening his
aide reported that two
place settings of Hitler's
monogrammed gold
dishes, goblets and
tableware were missing!
Patton's guests were
already en route to their
next stop — Rome. The
American ambassador in
Rome was telephoned
and informed that it was
suspected that someone
in the U.S. delegation had
stolen some of the Hitler
monogrammed dinnerware.
When the airplane
touched down in Rome,
each member of the
delegation was escorted
to his hotel room, locked
in and detained until all
the luggage was searched. All of the missing
pieces were, found in the
luggage of one of the
delegation, and nothing
more was ever said about
the matter.
How do I know this? I
was there. No names,
please...
SERVED WITH PATTON (NOW RETIRED)
DEAR SERVED:
Fascinating. Now if my
readers can stand
another story about how
to diplomatically retrieve
stolen tableware, here it
is:
DEAR ABBY: It seems
that during a British
Commonwealth dinner,
the chief of protocol came
to Sir Winston Churchill
and quietly whispered

that one of the guests —
we'll call him "Mr. Soand-So" — had pocketed
a small silver saltshaker.
Sir Winston immediately
pocketed the matching
pepper shaker, and just
as they were all leaving
the dinner table, Churchill sidled up to Mr. Soand-So and whispered,
"Oh, dear. We were seen.
Perhaps we both had better put them back!"
RENO FAN
DEAR ABBY: My
grandmother died last
year, leaving my brother,
sister, my three cousins
and myself each a
substantial sum of
money. In her will she
stipulated we were to
receive the money only if
we were members of the
church she attended.
This poses no problem
for my kin. It does for me.
You see, I am an atheist.
Being an atheist does not
mean I have no moral
values. I do believe in not
cheating, lying or doing
anything of a hypocritical
nature even though I profess no belief in God.

Milerray

datebook
Murrayan hospital patient
Mrs. Rhonda Fitts is a patient in Room 987, Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis,Tenn.

Caroline K. Gallagher born
Mr. and Mrs. John Gallagher, 512 Beale St., are
the parents of a daughter, Caroline Kay, weighing
test the will
six pounds 10 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born
My conscience will not Wednesday, Feb. 24, at Murray-Calloway County
allow me to join a church, Hospital.
but I need my share of the
The father is employed at Winchester Printing
inheritance badly. My Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. George S.
wife is sick and I am out
of work. I cannot afford Gallagher and Mrs. Melba Sinter and the late
all of Murray. A greatlegal fees to try and con. Thomas E. Suiter,
grandmother is Mrs. Lucrete Suiter, Murray.
How can I best resolve
this problem? Please sign
me...
ATHEIST IN FLORIDA
Cub Scout Pack 73 will have its Pinewood Derby
DEAR ATHEIST: Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at Southwest Calloway
Have a talk with the Elementary School. Boys interested in scouting
minister. Tell him you should plan to attend with their parents. For indon't believe in God, but formation call 753-7913.
you do believe in collecting your fair share of
your grandmother's inheritance. He may perThursday, March 25
suade you to come to
Bible Journaling Group club house.
church and listen. After of First Christian Church
Lydian Sunday School
all, a church isn't a will meet at 7 p.m. with
museum for saints, it's a Marge Hays, Southside Class of Westside Baptist
Church will have a salad
hospital for sinners.
Manor Apartment K-6.
• •
supper at 6:30 p.m. at
Disabled American church.
"The Importance of BeVeterans and Ladies Auxiliary will meet at 7 p.m. ing Earnest" will be
at Legion Hall, South presented by Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Old
she modeled.
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Freight Depot in MurrayPresenting a program
of Irish melodies while
West Kentucky Calloway County Park.
accompanying herself on Amateur Astronomers
Dancercise class for
the autoharp was Molly will meet at 8 p.m. at Women of Moose will be
Ross.
Golden Pond Visitors at 6 p.m. at lodge hall.
"Fret Not Thyself" was Center.
Friday, March 26
the subject of a devotion
Monte Carlo Night will
Harding Academy
by June Crider. LaRue
Chorus will present an be from 8 to 11 p.m. at
Redden, chairman,
evening program in Murray Country Club.
presided. Plans were
auditorium of Seventh Members note change in
made for a yard sale
and Poplar Church of date.
April 17.
Christ.
Community Theatre
Hostesses were Euva
will present "Importance
Alexander, Ruth Moffett,
Zeta Department of of Being Earnest" at 8
Esther Sigmon, Lottie Murray Woman's Club p.m. at Old Freight Depot
p.m. at in Murray-Calloway
Key and Betty Boston.
will meet at 7
County Park.

Pinewood Derby scheduled

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Story, Paducah, announce ttii.;
birth of a son, Benjamin Thomas, weighing seven
pounds, born Friday, March 5, at Western Baptist.
Hospital, Paducah. The mother is the former Allot.
Lemoncis of Buchanan, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mrs. Ruth Story of Paducah'
and the late Hilton Story and Mr. and Mrs. William'
.•
J. Lemonds of Buchanan, Tenn.
•

Calloway FBLA meets
Calloway County High School Chapter of Future'
Business Leaders of America heard a program bf
Katy Borchers, Kim Wilson, Lisa Crouch and',
Felecia Paris, members, and Dr. LaVerne Ryan,.
advisor, from Pi Omega Pi, honorary business
group at Murray State University, at meeting Feb:.
24 in school cafeteria. Dr. Ryan started the;
Calloway FBLA chapter in 1960.
Carla Barnett, president, presided. The chaptar'.
voted to sell Laker megaphones as a part of Spirit
Week and to pay for chapter registation for regional
conference. Christi McCallon was winner of a pen-1
manship contest.
..r•

Coming community calendar events listed

Sears club contestant
Laura Ann Sears
modeled her spring garment for the sewing contest of Home Department
of Murray Woman's Club
at meeting March 18.
Miss Sears, a senior at
Murray High School, will
be the student sewing
contestant for the Murray
club at First District
meeting of Kentucky
Federation of Women's
Clubs at Marshall County
High School Saturday.
Sally Crass, her home
economics teacher,
described her dress as
• ''

Benjamin T. Story born

Hirzel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.

Estee Lauder invites you to
ride the waves in the brilliance
of the great Regatta Colors

Friday, March 26
Local Chapter of National Association of
Retired Federal
Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Western
Sizzlin Steakhouse.
Saturday, March 27
Casino Night will be at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Alexander will be honored on
golden wedding anniversary with an open house
from 2 to 5 p.m. at their
home, 1412 Dudley.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Brown will be honored on
golden wedding anniversary with a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Dexter
Community Center.
Pancake Breakfast by
Murray Civitan Club will
be from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Trenholm's.
Christian

Women's

Fellowship of First Chtistian Church will meeelit
10 a.m. in church librOt.
Arts and Crafts
Festival for Adult Mentally Handicapped Center
will be from 9 a.m. te• 5
p.m. at Old Freight Dettot
in Murray-Callow.by
County Park.
Murray Assembly
19 Order of Rainbow -for
Girls will have a skating
party from 10:20 am:;to
12:20 p.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray. ;-•
Community Theatre
will present "Importarice
of Being Earnest" at 8
p.m. at Old Freight Depot
in Murray-Callowsy
County Park.
Sunday, March 28..
Shower for Judy Mitchell and sons, Shay and
Eric, whose home was
destroyed by fire, wiH'be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Cainmunity Room of Notth
Branch of Peoples Bark

Jumping may cause injury to foot
State University School of
Medicine and at
Children's Medical
Center here, made X-ray
studies of 16 children, age
1 to 10, who had suffered
foot injuries after jumping off upper bunk beds,
porch steps, and other
Dr. G. Frank Johnson, heights. In each case, the
a radiologist at Wright youngster had landed

DAYTON,Ohio (AP) —
When youngsters jump
from heights, they may
be setting themselves up
for a painful injury of the
foot, known as the
pediatric Lisfranc, or
"bunk bed," fracture.

Soil off into a new season with Estee Lauder's
vivid, flog-bright Great Regatta Colors. She catches them as spinnaker sails fill out, gleaming hulls
race - a blaze of reds and corals, primary blues and
greens. And paleness in lime, yellow, pearly pinks,
drama in violet and block - colors of the land
misted by water and light.

forcefully on flexed feet,
thereby fracturing on
area of bone at the base_of
the first and second toes.
The bunk-bed fracture,
though painful, generally
heals in two to thiee
weeks if correctly treated
by placing the foot eid
lower leg in a cast, according to Johnson.

All going greatest with white - fashion's key color
this season. A special white that's newer than
white when it's warmed with rose, glistened with
frosty green. Estee Lauder's way with it odds unique touches that sparkle like the wave caps.
These .are Estee Lauder's Great Regatta Colors.
What a carefree and bright collection to wear with
the new sporting looks. Come in today to collect
these beautiful, lighthearted colors for lips, eyes,
cheeks and nails - and capture this great winning
spirit for yourself.

Easy
Street
Cook
Naturlizer
Foot Works
8 Lots More
Low Price
$895

One
Group
Western
_..Boots
$1495

One
Group
Of Ladies
Winter
Shoes
$300
No Exchanges

ESTEE LAUDER
invites you to soil away
on the brilliance of her
GREAT REGATTA COLORS
at the Cherry Branch.
Come in today for a FREE
skincare and makeup consultation
and we'll show you all these
light-hearted, sea-going colors
for Spring, 1982.

1

1
k
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New Perfectly Natural Liquid Makeup
Moisture-Balanced Face Powder
Tender Blusher
Coral Spice
New Transparent Blush-Stick
Longline Lip Polisher
Sunlit White
Pressed Eyelid Shadow (four-tone)
The Landscape Colors
The Deep-Sea Colors
Eye Contouring Pencil
Marine Blue
Aqua Sea

8.50
8.50
8.50
7.00

New
Shipment
Of Men's
Dress And
Casual Shoes

6.50
13.50
5.50

Men's
Leather

ire

Tennis
Shoes
00soga
•Pro-Ksils

s22°°

c944;16.441Botimiju

16th 8 Main

12-14
1 6-"1
.
.
hils

Factory.
Discount
Shoes
753-9419
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Men's Lace
Up 8" Work

Boots
$2500
Work Boots
$3300
Men's

Boots
Acme
Dingo
Levi
Texas
Durango
Sizes
1 2 to 13
6/

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-6
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Hendricks-Dumas wedding April8

Types of hypoglycemia
- DEAR DR LAMB — I
was diagnosed as having
hypoglycemia about a year
a glucose tolerago.
ance test my blood sugar
was 40 and I had shakiness
and weakness. I was put on
the diet I am enclosing,
mostly avoiding carbohydrates and particularly anything that contains sugar I
eat protein
I'm a female, 5 feet 9 and
weigh 124 Before dieting I
weighed 145 pounds. Have I
lost too much? I have fast
heartbeats, especially when
I'm under stress. I take
Ataraz and it goes away.
But when they checked my
blood sugar it was 28. After
getting to the doctor, it
would be around 80 but that
is after eating something.
These spells leave me very
weak. I get real panicky
when this happens.
Should I stay on this diet?
My doctor says potatoes
have too much starch that
turns to sugar. But I am
afraid I might go into a
COMA.

Lawrence E. Larnb,S.D.
sized tubes) and surgery

DEAR READER — Your need to eat more and eat
letter is one of the few of more frequently Frequent
many I receive about hypo- meals may help control your
glycemia (low blood glucose) symptoms
Ask your doctor if
that sounds like you have a
not
solid basis for the diagnosikailyst some apples They do
glucose
You have symptoms at the Increase the blood
a
time you have a demonstrat- level and do not cause
reactive response. He may
ed low blood glucose level.
agree to that and it may
The other important ques- ease your craving for sometion is, do you have
lion
thing that tastes sweet
when you are fasting? FastI'm sending you The
ing hypoglycemia is a differ- Health Letter nUmber 18-8,
ent problem from that which
Hypoglycemia: The Low
occurs after eating as a
Blood Sugar Problem. Othcalled
reaction
rebound
ers who want this issue can
If
emia.
reactive hypoglyc
send 75 cents with a long,
you have fasting hypoglystamped, self-addressed
an
have
cemia you probably
envelope for it to me,in care
underlying medical problem of this newspaper, P.O. Box
that also needs treatment.
1551, Radio City Station,
The diet you are using is New York, NY 10019.
hypoglyfine for reactive
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
cemia. If you have fasting
have trouhypoglycemia you may need have achalasia. I
and have
something more. I do notice ble swallowing
up in
that it allows coffee, tea and burning. Food backs es I
colas. I don't think you my mouth Sometim my
up
should use any of these at all even have to spit say the
and I think you should not food. The doctors
is dilation
smoke. All of these make only treatment
done sevreactive hypoglycemia (which I have had
different
worse. And I think you might eral times with

They don't suggest an operation because it is major
surgery They said surgery
should not be done as long as
I could swallow Do you
have any suggestions?
DEAR READER — Your
doctors' approach is the
accepted medical approach
to the problem This is an
uncommon disease and poorly understood. It is associated with a degeneration of
nerve fibers in the esophagus necessary for normal
esophageal contractions.
As a result, the lower esophagus at the opening into
the stomach contracts, preventing emptying, and the
rest of the esophagus is a
huge dilated tube. The combination causes the symptoms, including vomiting
undigested food, that you
have described.
Dilations help to stretch
that opening and relieve the
s. Surgery is somes
symptom
times necessary but the
results areiront a ways satisfactory either.

you can

Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
Hendricks of Murray announce the approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Marilyn
Elaine, to Rickey Dwaine
Dumas, son of Larry
Dumas of Dexter and Linda Nance of Galveston,
Texas.
The wedding will take
place Thursday, April 8,
at 7:30 p.m. at Bethany
Baptist Church, New Concord.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Childhood meeting planned
The Fourth Annual
Early Childhood Conference will be Saturday
from 9 a.m. to noon on
third floor of University
Center, Murray State
University.
This event will be spii.sored by the Department
of Home Economics with
Child Studies, MSU,
Western Kentucky
Association_fitr_theEducation of Young
Children and Western.
Kentucky Association for
Children Under Six.
Programs will include
,the following:
"Identification and
Referral of Children with
Suspected Learning Problems," conducted by
Jerri Wiliam, instructional resource coordinator, and Judy
Adams, family involvemnet coordinator,
project for early educe-

tion o exeiptional
childre
"Ex eriences in the
ergarten," conK
cted by Mary G.
Johnson and Ann
Chrisman, kindergarten
teachers, Murray City
Schools.
"Meeting the Emotional Needs of Young
Children," conducted by
Dr. Mary F. Valentine,
clinical mental health
counselor in private practice.

Marilyn Elaine Hendricks
to wed Rickey Dwaine Durnas

"Establishing A Day
Care Center in Difficult
Times," conducted by
Janice Rose, director and
owner of Apple Tree
School.
Dr. Alice Koenecke,
chairman of Department
of Home Economics with
Child Studies, MSU, will
give the welcome.
Dr. Charles May, conference coordinator, said
this is open to the public
at no charge. For information call 762-3826.

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
•

Costs increase
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Spending on total health
care in the United States
increased by 15.2 percent
to $247 billion in 1980 —
the last full year recorded
— reports a medical
publication.
According to Family
Practice News, medicalcare costs in general
have grown faster than
the American economy.
In 1980, they made up 9.4
percent of the gross national product, compared
with 8.9 percent the
previous year.
More than 88 percent,
,or $218 billion, went for
personal health care. The
journal said an average
of $941 was spent per person for personal medical
care in 1980 — a 13.9 percent increase from the
1979 level.

'S'IMETS

Fitness 'spa'
included
on activities
MISS WESTERN CANDIDATE — Miss Linda
Bailey Apperson has been
selected u the Chi Theta
Chapter of Chi Omega's
representative to the
Miss Western Kentucky
University Pageant at
Western Kentucky
University, Bowling
Green. A sophomore.
Miss Apperson is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Walt Apperson, 1511
Chaucer Drive, Murray.
This event is scheduled
Wednesday, March 31, at
7:30 p.m. in Van Meter
Auditorium, Bowling
Green. The day's activities will begin with a
coffee to meet the judges
at the home of President
ries.
Za

NEW YORK (AP) — A
comprehensive health
and fitness "spa" program has been added by
the Cunard Line to the array of activities on the
Queen Elizabeth 2's 80day World Cruise.
Among the long list of
other activities for
passengers are speedreading, debates,
language lessons,
astronomy lectures, arts
and crafts, bridge and
backgammon, needlepoint classes and
graphoanalysis.
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Free Sprit° bras, all-in-ones & bottoms, Instead° bras
Fits"- bras
Body Language! bras & panties, "Thank Goodness it
Plus

New Playbottoms° sports panty
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PRICE
/1 SALE
4.11
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COAT
SALE

On Jeans*

One At Reg. Price Second
At Half Price*

Guys & Dolls

Choose from a complete selection.
Entire Spring Stock Coat Deportment
JACKETS & FULL LENGTH COATS
Regular 36.00 to 88.00 Values

Infants Through Young Juniors

Olympic Plaza, Murray

There's no reason
to pay more
when you can
pay less.

OFF

OPEN FRIDAYS 'TM 8:30

Round-the-Clock*
aile
e
Pri
S
March 26 April 3

Your Choice
Slip on these Coasters* casuals ond slip into style. a. Bow-tied canvas kilties.
b. Low-heeled canvas pumps with bow trims. Regular $10.99 or $12.99. At
Payless ShoeSource, prices are normally less. And during our Spring Sole, you'll
pay even less than less. Sole ends Sunday.

Now pay even less than less

MURRAY
Control Shopping Collar
Open 9arn-Oprn Day, 12-6prn Sunday
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Coon dog bill creates legislative fight
FRANKFORT, Ky. seriously.
(AP) — A House-Senate
"It's sad that we come
supremacy struggle has to these kinds of issues
emerged over repeated this late in the session,"
efforts by state Rep. said Sen. Ken Gibson, DDavid Van Horn, D- Madisonville.
Lexington, to have the
Adoption of the
coon hound designated as measure would set a
Kentucky's state dog.
dangerous precedent,
Although Van Horn's Gibson said, indicating
coon -dog bill has that the senators were
languished in the House willing "to let the House
State Government com- members browbeat
mittee since the early us...."
days of the session, he
The coon-dog designahas succeeded in adding tion came to the upper
the provisions of the bill
.chamber — for the seas amendments to cond time — in the form
several Senate measures. of a House amendment to
Last week, the Senate a Senate-passed bill that
refused to concur in the would allow county clerks
amendment when it was to appoint agents to issue
tacked on to a bill design- hunting and fishing
ed to name the Kentucky licenses.
Opera Association the
Sen. Delbert Murphy,
state opera.
D-Owensboro, sponsor of
On Wednesday, the the bill, initially asked his
Senate again rejected the colleagues to approve the
amendment, and this House amendment. To do
time urged the House to otherwise, he said, could
take its business more jeopardize the passage of

seven!other Senate bills
which the House had
similarly amended.
Sen. Ed Ford, DCynthiana, sponsor of
another bill now carrying
the coon-dog amendment,
echoed Murphy's sentiment. He said be did so,
however, with mixed
emotions.
The House has maintained that it will attach
the amendment to virtually every Senate bill
until the Senate finally
accepts it, Ford said.
Other senators,
however, agreed with
Gibson.
Sen. Clyde Middleton,
R-Fort Mitchell, urged
his colleagues to reject
the amendment and send
the bill back to the House
with an accompanying
letter urging the
representatives to take
legislative matters more
seriously.
Murphy then asked

Senate President Pro
Tern Joe Prather, D-Vine
Grove, to rule whether
the amendment pertained to the subject of the
original bill. Prather ruled that it was not and, by
unanimous voice vote,
the Senate rejected the
amendment.
In other action, the
Senate adopted a Housepassed bill after amending it to conform with a
measure already approved by the upper chamber.
As passed by the
Senate, the bill would require the potential
builder of a hazardouswaste facility to notify
the public before beginning work.
The measure would
conform with a Senate
bill to establish a state
board to pick a location
for Kentucky's first commerciial hazardouswaste dump.

by lochie hart

observations

Cookbooks to help localpeople
Living on the fat of the
land by way of good cooking even in these low income days is possible
since two cookbooks are
in the process of being offered locally.
The Murray Ledger &
Times has collected and
closed its deadline for
recipes for publication to
be distributed with the
newspaper. This is a first
publication of the
newspaper. I'm copying
some of my tried and
trues from books and
clippings that I have
which I want in their section.
The Murray Woman's
Club is having the 1967
edition of its cookbook
reprinted — just as it was
except three recipes
which were incorrect are
corrected. Even the
advertisements are un-

changed, adding to the
history of the economy
and trends of that period.
Since Mrs. James
Garrison, Mrs. Clyde
Johnson and I were coeditors of this edition and
it being published shortly
after my husband's
death, I have mixed feelings of joy and sorrow.
Not for these reasons only, but the requests by
many for a copy.
Mrs. James R.
Allbritten is in charge of
the 1982 reprint. She
recently had a request
from a former Murrayan
living in Caifornia for 24
of these books — one for
each member of her
bridge club who borrowed hers.
Having been involved
with three of the publications, I continue to be
amazed at the

cooperative efforts exhibited by members of
the Murray Woman's
Club then and now.
The officers of the club
in 1967 were Mrs. David
Gowans, president; Mrs.
Henry McKenzie and
Mrs. Don Keller, vice
presidents; Mrs. A. G.
Wilson and Mrs. 0. B.
Boone, Jr., secretaries;
and Mrs. Purdom
Outland, treasurer. The
late Mrs. Thomas Brown
was the master advertising chairman. Artists
were Mrs. Gene Geurin,
Mrs. William Harvey and
Mrs. Ray Sinclair.
As is the custom of the
Woman's Club, work was
divided between the 10
chairmen and members
of their department to
solicit recipes and advertising. Mrs. Tom Brown
headed the advertising
group. Miss Jan Clopton
(Mrs. J. R. Patterson),
Atlanta, Ga., printed the
book.
The following club
members chaired their
department's committees: Alpha, Mrs. Tom
Brown; Creative Arts,
Mrs Jack Blackwell;
Delta, Mrs. Aubrey Hat-

Your Individual
Horoscope
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33% Off! Add This Cassette
D

eck to Your Stereo SCT-24 by RealistiC

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
Murray

24-Watt Car Cassette Player
By Realistic

High power, low price!
"ignition-off" Auto-Eject
locking fast-forward/
rewind, bass and treble
controls, stereo headphone jack. #12-1809
tiVdh under-dish mount,ng
hardware and speaker cable

No installation—just plug in and talk.between any two Moms! Press Talk-Bar to
speak, or Lock-Bar for hands-free talking
or monitoring. Talk-Bar doubles as night
light. FM and adjustable squelch cut electrical interference. Call-Tone button. Volume control. #43-212

-

Welcome To Bel-Air Shopping Center
Dan & Saundra Edwards,
New Owners of King's Den

By Micronta'
38
%

Off

2091

39.95
Range-doubler for volts
and amps. Measures AC
and DC volts, DC amps,
resistance, decibels.
50,000 ohms/volt.
#22-204 Batteries extra

All Day Friday

For Only
1 00

Square root, percent and
clear/clear entry keys, auto
power-off. 8-digit LCD. With
2000-hour batteries, billfold
case. #65-682

Cordless-Handset Phone
ET-350 by Radio Shack

This Friday
All Day

Cut37%
1188 Reg.
Battery extra
__—
18.95
Battery Backup operates clock if AC fails •
Battery Sentinel warns of weak battery
Snooze control. #63-826 •Without d,splay

,—J

Talk without tangling, trailing cords! One-button
Auto-Reclial. Mule button.
Built-in batteries/recharger.
FCC registered. #43-266

Check Your Phone Book for the Ratko Meek Store or Dealer Nearest You
I ' MAY VAIIV ClINI/IVIISIA, ",1,14/1

AM, Ill 1,1 I Iv,

A OIVIS101.104

414

Regular
3
Hamburgers

EC-259 by Radio Shack
L.

Alarm Clock With Battery
Backup By Micronta

4/244:z

Store wide

4-Key-Memory Calculator

Low-cost security! Protects
doors arid windows. With
alarm bell, control box, key
lock, hardware, instructions.
#49-474 Battery extra

1)
14

20*A)celf!fittg

43-Range Multitester
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relucatant to cooperate with
you. Soul-searching leads to
new insights.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) k"-Ski17
Someone puts in a good
ARIES
word for you, yet work
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Though nice invitations pressures may cause you to
come now, a close tie seems seek needed peace and quiet.
Attend to your health.
GEMINI
9
(May 21 to June 20) 11°1
You'll want to mingle with
others, yet a close tie may be
Less than enthusiastic. A promising career tip comes
through a friend.
CANCER
(June21 toJuly22) ee)
Career matters are important to you now, but expect little feedback from close
friends. They just don't seem
to understand you now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Though travel may be on
your agenda, there could be
some delays or mix-ups.
Social relations with in-laws
or hosts are touch-and-go.
VIRGO
(Aug.23toSept.21) 1111M.
Differences of opinion with
close ties can be resolved, but
you'll have to talk it over.
Evening hours favor home
life.
LIBRA
(Sept. 113 to oct.22) lac"
You could be the one that
causes & relationship difficulty now. Be sympathetic about
a close friend's needs. Read
between the lines.
SCORPIO
((ct. Mao Nov. 21) Me*
You're torn between a
to work and a need to
from it all. Obviously,
you'll have to choose a more
moderate course of action.
SAGITTARIUS
.0
0
0
(Nov.22toDec.21) 14
Friends won't exactly gush
over your latest romantic interest, but you still can have
fun together. Follow your
heart's inclination.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan. 19)
You could be so preoccupied
with work that you've little
time for family and loved
ones. Try to be more considerate of others.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.XtoFeb.111)
Don't let a wet-tilankef
friend dampen your weekend.
If you steer clear of those who
think negatively, you'll surely
have a Oanttime.
FECES
.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(C
It's a poor time to borrow
money from others, yet a
career ides has merit and profit potential. Try to tree
yourself of present limitations.
YOU BORN TODAY are intellectual, imaginative and
high-strung. Unless you get
hold of yourself, temperament
cis easily undermine your
success. You work best when
motivated by an idol You
have an inspirational touch
which will bring you exceptional success in such fields as
writing, acting, sculpture,
poetry and art. Do not let a
desire for financial security
keep you from tatting a thence
on your creativity. You can
succeed in business, but your
greatest talents probably lie
elsewhere. Birthdate of: Tennessee Williams, playwright;
Sterling Hayden, actor;
Robert Frost, poet.

Sale Starts 9:00 am., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

Plug 'n Talk by Realistic

69.95

What kind of day will tomerrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

Spring Sale

now at this iow pnceWIWextends dynamic range and lowers tape "hiss'.' Bias and E0
selectors for recording on normal, chrome or metal cassette formulations. Two-color LED meters allow easy record-level setting. Built-in MPX filter "cleans up" stereo
FM signals or can be switched out for widest response.
Push-key controls, soft-eject cassette door. #14-613

3995

FOR FRIDAY,MARCH le, 1912

$29,817

riDAMAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Save "30! VVIreless
2-Station FM Intercom

Frames Drake

With Noptlide bed, air lift and tag axle

753-2617

cher; Garden, Mrs. Linton Clanton; Home, Mrs.
B. H. Crawford; Kappa,
Mrs. Howard Brandon;
Music, Mrs. John
Bryant; Sigma, Mrs.
Bailey Gore; Theta, Mrs.
Harold Beaman; Zeta,
Mrs. Jack Bailey.
According to records in
the Calloway Public
Library, Mrs. P. A. Hart,
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop and
others, I find that seven
editions have been
published, but one is
missing. But the best we
can find they and their
club presidents are as
follows: 1927, Mrs. B. 0.
Langston; 1938, Mrs. Joe
1.
1 -Lovett; 1948, Mrs.
George Ed Overbey;
1954, Mrs. Maurice Humphrey; 1967, Mrs. David
Gowans; 1972, Mrs. Matt
Sparkman.
Some of the books are
not dated and do not have
the club officers listed.
Being a sort of local
historian, I am distressed
when a publication goes
undated. Recently our
church published a directory with no date on it.
Years from now, we
might wonder what year
the edition represents.

No Coupon Necessary
Murray, Ky.
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chief denies staff cuts linked to disasters
WASHINGTON (AP) —
There is no relationship
— between a decrease in
*0 safety inspectors and the
•a'recent string of coal mine
,a'disasters that have taken
at least 60 lives since
•Dec.1, according to
'• Federal mine safety chief
t Ford B. Ford.
Ford, assistant labor
secretary in charge of the
ft,Mine Safety and Health
' Administration, told a
• House Appropriations
I subcommittee on
Wednesday that each of
the mines had been inspected before the accidents occurred.
1. "We have not been able
2 to see a correlation bet-

ween the number of inspectors and fatalities,
particularly in the accidents in December and
January," Ford said in
reply to a question by
Rep. William H. Natcher,
D-Ky., the subcommittee
chairman.
"All of those mines had
received mandatory inspections and other inspections and citations,"
he said. He added "there
is no correlation" between the fatalities and
President Reagan's
budget cutbacks.
Ford said there are 900
federal coal mine inspectors, slightly fewer than a
year ago. He said

available to MSHA which
contribute to improvements in safety and
health conditions," Ford
said.
Under Ford's
reorganization plan, the
district managers will
have education and training specialists assigned
to their staff who can contribute specialized skills
and knowledge to mine
safety.
Inquiries leading to
civil penalties for safety
and health violations will
million.
"I am reorganizing center in district offices
MSHA's field structure to and will be resolved with
place under the supervi- the individuals most
sion of the district directly involved in an inmanager all the tools cident.
Reagan's proposed fiscal
1983 budget would allow
his agency to add more
than 100 coal mine inspectors by the end of the
year.
The new total of 1,004
inspectors, he said, would
be within 10 of the
Reagan administration's
highest total of inspectors. The administration,
he said, has earmarked
an additional $15 million
for coal mine safety, bringing the total to $437

MISTER PENGUIN
f

TUXEDO NSWAL AND sun

F!I_ST
•

mom

Hahn's floating front axle and
3-point deck suspension help
give uneven terrain a
More even cut.
Rear mounted engine
\ and automotive-type
steering provide
superb handling
and traction.
Come see us soon for
one of the best rides mowing

Harrell's Farm
& Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Form Supply Store

Hwy.94E.753-7862 Murray, Ky.

Program given
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
t Brown Jr. presented the
, Appalachian Regional
Commission's finish-up
program at a hearing
Wednesday in
Washington.
Brown, the state's
I. cochairman of the ARC,
e spoke before the House
„Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy
and Water Development.
A series of congressional hearings will be
held this year to determine whether authorization will be provided for
ARC program after
;Sept.30 when current
commission legislation
expires.
._ The Reagan administration has proposed abolishing the agency,
" which serves highway,
economic development
and health care needs of
the 13-state region that ineludes eastern Kentucky.
, The proposal recomc mends phasing out of
ARC's non-highway programs over a three to
five-year period at a cost
of $399 million.
The ARC highway program would continue for
eight more years at a cost
of $2.27 billion.
Brown and other Appalachian governhrs said
• they were presenting the
:finish-up plan only
—;because Congress had requested it.

(5021 464-6620

PRE-SEASON SALE

nom n

YOUR
GOOD LOOK

IN FORMAL WEAR
612 Broadway,
Jerry Hathcock
Manager
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
tem to p forme

COME
ON OVER
TO
CARGILL

On Lloyd Outdoor Furniture

Want to cut down on the gamble
in corn production? Through
1978-79-80, Cargill 967 faced over 100 different
hybrids in the Kentucky Trials, a total of 1,512
comparisons, and came out a winner 1,106
times, for a winning percentage of 73.2%, and
12.5 bushels above plot averages. In any sport,
73% winning percentage would be considered
a champion. In times like these, more than
ever, you need a champion on your side.
CONTACT YOUR CARGILL DEALER:
SPRING BASE
ARM CHAIR 04034

"FIBEACRAFT" is an exclusive outdoor furniture fabric developed by LLOYD and proven through many years of successful use. It has an "air-cooled" weave that remains
• pleasantly coot...even when exposed to the sun for long
PerlOCIS. The fabric Waspy to clean with warm soap and
water. The fabtianao has a natural "give" because of steel
wire reinforcing In n& hattantal strand.

- -

Harrell's Farm
-&-Home Supply

Calloway County's Complete Form Supply Store

Hwy.94E.753-7862 Murray, Ky.
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IF THE WORLD SHOULD
ft
END TOMORROW
ftr, YOU MIGHT YET HAVE
TIME TO PURCHASE YOUR
r, NEW FLOTE B•TE
A

ft

al

Oy

ft
1
41

You get
more for your
money when you
pay less.

fA

ft

fA

ft

ft
ft
All ages from 1 to 100 can enjoy luxurious comfortable boating, with a
HARRIS FLOTE BOTE until Gabriel blows
his horn.
We have many models in stock to
choose from with wide variation in price.
If you Want the Best There is Only
1 No. 1 HARRIS ROTE BOTE

ft

ft

ft
ft
HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC. ft
ft
(ALSO HOUSEBOATS — NEW AND USED IN STOCK)
Don McClure

Grayson McClure

Take 92 East out of Murray 2 miles Turn right on 280.
Panorama Shor•s on Kentucky Lake
Follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonn•r's Groc•ry. Tak• blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign
Turn right then left and you hay• arrived

Phones 502 436-5483 or 753-4837

b. $10

c.$8

Men's, Women's & Big Boys'

Men's, Women's & Big Boys'

Reg. $11.99
Youths & Infants Now S7

Reg. $14.99
Kids' Now $9
Infants' Now $7

Men's, Women's & Big Boys'
Reg. $11.99

Lace up the looks you want in ProWings® athletic shoes. a. Lightweight
nylon in navy with white. b. Durable runners in white with assorted
color trim. c. Canvas all-courts in white with blue. At Payless
ShoeSource, prices are normally less. And during our Spring Sale you'll
pay even less than less. Sale ends Sunday.

Now pay even less than less.
MURRAY
Central ShuppIng Center
open 9am 9pm ()ally 12 forn Sunday

CAPE GIRARDEAU

• PADUCAH
—Bog K Srtopoinu Cir
()pen 9am 9pm Daily 1,1 6prei

Sunday

•

COPY AVAILABLE

•

vs

350 Notlh Kings Koinv,iv
Open imen 9i*n Dati

•

Payless
Shoe
Source
1982 Volume Shoo Corpotalion. r
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o•dik#

•
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753-8777
Sun. 12-6
Prices Good
hru Sun.

641N.759-9995
Bel-Air Center
Mon.-Sot. 9-9

INALIMART

Some Items Not Available
At Bel Air Center Location

RODEO DAYS
•5-Speed tronsoxle
*36" Cut mower deck
'Reg. $948.86

Long Sleeve
Western Shirts

Save Up To 3.44

Mens Western Straw Hats

Authentic western
styling •Assorted
prints, plaids and

•

•Assorted styles
2
/
•Sizes 6'4-71
•Many designs to choose from
'Reg. 12 44-14.44

solids

2-17
/
'Sizes 141

Western Belts
'Sizes 32-42
'Tooled leather
*Reg. 11.50

Save 1.96

Vaal

Short Sleeve
Western Shirts
•Various blends of

1111 II1W

itttitittl 6
Viranglere Jeans

poly/cotton
*Western yokes and
snaps'Assorted prints
and plaids•S, M,L, XL
1 •Reg.9.96

'100% Cotton 'No
fault *Sizes 28-42
•5 Pockets •14 Oz.
'Blue denim 'Boot cut

Save 15%
Rustler® Brand Jeans
•100% Cotton
•Waist sizes 28-42
•Five pockets
•Blue denim
•Boot cut
•Reg. 11.88

Save 19%
Bandana
Handkerchiefs

RUSTLER'

Save 1.53
Wolls Lamont
Rows Wostorn Glovos
'Unlined grain cowhide
*Reg. 8.46

•18x18 Inches
'Permanent press
'Red and blue
'Reg. 1 57

t/

Includes Only Ogre

Crazy In The Dalt
All My Cloudy Days Are Gone

Boys Long Sleeve
Western Shirts
.65% Po1y/35% cotton
Wranglee
Cowboy Cut
Straight Leg Jeans
'100% Cotton
•Broken twill
•Waist sizes 30-40
•Vanous lengths
•Denim
'Rodeo
approved 'Scooped
and riveted pockets

•Sizes 6-18 *Asst.
colors•Your choice
of plaid, prints or twotone top •2 Pockets
•3 Snap cuffs 'Front
and back yoke

Save 1.94
Wrangler®
Boys Jeans
•100% Cotton sanforset
•Sizes 8-16, reg. and slim
•4 Pocket
'Boot cut
'Denim color
•Reg 11.94
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Wrangler®
Student Jeans

Western
Straw Hats

"No Fault"
cotton 'Waist sizes
26-30 05 Pockets
'Boot flares
'Indigo blue
•100%

'Sizes

•Reg. 10.44-12.44
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Fertilizer Spreader

inch 005 LC, capdLity flupptt
'Baked enamel finish
•Accu-Rate flow system
'Semi-pneumatic tires
•No 20A-9 'Reg 7 94
ff2l)

•Reg. 18.87

29.84

4 Ft. Porch Swing
*Wood construction includes
chain & hardware to hang

827.00
(LAINN QUEEN)

43.87
• Round toe
• New high undershot
cowboy heel
• Goodyear welt construction
• Rust Gung Ho leather foot
with matching fancy
stitched vinyl top

3/$10 88. 38'

Par Pkg.

N. 404

Super Value
Garden Hose
0/." x50'
'Nylon reinforced
vinyl, solid brass
couplings
'No. L05850

'Req. 7.94

1 Gal. Rose Bushes

6.94

•Mature rose bushes in
1 gal. container
sin bud. & bloom •Many
varieties •Reg. 194

Hanging Basket
*Assorted colors
*Wire hanger included
*Reg. 1.12

Super Value
Onion Sets
*Choose from: yellow, red,
Or white

*Reg. 8.96
Super Value
American
Hibachi Grill
•16/
1
2"x10"x9/
1
2"
•Steel body 'Slide
out tray
'No 6017

7.93

RICKY
SK AGGS

SOUTHERN COMFOR

WAll IN'Wit 1111.
- St7 111S111
including:
Don t Get Above
Your Raising
Your Old Love Letters
It That s The Way
You Feel
You May See Me Walton

OsteYot/fins ly
i The Da4L
e Days Are Gone

Crying My Heart
Out Over You
'Hi '
.T THHNS MU '1‘.51rIF

°-`

ANNE MURRAY

Save 2.00
1h Whiskey Barrel
*26 Gal. half
•1" Solid white oak
*Use as a planter
'Req.8.96

Where Do You Go When You Dream

6.96

INCLUDING ONE DAY AT A TIME,
ROCK OF AGES, GM THEM ALL TO *SUS

No.8220
Lawn Edging
020 Ft. heavy duty
edging

,,„wARE 2.77
V FUME
g
• y's

G322-A0-22

Barbara Mandrell
Live

L.rl!
NH di f L•
N'I`, VINO

AM-TAPES
.

Includes Take Me Down.
Close Enough To i'er!e,t

6• 7

'41,1

COPY AVAILABLE
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Latex Interior
Flat Wall Paint
•1 Gallon
'While, odorless, quick
dry, washable

tlig Buster Paint Brush
•4 Inch wall brush
'For 13Iex or oil based paint

•A .
Mart Sells for Less • Wal Mart Sells for Less•WkI Marl Sails for t•ss
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'Breds celebrate
with 12-1 victory
Even before he stroked
the game's first pitch
over the right field fence,
second baseman Tommy
Gregg knew Wednesday
was going to be a good
day.
And why not? A person
is expected to have a good
time on his birthday.
Helping him celebrate
the occassion was the entire Murray State
baseball team as the
'Breds blasted visiting
Nebraska-Omaha, 12-1,
Wednesday.
Gregg, who went threefor-five at the plate, used
his solo homer to get the
Thoroughbreds on the
winning track.
In the second inning the
rest of the team caught
fire with a four-hit, fourrun tally.
The Maverick batters
could only accumulate
seven hits — all singles —
against Scott Tucker,
who went the distance for

CENTURY SEEKERS — Three members of the
Murray State men's tennis team (above) Terje
Persson, (top right) Mats Ljungman, and (below)
Finn Swarting are seeking their 100th career wins.
No other MSU tennis player has reached the 100-win
plateau. Persson, playing at the No.1 slot, has a 9540 career total; Ljungman, playing No.2 seed, is 8617; and Swarting posts a 90-35 mark, at the No.3
position.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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Special-Special-Price

$1 A50
100 Lbs.
v
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Certified
Kennebec
and

Onion Sets Pontiac

century mark

By Jim Rector
always a challenge, but
Sports Editor
one that the energetic
One plans to run in the netter craves.
After defeating KenNew York City Marathon,
one almost became a ski tucky's John Varga, 6-1,
jumper and the other en- 6-2, in Wednesday's
joyed hockey and a rous- match, Ljungman took a
ing match of soccer. So breather and discussed
what do all three Murray the possibility of reaching
State athletes have in the elusive 100 goal.
"I've still got next year
common?
Each are approaching to reach it, so the
the 100-win mark in their prefigure's sot that bad.
thijApec
careers as Racer tennis ?Mere
players — a feat which #lebbtit it, tM*h,"he
has never been ac- "This year it's been
complished by an MSU easier to concentrate on
netter.
the matches because my
The three tennis buffs school load is lighter.
— Terje Persson, Mats Last year it was all study,
Ljungman and Finn study."
The extra concentraSwarting — are as different as backhands and tion time has paid off for
forehands in their per- the Stockholm, Sweden,
sonal lives, but all made a native as Ljungman has
goal out of reaching the 15 consecutive wins to oncentury win mark in their ly one loss this season.
His career total, with half
collegiate careers.
Two of the Racer net- of this season remaining,
ters have better-than- stands at 86-17.
Ljungman, the shortest
average chances to attain
their goal this season and of the three century
one, junior Ljungman, seekers, enjoys running
also has next year in to stay in shape and as a
which to complete his hobby. "I'm looking forward to trying the New
quest.
Playing at the No.2 York Marathon next fall.
singles for MSU, The tennis season won't
Ljungman says the be as full then and runnpressure of winning is ing the marathon is

something I'd like to
try."
Persson, the former ski
jumper, said he came to a
crossroad in his life
several years ago with
his choices being tennis
or jumping. Tennis won
hands down.
"No, I've never regretted it," Persson said after
losing to Kentucky's Joe
Letyse, 3-6, 7-6, 6-3, in
Wednesday's No.1 singles
battle.
Persson, hailing from
Oslo, Norway, played at
No.1 for MSU his
freshman and sophomore
seasons before falling to
No.2 last year. The demotion taught him to be
more consistent, he admits, and the lessons
haven't been wasted.
This year Persson is 105 in singles competition,
and his 95-40 career mark
gives him an excellent
chance to break the century mark before the
season's end.
Persson will still have
one semester of eligibility
after this season should
he choose to keep playing
for MSU.
Swarting, after losing
his No.3 singles match
against UK's Scott

Foster, 6-4, 7-5, admitted
his goal was reaching 110
wins this year. But, he added, "100 would be good
enough."
The tall, ldnky Swede,
who resembles a basketball player more than a
tennis player, sports a 9-5
season mark and has a 9035 career record.
In Stockholm, Swarting
was as comfortable on ice
skates with a hockey
stick or kicking a soccer
ball as he was with a tennis racket.
At the age of 16, though,
he retired his skates to
concentrate on hitting
over a net instead of into
one.
The trio, united with
MSU coach Bennie
Purcell, have been instfumental in helping the
Racers dominate tennis
in Kentucky the past
three years. Wednesday's
5-4 team loss to Kentucky
was the first time the
Wildcats have upset MSU
in three years.
Western Kentucky,
another state rival, has
been beaten nine times
over the past five years
by MSU.
The Racers possess the
Ohio Valley Conference

S Bulk Garden s
A Seeds & Plants A
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-
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crowns from the past two
years and Friday brings
a test from a heavy OVC
contender — Austin
Peay.
Murray hosts APSU,
Southern Illinois and Illinois State in round-robin
competition Friday and
Saturday.
Results from other
matches against Kentucky, Wednesda'y, include Racer Bobby Mon-

tgomery beating Paul
Varga, 6-3, 6-3; MSU's
Jan Soegaard beating Andy Jackson, 6-4, 7-5; and
Steve Massad losing to
UK's Mark Bailey, 5-7, 61,6-3.
In doubles PerssonSwarting lost to LetyzeBailey, 7-6, 2-6, 6-3;
Ljungman-Montgomery
defeated Varga-Varga, 61, 7-5; and Soegaard-Eric
Tisthammer lost to
Foster-Halder,6-2, 6-2.

SCOREBOARD
Pro baseball
Ma* League Baseball
Exhibition Season
Wednesdey's Games
New York NI.4 6, Toronto 3
Philadelphia 5, Los Angeles 4, 7 innings, rain
i innings,
Montreal 6, Atlanta 2, 7,
rain
Cincinnati it, Boston 4
Pittsburgh I, Minnesota 2
St.Loutsk, Detroit 1
Kansas City 13, Chicago AL 3
Texas 14, New York AL)6
San Diego II, Chicago(NI.)0
San Francisco 6, Milwaukee 2
Cleveland 5,Seattle 2
Oakland 5, California 2
faraday's Games
Pittsburgh vs. New York q41.) at
St Petersburg, Fla
Cincinnati vs Los Angeles at Vero
Beach, Fla.
Detroit vs. Houston at Cocoa. Fla
Texas vs. Atlanta at West Palm
Beach, Fla.

Philadelphia vs, Minnesota at Orlando, Fla.
Montreal vs. Boston at Winter Haven,
Fla.
Kansas City vi Toronto at Dunedin,
Fla.
SILonis vs. Chicago (AL) at
Sarasota,Fla.
Chicago( NL) vs. San Diego at Yuma.
Ariz.
Milwaukee vs. San Francisco at Scot.
tsda le, Ariz
Seattle vs. Cleveland at Tucson, Aril
Oakland vs. California at Palm Springs, Calif.
New York ( AL vs Baltimore at
Miami, Fla.
Friday's Gain"!
Los Angeles vs. St.Louis I S51 at
St.Petersburg,Fla.
Chicago (AL) vs. Philadelphia at
Clearwater,Fla
Kansas City vs. Pittsburgh at Bradenton, Fla.
Houston vs. Toronto at Dunedin,Fla.
St Louis (SS) vs Minnesota at Orlando, Fla
Boston vs. Detroit at Lakeland,Fla.
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Canvas (hazy tom)
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19.5O All Sizes
60'
•Cherry Eggers
Gas s1.10 cal
40' •
60'
White Rock
a
Fertilizer s5.00
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60'
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•
Plastic (3 Mil) 4.50
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All Sizes
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Wide Yellow Red

1234 WS/ T
111,1141161111
Neb-OldLAHA
14213100112
MURRAY
HITS — UNO 7, MSU 16. HR — Gregg
MSU • 1B — Neafelder, Blatee, Hutson,Scheer, Gargiulo low )
ERRORS— UNO 3, MSU 2.
VP — Tucker 1341 LP — Schee:Le
(11-I

acer trio shoots for 100th triumph

•

Seed Potatoes

MSU. Tucker's win nwas
his third of the season
with no losses. He fanned
five and only walked two
in eight innings.
Backing Tucker and
keeping step with Gregg
was Gary Blaine, who
also was three-for-five at
the plate including a double.
Today the 'Breds were
scheduled to travel to
Memphis State. Murrayan Brad Taylor (3-0)
was the designated
starter to face the 16-1
Tigers.
Friday the 'Breds
return home to host a
doubleheader against
Nebraska-Omaha, beginning at 1 p.m. at Reagan
Field.

•Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.
••••••11,11••••••11

All Leather
Only $29"
Suede-Nylon Jogger
Only $2495
The Only Shoes
With Poc ets
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LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP)- His team was outshot
and outrebounded, but Lexington Bryan Station
Coach Coach Bob Barlow blamed the officials for
the Defenders' early exit from the state basketball
tournament.
"The officials had us upset early," Barlow said
Wednesday after North Hardin's dramatic 56-55
victory in the tournament's opening game. "They
wouldn't let us play our ballgame.
"They (referees Ed Gatterdam and Howard Gorrell) were the same ones that hurt us at St. Xavier
earlier this season," said Barlow, referring to
another Bryan Station loss.
Barlow's bitterness was perhaps understandable.
He had taken three other teams to the Sweet 16, but
had never won the championship.
Moreover, he already had announced his retirement after 582 victories. Wednesday's loss did not
change his mind.
"I intend to resign in the next few weeks," Barlow
said, but added,"It's pretty heartbreaking."
The Defenders hit a paltry 37.6 percent from the
field, committed 15 turnovers and were outrebounded 41-35.
But they appeared to be in control when Robbie
Valentine, North Hardin's all-state forward, fouled
out with 3:23 to go. William Conner sank two free
throws on the play to put the Defenders ahead 53-48.
However, North Hardin raffled to outscore the
Defenders 8-2 down the stretch. Marvin Watts, an
unheralded senior guard, was the Trojans' hero. He
blocked Jeff Clay's shot out of bounds with 13
seconds to go, then hit the game-winning free throw
nine seconds later.
All-state center Brett Burrow led North Hardin
with 22 points while Watts and William Barker
tallied 13 apiece. Valentine was held to six points11.3 below his average- on 2-for-11 shooting.
Keith Berry paced the Defenders with 17 points.
North Hardin, 35-2, moved into Friday's quarterfinals against Warren Central, 23-9. The Dragons
got 23 points from Ben Matlock and 19 from Craig
Eversoll in a 68-55 victory over Fort Thomas
Highlands.
Louisville Valley, 22-8, used three free throws by
John Lawson in the final 12 seconds to edge Shelby
County 56-53. The Vikings' next opponent is
Madisonville, 22-9, which was paced by Willie
Sharp's 28 points in an 82-62 rout of Paducah
TiTilghman.
rs.first-round games pitted Owensboro, 274. against Boyd County, 28-5; Jeffersontown, 20-8,
against Laurel County, 29-3; Virgie, 31-2, against
M.C. Napier,22-10; and Mason County,30-0, against
- Middlesboro,26-6.
Curtis Turley's Warren Central team must now
play North Hardin, but the Dragons coach wasn't
awed by the task.
"God gave those kids from North Hardin a whole
lot of ability and talent, but God gave my kids a lot

Russell Cross, the 6foot-10 sophomore center
for Purdue, 18-14, led the
Boilermakers with 16.
The opposing centers,
Donald Reese and Kerry
Cook, fouled out of the
game.
Anderson, who scored
25 points in Bradley's
semifinal victory over
Oklahoma, was named
the NIT's most valuable
player.
Purdue never led after
having an 8-6 edge in the
first half. Twice,
however, they had an opportunity to take the lead
in the second half with
Bradley ahead 43-42. But
the Boilermakers missed
both of their shots.
Then, Thirdkill hit a
three-point play with 9:39
left to start an 11-2 run by
the Braves that gave
them a 54-44 edge with
6:31 on the clock. The
closest Purdue got after
that was four points, at
57-53 and 62-58.
Mike Scearce, who joined Cross with 16 points for
Purdue, had 10 in the first
half although he missed
the last six minutes of the
half with three fouls.
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Brigette••
.•10 Kt. yellow

•Yellow micron plated with
stainless steel back
•Never needs winding
•Yellow plated bracelet with
safety chain
•Mfg. sug. list 240.00
•Irr.7.

•10 Kt.
yellow
gold

g

plated
'17 Jewel

4.
?
Y

'Mtg. sug
list
135.00

81.24

70017

-•••••

"Kim"

"Lynn"

fi••11
.
JV:Ca•

-H-

•

..•••••••

144.33

-`,1:;'‘P•

105.6

128.7

"Ellen"

a

rolled gold plate
.•17 Jewel
"Shock resistant
'Adjustable
bracelet
*Mfg sug. list
175.00

*Rolled gold
plated with
stainless steel
back 'Quartz
movement
•Mfg. sug. list
215.00

"Barbara" Hamilton
Quartz Watch

•

•

'

Don't Miss
These Super
Everyday
Low Prices
On Hamilton
Wrist Watches,
At Wal-Mart!

alues
••••••,••

M.c" -•••1'•

Prices
Good
Thru
Sun.

641 N.759-9995
Bel-Air Center 753-8777
Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat.9-9 Sun. 12-6

WALTMART

NIT crown fits
Bradley.Braves
NEW YORK (AP) Juniors Barney Mines
and Willie Scott scored 17
points apiece to give
' Bradley the championship of the 45th annual
National Invitation Tournament with a 67-58 victory over Purdue
Wednesday night.
The title was the fourth
in the NIT for Bradley,
tying the Braves with St.
John's, N.Y.,for the most
championships in the
tournament's history.
Bradley was regular
season champion of the
Missouri Valley Conference, but had been
passed up for an at-large
berth in the 48-team
NCAA tournament after
losing in the conference's
postseason tournament.
Mines and Scott, who
averaged less than eight
points a game as a
playmaker, led a balanced scoring attack. Mitchell Anderson, the third
leading scorer in MVC
history behind Oscar
and Larry
Robertson
•
I Bird,scored 16 and David
•
the
• ThizAkill hit for 15 for
s Braves, who finished with
•
a 26-10 record.

PLANNING STAGE Linda Jones (left) and
Jean West put the
finishing touches on plans
for the Murray High
Basketball Banquet. This
year's awards ceremony
will take place at the
MU cafeteria on Tuesday, March 30, at 6 p.m.
Tickets for the meal will
be $2 per person. The two
planners are mothers of
Murray cagers Velvet
Jones and Jim West.

• .%

•

Sharp's 28 points led the scoring, while Craig
Bass added 19, Keke McNary 16 and Kelly Price 11.
James Teague scored 16 points to pace Tilghman.
Terry Shumpert added 14, Eddie Norris 13 and Gil
Arterburn 12.

spirit.
The Tornado was within 45-36 at halftime, but
Sharp opened the third quarter with three straight
baskets. Tilghman never made a game of it from
that point.

of heart and determination," Turley said after the
Dragons ousted Highlands.
Matlock, a 6-foot-9 senior, hit all eight of his field
goal attempts and hauled down a game-high 11 rebounds in the victory. Both teams had 24 field goals,
but Highlands took 66 shots to Warren Central's 46.
Highlands' Willie Schlarman led all scorers with 25.
Valley scratched and scrambled to offset Shelby
County's height and was rewarded with a threepoint upset victory.
"It seems like someone's surprised every time we
win," said Coach Fred C,opass, "but you have to
realize that we've played some tough competition
this season."
And Shelby County was hardly a breather.
The Rockets, powered by 6-6 Morris Stoner's 14
points, led 31-27 lit halftime and promised to get
even stronger.
But Stoner was held to eight points in the second
half and Valley took a 34-33 lead on Gene Sublitt's
jumper from the key with 4:18 remaining in the
thirdquarter. The Vikings never trailed again.
Stoner's 22 points led all scorers and he posted a
game-high 17 rebounds, but the Vikings' 10-5 freethrow advantage proved to be the difference.
Lawson and Ken Dinkins led Valley with 14 points
apiece. Mark George finished with 11 for Shelby
County.
Madisonville Coach Don Parson showed that he
knew how to keep a tournament in perspective.
"One down, three to go," he said, after the
Maroons marooned Tilghman with a run-and-gun
attack that took all the wind out of the Blue Tornado.
It was a familiar game plan, Parson said.
"All we do is put pressure on 'em and hope we do
it better than they do it," he said. "We can play patient, but our game is to put pressure on you and
make you play both ends of the floor."
The Maroons' play in general, and Sharp's
shooting in particular, seemed to break Tilghman's

NI/L-70A/

*Case is
roiled gad
Plated,
stainless
steel beck
•17 Jewel
•Mfg. sug list
150.00

110.81

89.96

609017

"Nethebe"
• o Ki rolled

•
•••
w

'Rolled gold plate,
stinks*.steel
back *17 Jewel
movement"Geedtilled snake
chain bracelet
.Mtg. sug. Hat
185.00

'41
Si

gold plated.
stainless
steel back
'Natural
bark finish
.Mtg. sug. list
135 00

81.2

"Diamond Tamara"
Hamilton Watch
•Rolled gold plated case
with stainless steel back
*Contains 2 diamonds'
•1 7 Jewel stem wound
movement•Adjustable
armored mesh bracelet
•Mtg. sug. list 230.00

s

c•Dorod431

"Danielle"

"Gail"

'Quartz watch
Yellow rolled
gold plated
adjustable
bracelet
'Mfg. sug. list
180.00

"Rolled gold
plated case.
stainless
steel beck
•17 Jewel
*Mfg. sug. list
150.00

•Yellow micron
Plated with
, stainless steel
back 'Black
silk strap
'Mfg suglist125 00

89.96

74.92

.•••••••••

137.92

••••
6

108.4

We Sell
Name Brand
Itenis For
Less Every
Single Day!

"Brad"

"Eric"

"Kendall"
•Ooanz watch

'
Micron plate
CAN
*SIMMS

faelg.
Net 105.00
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'Stainless
steel, water
resistant
case
'Mfg sug list
160.00

*aback
•daeur

99.6
••••

•

V.

96.37

*Quartz
movement
'Calendar
for date
of month
'Mfg sug
list
155.00

•
•

93.51
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907827
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"Wayne"
Hamilton Watch

"Chipman"

"MON,

86.86
...21,

135.22

=111

Hamilton
Watches At
Super LOW
Prices
Everydayl _

81.24
907917
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'Stainless
steel water
resistant
case
Billingual
day disc
'Mfg sug list
135 00

*Quartz watch
•Two-tone
stainless
steel case
*Water
resistant
'Mfg sug list
145 00

'Yellow micron plated case
*Stainless steel back
*Water & dust resistant
•English/Spanish day disc,
•Mtg sug. list 225.00
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Summer's coming...
Sot NOT weather!

ah

$100

On The GE Al-Year
Comfort Machine.
II

Act now and get a $50 cash refund direct from
GE on ttii
Executive Weatheltronx heat pump/air conditioner.

And SSO From Reedy Ilterwtoa
Meeting & Air Cseditiesing, loc.

Save on both cooling and heating energy costs, too, The
Executive Weathenron• heat pump/air conditioner combines
two proven energy-savers
an extra-large coil and an
extra-efficient compressor And you get one of GE's
Weathertrono heat pumps America's *1 sellers.
C00111 in Summer... Heats In Winter
Save Now Save Later Get the $50 cash refund direct from
General Electric for installing a new GE Executive Westheitron• heat pump/air conditioner Then enjoy the
energy-saving efficiency tor years to come

To quality for cash refund, installation must be
belonarIAAY 1,19112]

Call today for a FREE
home energy analysis.
Let Our climate control experts provide you with our in -horns
analysis 01 your specific energy needs and potential savings
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Conservationist attempts to save -turtles
MARUATA, Mexico
(AP) — On a faraway bay
fringed with palms and
frothing with Pacific
surf, Kim Cliffton is
struggling almost singlehandedly against the tide,
fighting to save a lowly
turtle from its appointment with oblivion.
With American money
and a Mexican helping
hand, the young conservationist from Arizona is
working desperately to
halt the decline in the
population of the eastern
Pacific green sea turtle, a
much-hunted subspecies
with only one major
nesting area in the Northern Hemisphere, the
broad white beaches
flanking this Indian
village 280 miles west of
Mexico City.
The eastern Pacific
type — commonly called
the black turtle because
of its dark coloring — is
the most critically endangered of three green
sea turtles.
Cliffton's fight has been
difficult, even perilous.
He is not ready to give up,
but he is realistic.
"If everything goes as
it's going now, the turtles
will be driven right up to
extinction," he said in a
recent interview.
Sea turtles are hunted
for their meat and hides,
for shells that are turned
into jewelry, and for turtle oil used in cosmetics.
Their eggs, laid in sandy
holes on Maruata's
beaches, are prized by
some Mexican men as
aphrodisiacs and can

fetch up to 75 U.S. cents
each in Mexico City.
For the past four years,
with a combination of
cash, persuasion and the
occasional assistance of a
five -man Mexican
marine detachment stationed here, Clinton has
tried to bring the trade in
turtle flesh under control.
He has paid villagers
about 3 cents for each of
hundreds of thousands of
eggs they have collected.
He and his helpers have
released swarms of hatchlings into the Pacific.
And he has stood guard
against poachers killing
the 100-pound-plus adult
turtles.
"The bottom line is still
negative, as far as the
population decline," said
Thomas Lovejoy, vice
president for science of
the World Wildlife Fund
in Washington, D.C. "But
Cliffton's effort is the
most important for saving the turtle."
The Fund is Cliffton's
principal sponsor, providing 859,000 of the project's $94,000 annual
budget. The rest comes
from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the
private Center for Environmental Education in
Washington.
The 33-year-old Clinton, a muscular blond sixfooter who has worked on
environmental projects
since the mid-1970s, first
hiked into Maruata in
1976, before the Pan
American Highway
reached this primitive
stretch of the Mexican

coast.
He found the 200 or so
Indians here
systematically
slaughtering the black
turtles.
"I saw them pulling in
•••-•', a day, slashing
them open, just taking
the skin and throwing the
rest into the water," he
recalled.
He returned in 1978
with money for the eggbuying scheme, and since
then has spent every
mating -nesting season
here.
The female black
turtles range over a huge
stretch of Pacific coast,
feeding in submarine
turtle-grass grounds
from the Gulf of California south to Colombia.
Each year one-third of
the females return to
breed in the waters off
Maruata and nearby
villages, where the males
have remained yearround. Beginning in July
and continuing into
February, females
lumber ashore to lay and
bury their eggs.
In four seasons Clinton
and his local helpers have
gathered more than one
million eggs and put them
in protected hatchery
areas. They have released almost 700,000 hatchlings into the sea.
But this may represent
only 30 percent to 40 percent of the eggs laid, he
said, and heavy poaching
of adults continues.
"There's 40 miles of
coast to worry about, and
there's no way to stop it,"

he said.
Mexican authorities
have imposed on-and-off
moratoriums and quota
systems for black turtle
hunting, but Cliffton complained the Mexicans do
not back this up with the
money and men to enforce the rules.
Mexico has not signed
the international convention banning trade in endangered species. The
United States, on the
other hand, bans the sale
of all sea turtle products.
Naturally, the "gringo" conservationist has
developed dangerous
enemies in his crusade
against the lucrative tur-

tle trade. He has had
some close calls while
chasing poachers, and
once someone fired on his
house.
"I'm surprised I'm still
in one piece," he said.
In the shade of his
thatched-roof hut, Cliffton said the simple life of
Maruata can be rewarding. "And the animals
are great," he said.
But the statistics are
grim. It was estimated in
1965 that the adult black
turtle population totaled
48,000 to 78,000. Last year,
the nesting females totaled only 2,800, indicating a
total female adult population of fewer than 10,000.

Clinton, who says he
has put in enough time
here and will leave for
good after next season,
finds a bright spot in the
gloom — the turtle is a
proven winner.
"It's going to be difficult even for the Mexicans to kill every one of
them," he said. "They
have survived millions of
years. They're resilient.
Who knows, maybe
they'll turn up in San
Francisco Bay someday."
World Wildlife Fund officials say they hope
public or private Mexican
groups will take over the
task of protecting the
turtles.

RECOGNIZED — Paul Kiesow of Murray (middle) was among those
presented awards at the Four Rivers Council Boy Scout Recognition Dinner
in
Murray. Kiesow, Ed Ford (left) and Robert Glover all received Silver
Beaver
Awards.
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Governor will decide issue

People proud of mass mail
By CY NDI MITCHELL
Associated Press Writer
It may be surprising,
but some people look forward to receiving the
mass quantities of mail
from clearinghouses and
mail-order companies
that load most mailboxes
every day.
In fact, for every person who asked to be
removed from companies' mailing lists last
year, there were three
others who wanted more
of the mail, said Donna
Sweeney, a spokesman
for a trade-business company that provides that
service.
The Direct Mail
Marketing Association's
Mail Preference Service
added 83,000 names and
deleted 20,000 names
from company lists in
1981,she said.
"It's extremely difficult to not get on any
type of list ever,"
Sweeney said, "particularly if you have
credit cards, subscribe to

a magazine, or if you've
ever ordered through:the
mail."
Sweeney said her service can't comPFtely
empty a person's mailbox
of what many call,junk
mail," but it can cut down
the amount substantially.
How do companies get
the names and addreves
of those who receive junk
mail'
It seems there are
special companies that do
nothing but compile lists
of people who have, for
example, recently had a
baby, who own a car, or
who have purchased
something by mail, said
Ms.Sweeney.
"They string people
together who have
similar affiliations," and
then supply the lists to the
appropriate companies,
she explained.
There are close to 150
companies registered
with the Direct Mail
Marketing Association.
She said to get on or off
the lists, people can write

the Mail Preference Service at 6 E 43rd St., New
York, NY 10017.
Johanna Campbell of
the Louisville Better
Business Bureau said
about the only other option a person can take to
get off or onto a mailing
list is to write the company directly.
If a chain letter or
obscene material is
received, however, Ms.
Campbell said the Post
Office should be contacted.
Otherwise, there's not
much the Post Office can
do, according to Jun
Alexander, the Louisville
Post Office's information
clerk.
"It's a nuisance, but we
have to mail anything
that comes through the
Post Office as third-class
mail," Alexander said.
His cure for those
bothered by the mail?
"Do what I do,just stop
at the garbage can on the
way from the mailbox."

Louisville station changes vote
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The board of
Louisville's public broadcasting television station
has reversed an earlier
decision in deciding that
it will not take part in a
national experiment to
sell commercials.
The board of WKPC-TV
voted last November to
try to become one of 10
public TV stations across
the country to take part in
the experiment to determine if selling ads can
s help make up for federal
z 1 funding cuts.
But the board, by a resounding 8-1 vote, revers'ed itself during a meeting
Wednesday.
Station manager Jerry
A
Weaver, who ironically
was scheduled to deliver
a speech Wednesday
night on advertising on
public TV,said the reversal"came as a shock."
"The federal cuts will
have to be made up in
sot way," said Weaver.

"We can't roll over and
play dead or we'll be
writing our own epitaph."
John Yarmuth, who
was not a member of the
board last November,
was a leader of the opposition Wednesday. He
said the board decided
the possible financial
gain from advertising
wasn't worth the gamble.
"The projections were
that the advertising
would only bring in
$137,000 net out of a $2.1
million budget," Yarmuth said. "I think those
projections were optimistic, but, in any case,
we have to weigh the risk
of damaging the station's
reputation against that
dollar amount."
Yarmuth said that two
factors apparently caused the board to change its
stance on the advertising
question — the impact of
advertising on programming content and the risk
of alienating corporate

Arraignment hearing
planned for alderman
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — An arraignment
hearing is scheduled next
Monday for a member of
the Louisville Board of
Aldermen who has been
indicted by a federal
grand jury on charges
alleging Medicaid fraud.
According to the 155count indictment, Dr.
Harold Howard cheated
the Medicaid program of
some $37,500 between
January 1980 and
November 1981.
Investigators said that
Howard, a dentist, came
to the attention of the
state attorney general's
office when a check of his
records showed that 31
percent of his billings
were for root-canal work.
An average dentist's
Medicaid billings show
about 6 percent for rootcanal work, said assistant attorney general
Richard Plymale.
Howard's status as 9th
Ward alderman will not
be affected by the indictment, said aldermanic

and private donors.
Public television's
traditional role, Yarmuth
said, is to air programs
bypassed by network TV
because of their limited
commercial appeal.
"If we acknowledge
those programs can't be
sold, then the next step
will be to find programs
that can be, and that will
change our reason for being," said Yarmuth.
On the other question,
Yarmuth said he has
learned that some corporate donors have indicated that would stop
giving to WKPC if the station began selling advertising. Instead, those
donors would make
WKPC compete with
other media for the
advertising dollar.
"Let the rich stations in
the big cities be the
guinea pigs," said Yarmuth. "They can afford
it. This station can't."

Mrs. Martha Armstrong, recently demonstrated
flower making to the seventh grade ceramics class
of Mrs. Patricia Allbritten at Calloway Middle.
Among those participating in the project were Tina
Hudson, Buddy Workman, Scott Cook and Cabat
Grogan.

Walkout at plant
CINCINNATI (AP) —
The employee relations
manager of the General
Electric aircraft engine
plant says a walkout by
United Auto Workers
members has practically
shut down operations at
the plant.
Charles T. Ohmer said
production lines at the
Cincinnati area's largest
employer were totally
halted Wednesday and no
work was under way in
the research and development division.
The strike began with a
walkout on the second
shift Tuesday night and
accelerated Wednesday
when first shift workers
refused to cross picket
lines set up by members
of United Auto Workers
Union Local 647, which
represents about 4,000 of
the 13,000 workers at the
plant.
About 500-600 union
workers on the second
shift walked out after the
foreman accused of choking an employee March
13 was returned to work
in a position the union
viewed as a promotion.
'Ohmer said the strike
was illegal, but Clinton
Mullins, recording
secretary for the UAW
local, disagreed. Ohmer
said the strike violates a

CROSSWORD POZZLER

president Mike Carrell.
"An indictment is only
a charge," said Carrell.
"It is not a conviction.
We'll let the court procedure run its course."
The indictment charges
Howard with one count of
devising and engaging in
a scheme to fraudulently
obtain benefits from
Medicaid and 154 counts
of making fraudulent
claims. If convicted,
Howard could be sentenced to a maximum of 20
years in prison and be fined $10,000 for each of the
155 felony counts.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Effective April
25, New York Air will
discontinue air service
linking Louisville with
New York, according to
New York Air President
Neal F. Meehan.
Meehan said the
depressed economy and
heavy competition combined to bring about the
decision.

ACROSS
1 Pursue
6 Laziness
11 Dried grape
12 Neater
14 Evils
15 Fur scarf
17 Sun god
18 In music, high
19 Big guy
20 Got a gold
medal
21 Tellurium
symbol
22 Debate
23 Ship's prison
24 Inflexible
26 Instant
27 Free ticket
28 Part of a leg
29 Unrefined
31 Sharp pains
34 Rows
35 Gksterts
36 Refrain
sound
37 By way of
38 See 28
ACrOSS
39 Camp bed
40 Printer's
measure
41 Demon
42 Storm
43 Refund
45 Departs
47 Roadside
restaurant
48 Rims

burden
4 Yes, in
Madrid
5 Naval officers
6 Rock
7 Swing
8 Poem
9 Scale note
10 Courageous
11 Lasso
13 Roam
16 Tense
19 Tur1
20 Do a laundry
Job
22 Collect
23 Salty solution
25 Armadillo
26 Opine
28 Cheat
29 Lid
30 Showered
31 -YournIflf —
springtime,,"

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The issue of requiring a minor girl to get
parential permission for
an abortion now rests
with Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr.
The state House of
Representatives agreed
on Wednesday with three
Senate amendments to a
House-passed abortion
bill and sent the bill to
Brown.
The bill would require
that girls under age 18 get
the permission of both
parents before receiving
an abortion. If the
parents refuse, the minor
could get a court order
allowing an abortion.
The bill would also require that a woman give
her informed consent
before an abortion and, if
she is married, inform
her husband if she has an
abortion.
The amendments placed on the bill last week by
the Senate would clarify
that it does not prohibit a
physician from prescribing, or a woman from using, birth control
methods or devices,
would remove race from
information required on
reporting forms on abortions and would make
technical corrections.
The House rejected by
one vote an attempt to
place a "workfare" program onto a bill approving reorganizations
within the Department
for Human Resources.
The House voted 45-44

collective bargaining
agreement with the
union. The agreement
calls for grievances to be
submitted in writing.
"To my knowledge
nothing has been submitted in writing regarding
the incident of the
foreman and another
employee," Ohmer said.
Mullins said the strike
was authorized "some
time ago" by both the
members and the International union of the
UAW. The incident with
the foreman is the major
complaint of several
unresolved issues.
On Wednesday, Judge
Thomas Nurre of
Hamilton County Common Pleas Court agreed
to the company's request
for a temporary restraining order effective for 14
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
days.
The order limits the (API — Christian Circuit
number of pickets at the Judge Tom Soyars
plants' nine gates and awarded temporary
bans interference with custody of a controversial
the company's officers, 1981 auto to the city
employees and other per- Wednesday but former
sons seeking to enter or Mayor Al Rutland Jr.
leave the plant.
isn't ready to surrender
A "series of incidents of the vehicle.
bottle throwing, rock
Under the ruling,
throwing and fires set at Rutland had the option of
gates" followed the turning over the car imwalkout, and continued mediately or retaining
Wednesday, Ohmer said. possession by posting a

against an amendment to
House Bill 531 offered by
Rep. Ward "Butch"
,Burnette, D-Fulton, that
would have added the
provisions of a Senate bill
that had been stalled in
committee.
The amendment would
have required some recipleas of Aid to Families
with Dependent Children
to work in public service
jobs in order to receive
their benefits.
"It is time we woke up
in this country and realized there is no free ride,"
Barnette said.
Rep. Pat Freibert, RLexington, supported the
amendment, saying "I
don't think it is punitive
to have somebody work."
However, Rep. Roger
Noe, D-Harlan, called the
proposal "forced labor"
that wouldn't work.
Majority Floor Jim
LeMaster, D-Paris, said
the main bill was very
important and shouldn't
be endangered by adding
the amendment.
The House approved
the bill, which also increases fees charged by
the department, by a 5828 vote after defeating the
amendment. The bill now
goes to the Senate.
The House also passed
61-16 and sent to the
Senate a bill that would
require the licensing of
mental health counselors
and marriage counselors.
An amendment by Rep.
Tom Riner, D-Louisville,
that would have pro-

hibited sensitivty training or nude encounter
groups, was rejected by a
voice vote.
The House defeated 4521 a bill that would have
allowed county fiscal
courts to set weight limits
on county roads.
The House passed 84-3
and sent them to the
governor a Senate bill to
allow the legislature to
review the audits of state
agencies to see if the
agencies implement
recommendations in the
audits.
It also passed, by a 74-3
vote, and sent to the
governor a Senate bill to
permit any circuit court
rather than just Franklin
Circuit Court to enforce a
subpoena issued by the
state Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection.
The House also concurred in Senate amendments to several Housepassed bills and sent the
measures to the governor. They included bills to
increase the bond requirement for a permit to
hold a professional boxing or wrestling match in
Kentucky, increase the
size of the State Fair
Board by two members,
who would be appointed
by the legislative leadership, and require utilities
to give customers notice
of hearings on rate increases before the state
Public Service Commission.

Christian circuit judge awards car custody
$14,000 bond, pending
final disposition of the
case.
Rutland's attorney,
John Combs, said bond
would be posted
When Rutland left office last December, the
City Council gave him the
small red Chevy as a
going-away gift. He had
served six years as
mayor and six as a councilman in Hopkinsville, a
city of about 23,000 pee-

pie.
On March 8, the council
voted to ask Rutland to
return the car but he
refused. The city then filed suit.
In motions filed later,
Rutland argued that the
city doesn't have a legal
mayor or city council
because Hopkinsville
never complied with a
1980 state law reorganizing and restructuring
municipal governments.
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Answer to Wesioesday's Puzzle

UUM OCCIOU CUO
USU MUM COD
COGUIDU MOUGUO
GOMM MCC
GEM COU CUM
BOUNO 13121: COO
CO LICU UOU Me
One C1212 CUM=
UBIOU DUO 012100
DUU UCCOU
CUOMO COMM
MU WOMB MU
OCU MOON UM
32 Encomiums
33 Surfeits
35 Precipitous
38 Location
39 Grotto
41 Cooling

device
42 Tattered
cloth
44 Prefix with
cycle or sect
46 Actor Asner
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Subway crime rate increases

•
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(EDITOR'S NOTE —
As every comic knows,
New York's subways are
the pits. Hang onto your
wallet as you hang onto
the strap. But wait. Down
in the dark hole, it seems,
things are looking up.
Maybe the man who runs
them wW soon be letting
his children ride.)

ALPHA GAMMA RHO DEDICATION — Representatives of the Alpha Omega chapter of Alpha Gamma
Rho social fraternity at Murray State University prepare to cut a ribbon as part of the ceremonies to dedicate
the new annex to the chapter house near the campus.Shown(left to right) are: Jerry Trinun,Kuttawa,alumni president; Dale Wright, Lowes, noble ruler; Jim Barnes, Farmington, former noble ruler; Dr. James
Rudolph, faculty adviser; and J.K. Henshaw, Sturgis, former alumni president. The $150,000 annex project
has bah housing and dining facilities for members of Alpha Gamma Rho, which was founded at Murray State
in May,1968.
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TVA to argue
for nuclear costs
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"We are saying that
TVA is charging people
unnecessarily for electricity many people will
never see," coalition
spokesman Bill Troy
said, adding that old people are particularly hard
hit.
But TVA officials, including Herb Sanger,
general counsel, have
said the coalition's
demands would mean
TVA would have to borrow more money to pay
interest charges on borrowed money.
And Sanger has said
that would cost consumers more in the long
run. In addition, TVA has
argued that the charter
under which it was
created in 1933 allows it
no discretion in the matter.
TVA has had to
mothball eight unfinished
nuclear reactors because
the region's electricity
demand is less than was
expected when the utility
approved a 17-reactor
system in the late 1960s.
TVA's long-term indebtedness now stands at
$13.395 billion — and
much of that is for
nuclear construction.
Behrs,

Master Card, Visa

0.11
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By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Some statistics on a
winter's day in the New
York City subway.
Thirty-six felonies were
reported to the transit
police: Eighteen people
were robbed, six purses
snatched, two people
assaulted, two pockets
picked, one wallet lifted,
one sleeping inebriate
rolled. Three felonies
were listed as
"miscellaneous." And
there were three hat snatchings.
A female derelict was
struck and killed by a
train while walking on the
tracks north of Times
Square, tying up
rushhour traffic for two
hours.
Rush-hour service in
the labyrinth of lines servine lower Manhattan
was snarled by a bomb
scare. Two trains were
halted when someone
pulled an emergency
cord, and half a dozen
others stacked up behind
them. Vandals smashed
windows on two dozen
cars.
How much new graffiti
was scrawled on subway
cars went unreported.
On that same day, the
New York City subway
system carried 3.2
million passengers to and
from their destinations
safely and without incident. Those who defend
the subways contend
that's the bottom line.
New York subways —
dirty, noisy, unsafe — are
a Johnny Carson joke, a
showpiece of urban
America's decay. Unsafe
grabs the headlines. Subway crime in January
was up 60 percent over
January, 1981, and even
Richard Ravitch, who
heads the Metropolitan
Transportation Authori-

ty, says he won't let his
sons ride at night.
Cars, stations, maps
and signs are buried
under ribbons of spraypainted scrawls and
curlicues. Stations are
smelly and crumbling,
signs and maps confusing, platforms dark and
dangerous. Service is erratic — one of 10 cars is
out of service at any
given time. Passengers
wait 20 minutes for a
train, then two arrive
within a minute. The subway scares and
frustrates many New
Yorkers and terrifies outsiders.
"The subways stink,"
Mayor Edward I. Koch
said the day after his reelection last November.
"They stink less," Koch
said two months later,
when the Transit Authority announced that service
has improved. Rotten
subways are conventional wisdom, a wisdom
Koch is free to exercise;
he has no official role in
their day-today operation.
But that dilapidated, inefficient, scary subway
also makes New York
livable. One reason New
Yorkers grumble about it
so often is that they depend upon it so much.
New York is about the
only place in the United
States where owning a
car is unnecessary. You
can go almost anywhere
on the subway. New York
can scrimp on school
buses; students get free
subway rides. Operating
seven days a week, 24
hours a day, it carries a
billion riders a year —
more than any system in
the world, and more than
the combined total of all
other American subways
except Chicago's have

carried in their histories.
Most of those billion
ride year after year
without seeing a crime
more serious than marijuana smoking or turnstile jumping. If they are
late for work twice a
month, so are Californians who sit in freeway
traffic jams.
The subway system is a
small kingdom. Its $1.5
billion operating budget
is larger than 16 states. It
employs 47,000 people, including a 3,300-member
police force. It has 750
miles of track in tots, 230
miles of passenger
routes,458 stations.
To get a train from
242nd St., the end of the
IRT line, to the
maintenance shop, a
distance of a mile-and-ahalf, it takes a convoluted
28-mile route that would
confound all but the most
devoted subway buff.
About 250 people die on
the tracks each year,
some accidentally. Most
of them are suicides who
leap in front of trains.
Subway officials
estimate that vandals
smash 2,500 windows a
month. Mischief-makers
pull emergency cords on
trains or power switches
three times a day.
Several million people a
year jump over or crawl
under turnstiles, feed
slugs into them or simply
walk through unattended
gates to beat the 75-cent
fare. (That's up from 50
cents two years ago, 35
cents in 1975 and a nickel,
the going rate from the
system's opening in 1904
until 1947.)
More than 15,000
felonies were reported
last year and transit
police issued 235,000 summonses for violations like
smoking or radio playing

on trains. In January, the
Transit Authority cracked down on slug users: 10
of the first 32 people arrested were city
employees.
As a mode of travel, the
New York subway is
statistically safer than
air or highway.
The last passenger
fatality was in 1970, when
two people died in a train
collision. They were the
first since 1928, when 16
were killed in a derailment in Times Square.
The worst disaster was in
1918 — 97 people killed
when a train sped around
a curve into a wall at
Malbone Street in
Brooklyn. Malbone Street
was renamed Empire
Boulevard.
Like Ravitch, who worries about his sons' safety, subway employees lament the state of their
kingdom. A motorman,20
years on the job, says he
hopes people he meets
socially won't ask what
he does for a living. A
mechanic in a
maintenance shop says
conditions there are so
dreadful that he won't use
the bathroom until he
gets home. "The equipment is terrible," says an
operations supervisor.
The subway can also be
a delight. It can take New
Yorkers, most of whom
know only the strip of
track they ride on daily,
to beaches like Coney
Island, Rockaway and
Brighton; fishing villages
like Sheepshead Bay;
wooded parks in the outer
reaches of Queens and
the Bronx. For residents
of those outer reaches,
Manhattan's theaters and
museums and
restaurants are rarely
more than a half-hour
and 75 cents away.

ARP

Students to compete
More than 400 high
school home economics
students from across the
West Kentucky area are
expected to participate in
the second annual Secondary Consumer and
Homemaking Competition Day Friday, March
26, at Murray State
University.
Entries have been
received from students at
Webster County, South
Hopkins, Carlisle County,
Christian County, Murray, Hopkinsville, Symsonia , Lyon County,
Heath, Livingston Central, Caldwell County,
Trigg County, Goreville,
Ill., and Henry County,
Tenn., High Schools.
Certificates of award
will be presented to the
first three winners in
each of nine competitive
categories. A trophy also

will be awarded to the
school with the largest
number of first-place certificate winners.
Following an hour-long
registration period beginning at 8:30 a.m. on the
first floor of the Applied
Science Building, participants will display
their projects in
garments, floor plans,
creative room accessories, and energy use
and conservation in the
Applied Science Building
and the University
Center.
Competitions will also
be conducted in reports,
demonstrations, HERO,
and Future Homemakers
of America impact projects. The reports competition will involve progress presentations on
such topics as consumer,
marriage and family

issues.
Included in the
demonstration competitions will be presentations dealing with child
development, textiles,
food and nutrition, housing management consumer education and
in personal and family
development.
The FHA impact competition will include fiveminute, illustrated
presentations of chapter
projects designed for
significant impacts upon
community life, such as
working with the elderly,
juveniles, pregnant
teens, drug and alcohol
abuse, and others.
The day's activities will
end with an awards program in the University
Center auditorium beginning at 1:15 p.m.
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Israel fires two nationalist mayors
TEL AVIV, Israel(API
Israel fired two more
Paleatinian nationalist
mayors in the occupied
West Bank today for what
the Israeli military called
their "repeated attempts
to disrupt public order,"
the government announced.
The dismissals followed the worst day in a
week of violent
demonstrations that have
left a total of five Arabs
dead and 21 wounded.
Three Arabs were killed
by Israelis Wednesday
during protests spurred
by last week's firing of
another West Bank
mayor who refused to
cooperate with Israeli
authorities.
An Israeli communique
accused Nablus Mayor
Bassam Shakaa and
Ramallah Mayor Kerim
Khalaf of incitement and
acting "according to the
instructions" of the
Palestine Liberation

Organization.
The whereabouts of
Shakaa and Khalaf were
not imbediately known.
The two mayors, who
were elected in Israelisponsored elections in
1976, were picked up early today for a meeting
with the head of Israel's
central military command, who informed
them of their dismissal.
Shakaa and Khalaf
were replaced by Israeli
military officers but their
municipal councils were
not dismissed, the Israeli
armed forces radio said.
The demonstrations on
the occupied West Bank
of the Jordan River and
in the Gaza Strip were
sparked by Israel's
dismissal of the Palestinian mayor and the
municipal council in El
Bireh.
Mayor Ibrahim Tawil
and his council had refused to cooperate with

_

tended for Tawil. No arrests have been made in
the bombings, and there
has been speculation the
explosives were planted
by Israeli rightists.

Israel's civilian administration in the West
Bank, which took over
from the military government last November.
Professor Menachem
Milson, chief of the
civilian administration,
said in an Israeli television interview Wednesday night that the riots
were instigated by the
outlawed PLO to prevent
jsrael from fostering a
moderate political force
in the territories.
"This is perhaps the
most important political
battle that we have
fought since 1948," he
said.
Shakaa, Khalaf and
Tawil, all staunch
Palestinian nationalists,
were the targets of carbombings in June 1980.
Shakaa lost both legs and
Khalaf had one foot blown
off in the bombings. An
Israeli explosives expert
was blinded when he tried
to defuse the bomb in-

Associated Press
reporter Jonathan Immanuel said Israeli
troops today barred
reporters from entering
the city hall in Nablus,
the West Bank's largest
city. Arab youths is the
Nablus marketplace
threw rocks and bottles at
soldiers gathered in the
center of town, he said,
and troops responded by
firing tear gas canisters
at the demonstrators.
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In Jerusalem, meanwhile, police fired warning shots to disperse a
crowd of demonstrators
near the walled Old City,
while Arab youths burned
tires and blocked the road
through the Shuafat
neighborhood north of the
city, the state radio said.
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2. Notice

2. Notice

4. Help Wanted

Immediate position
available for Ky licensed registered nurse as
Director of Nursing
14,
Service
of 100 bed
n5.11
Intermediate Care
CNN By Bed see our
Facility in Paducah
Weather Vane's
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits
An
Equal Opportunity
Employer Send resume
with photo
2 letters of
reference from former
employers or pro
essional persons to Box
602 Mein Street
1137 Paducah Ky
Morrey, Ky.
Medical Record Direc9:00 to 5:00 Alm tor RRA ART. Manage
Sot.; 1:00 to 5:00
a 6 person department
Sun.
and coordinate quality
assurance activity in a
essspo,rs
I D s
100 plus bed accute care
block and. hospital. Accredited by
resumes
publicofion
skirts to,
JCAH in the Purchase

Antiques
w.

NOTICE
Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES

Carter

• Area.

Studio

For Sale
Large assortment
of geneine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles

$2.95 Each
Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Nag

7S3-7113
Ops. am.
"p.m.

Economically

Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

Mrray
Ledger
& Times

9. Situation Wanted
Responsible mother will
babysit your child anytime. Days
nights
week-ends full time
part time or drop-in.
Call 759-1692.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753 5463 or
753-0144.

Will cut and remove
3. Card of Thanks
dead or unwanted trees
and shrubs. Call for free
Sincere thanks from the estimates before 2:30 at
family of Cloys J
753-5484.
Baucum to the
Will mow and trim
neighbors for their help
food
and flowers. To yards. 753-8067 after
the doctors and nurses 5p.m.
God Bless you. To the Will mow yards and do
Union Hill Singers for odd jobs. 753-6494.
their beautiful singing.
Thanks to the ministers
for prayers and comforting words. To Max
Churchill and his staff.
May God Bless each of
you. The Wife and
Children.

lamed For Your Protection
Road Si Insect Control
Yard, Tree S Shrubbery Treatment

9. Situation Wanted
Will break and disc
garden mow lawn and
light hauling. Call 7538649.

10. Business Opportunity

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL, INC.
PUT

TERMITE CONTROL

r_

Experience
strongly preferred.
Please submit resume
and salary required to
PO Box 10408 Murray
Ky. 42071.
Nurses needed RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time 3-11
or 11-7 shifts. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person or call
Care Inn 502-247-0200.
Part-time babysitter for
3 month old during the
day. References required. 753-3111.

HOME OWNED &
OPERATED

SERVING THE AREA SINCE 1947

YOU MUST BE SATISFIED

eta!

Friendly Home Loy..
Parties now in our 27th
year
is expanding and
has openings for managers and dealers.
Party plan experience
helpful. Guaranteed
toys and gifts. No cash
investment
no collecting delivering car and
phone necessary. Call
collect
Carol Day. 518489-8395.

13. For Sale or Trade

753-3914

100 S. 13TH ST., MURRAY,KY

COX ELECTRIC

Commercial and Residential
Licensed Electricians
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

435-4397

For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 7534109
436-2844 after
5p.m.
Store building with
fixtures
will accept
boat or car in on trade.
Fold down camper
17ft. fiberglass
WO.
boat with walk through
trailer
windshield
a
50hp motor $1600.
antique watches and guns.
Call 436-2506.

14. Want to Buy

INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL
CONSTRUCTION CRAFTSMIN
WANTED
Please provide written list of
references and skills. The following
crafts are required:
CARPENTER
PLUMBER IPIPEFITTER /WELDER
SHEET METAL WORKER
OPERATOR
IRONWORKER
Send Replies To:
P.O. Box 1040A
Murray, Ky. 42071
MR.DITHERS,I WON'T
LET YOU TREAT ME
LIKE SOME PETTy
INSIGNIFICANT
EMPLOYEE!

Stamp and coin collec
tion or accumulation
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Want To Buy: 35-40 acre
farm with tobacco base.
Modern house within 10
miles of Murray. Call
Vickie at Spann Realty
753-7724.
Want to buy World War
II German or Japanese
relics. Such as guns
swords
uniforms
metals. 334-3646.

15. Articlesfor Sale
14in. Snow tires. $20 per
pair. Call 753-7169.

I'M YOUR OFFICE
MANAGER AND I
DEMAND..

15. Articles for Sale

19. Farm Equipment

Dill 1970 Internatonai
Air compresser
pickup. New clutch
Electric. 753-9104.
exhaust
Bake and broil range pressure plate
rebuilt trans
system
dryer belts
elements
and more.
all makes. Rowland mission
Refrigeration Sales and Good wood hauler. 7532952.
Service. 753-2825.
Country eggs for sale.
1000 and 1415
753-11669.
Formal size 9. Call
gallon NH3 Nurse
753-6970.
tanks with or
Martin houses 6 room
without wagon and
$24.99 12 room $36.99
8
1
flotation tires.
24 room
room 549.99
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
$ 59 .99 . Wallen
row in 15 ft. to 21
Hardware Paris.
ft. widths. A comTiUers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
plete supply of
drive. $269.99 Wallen
tanks,
pumps,
Hardware Paris.
We buy and sell used air
valves and NH3
conditioners. Call 753
accessories.
9104.

21. Mobile Home Rentals

34. Houses for Rent

41. Public Sale

CAR STEREO Pioneer
Marantz
Kenwited
Mitsubishi
Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
489 2611.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer.
1 /
1
2 miles east of
Murray. 1125. per
month plus deposit.
7534921.
Two-2 bedroom trailers.
5150.-5170. furnished in
Brandi's Trailer Court.
Phone 7531411.
Two 2 bedroom fur
nished or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet
air condition. Rent
585.-5150. Shady Oaks.
753-5209.
Two bedroom trailer.
E xtra nice near
Murray. No pets. Call
49-2118.
Two bedroom trailer.
Ledbetter Church Road.
$60. month
Call
354-6144.

Large attractive 3 bed
home in
room
2 bath
quiet country setting.
full base
All built ins
ment wood stove central air. References
required. Available
April 1st. Phone
753-1651.

First Yard Sale Fri. and
Sat. Lots of children and
books
adult clothes
and baby
bicycle
items. Kirksey look for
signs.
Garage Sale- Fri.
Sat. March
March 24
27. 1:30a.m.-6p.m. 1532
Beckett Dr. (S. end of
Canterbury 2 story gold
house). Lots of nice
household items
good
clothing
coke
toys
PLUS MUCH
trays
MORE.
House Cleaning Yard
Sale 112 Main St. March
26-27
Fri.
Sat. 1-5.
Some old furniture gas
stove and heater toys
dishes and
clothes
"things". Rain or shine.
House and Garden
Plant Sale Sat. 27th 8-1
at 737 W. Vine.
Yard Sale 1109 Elm St.
Fri. and Sat.
9a.m.- 4p.m. Baby
clothes toys mens and
long
womens clothes
dresses 7-9
stereo

21. Miscellaneous
Avis classical guitar.
Frigidaire upright

frost free. Call

freezer

753-5762 after lp.m.
Aloe Vera liquid $9.
quart $27. gallon. Gene

& Jo's 705 S. 4th
753-4320. Makes you feel

L.
Kellet Co.

The Tailor Shop

26. TV-Radio

-

Applications are being accepted by the
Murray-Calloway County Pork Dept. for
pool manager and lifeguards. Applications may be obtained at Parks Office,
10th 11, Payne Sts., Closing Deadline April
9, 1982. Phone 753-7640.

PRE-SEASON SALE
Season Passes for the Murray.
Calloway County Swimming Poe,

may be purchased now thru May
28. Purchase prior to May 7 to be
eligible for a free season pass.

Family Passes - $60.00
-- Single Passes - $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 10th & Payne St.,
phone 753-7640.

1-1UH...I FORGOT W1-4AT
WAS GOING TO SAY
I

IT PROF5ABLY WASN'T
IMPORTANT
ANYWAY
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22. Musical

good! Also other Aloe
Vera products include
make-up
shampoo
body lotion soap and
bath oil.
BICYCLES
Good
selection of guaranteed
used bicycles. Trades
excepted. Spoke &
James
16. Home Furnishings
Pedal Dixieland Ctr.
753-0388.
Beautiful living room
Backroom closeout. All
Sikeston,
suite and 2 lamps. 1
used hardback books
N.. 63801
French bedroom suite
from text books to
and kitchen appliances
314-471-0988
novels 2 for $1. Most
Like new. 362-4938
used paperbacks 4 for
Halina Sapp.
Four row John Deere $1. The Bookmark 119 S.
Colonial couch and corn planter good con4th St.
chair. Excellent condi- dition. 140gal. fuel ank
tion. 753 4581.
with 2 hand pumps. Call
For sale 2 couches and after 6p.m 753-4936.
DIAMOND
miscellaneous house Red Belly Ford tractor
19.011
sock set on
items. Prices negoita and 6 pieces of equipcharm or heble. For more informa- ment. 10hp riding lawn
tion call 767-2477 or mower. 759-1789.
st. No Ghookks!
767-2874.
Lee's Immediate
Tractor and EquipFrigidaire dishwasher
ment. Older Ford
Jewelry Repair
GE electric clothes Ferguson tractor
good
404 N. 12th
dryer
1 pair Walkie shape. Bushhog
plow
Talkies. Call 753-2501 disk
corn
carry all
after 5p.m.
drill. Call 753-5451
chairs
Maple table
Tractor tires new and Backroom close-out.
antique organ
baby used. New disc blades Games shirts pants
bed
couch and chair
$3.95 and up. Kough and vacuum cleaner.
twin beds
electric Equipment Sales Hwy The Bookmark 119 S.
stove refrigerator. 753- 9.1W 382 2207 Far 4th St.
9138 753-5292.
Doghouse
12 hole Marmington Ky. 42040.
magazine rack
tin box
Now taking orders for
Recipe box
$6
Fingerling catfish. 753- 22. Musical
$5.(holds 3x5 cards).
5693 nights 759-46/9.
Also will do repair on
Tan and beige green
small wooden items.
size sofa. Excellent
REPOSSESSED
See at Gerald's
condition. Reasonably
Workshop or phone
ORGAN
priced. Call 759-4651.
753-1712 after 5p.m .
One half eireedy paid
Garden tiller Ihp. Good
19. Farm Equipment
balance doe or won- condition.
Call 753-6481.
tank
water
gallon
1100
t* payments.
AM -FM cassPioneer
row
cultiva2
skids
on
CUYTON'S
ette stereo equalizier
tor
2 row rotary hoe.
and speakers. 753-9101.
after
753-7575
Call 753-2900
Plaster ware
paints
5p.m. 753-5702.
brushes. Many pieces
1963 4000 Ford tractor
ideal for children
gas burner. 1964 12x65 Very nice organ antique
other
mobile home. 3 bed- with adjustable seat. groups. Tues.-Fri.
362-4666. Tip
room 314 acre of ground. Worth over $2000. take days call
nights $950. Call 753-9138 or tons 641 Cottages 3
Call 489-2228
miles south of the dam.
753-5222.
AtiL2114.
MAID
SEASONED
Wm'
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18in.-241n.
available. $27.50 a rick
I
Corner Mayfield Road & Dodson Ave.
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
1600 Dodson Ave.
759-1177
Upright piano. $200.
Call 759-4176 9 to 5;
Alterations
Ladies
Gents
Children
436-2625 evenings.
Custom Sewing
Clothing
Drapes
25. Business Services
Leather Garments, Chaps, Vests
Black Powder Jackets &Shirts
HODGES TAX SEREmergencier(aken care ofbrunediately.
VICE. The Income Tax
The Impossibk we do Now.
Miracles take a little longer.
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Ky, Call 759Murray
All Garments Steam Pressed Ready to Wear,
Between Leita's Beauty Salon& Rib Shack
1425.

POOL MANAGER 8,
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

l'Al,F.17THE‘It Ft

CAR STEREOS
by Pioneer Sony and
Menet Expert installation and service.

WORLD OF
SOUND
222S. 12th
753-5865
-

Color 25 inch TV, Only
25.00 per month.
Now warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x55 trailer. Underand
awning
pinning
meter pole. 759-4523
after 4p.m.
12x65 Atlantic 2 bedpartially furroom
nished. $4000. Call after
6p.m. 492-8301.
12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
12x70 3 bedroom in good
condition. Call 759-4856.
12x70 Festival. 3 bedcentral
2 bath
room
a
unconditioning unit
derpinning included.
753-5561.
Extra nice 1978 14x60
trailer. Central heat
and air and underpin.
fling. Call 753.5677.
One 10x45 2 bedroom
furnished mobile home
good condition. 1 12x65 2
bedroom 2 bath furnished mobile home
good condition. Call
753-4808.

X.Business Rentals
Mini
Werehonse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

35. Farms for Rent
Farm house for rent.
Garden plot and garage
available. Quiet setting
spring in yard near city
limits. $225. month. Call
753-8096.

36. For Rent or Lease
Farm Land For Lease.
The Murray Calloway
Development Corporation will accept bids on
the former Tappen
acreage for farming.
Contact Bill Teuton at
the Chamber of Commerce 753-5171.
Two stall shop for rent.
Morgan's Auto Paint
Call 753-9200.

37. Livestock-Supplies

Crossbred beef calves
year old or will finish
for fall slaughter
evenings. 489-2284.
Holstein calves 2 to 5
month. Call 753-5927.
Milk goats (does
32. Apts. For Rent
bucks
One and 2 bedroom kids). Call 759-4176 9 to
apartments near down- 5; 436-2625 evenings.
town Murray. Call 753- Sheep, 13 mixed breed
7 lambs.
ewes 1 ram
4109 or 436-2844.
One bedroom furnished Call 759-4176 9 to 5;
o r unfurnished 436-2625 evenings.
lakefront apartment in
38. Pets-Supplies
Panorama Shores
Fireplace with insert. Pure bred Irish Setter
References and deposit puppies. 753-9475.
required. 436-2484 or
753-7272.
41. Public Sale
One bedroom apartBig White Elephant
ment. Living room
kitchen'
furnished. Sale and Bake Sale!
Near downtown. Call Sat. 8:30-4:30 at the
Special Education Bldg.
753-9251 or 753-5414.
One block from MSU. on N. 16th St. Sponsored
by Student Council for
kitchen
Living room
and laundry facilities. Exceptional Children.
Carport Sale Sat. 1508
Boys only. &SO. deposit
Oxford Dr. 8-5p.m.
$60. per month. 759-4538.
1 bedroom Fairground Flea
Sharp
duplex. Newly de- Market. Murray corated. Appliances Calloway Co.
furnished. Good loca- Fairgrounds. Opening
1982.
tion. Coleman Real dates April 2-3-4
Phone days-753-4669
Estate 753-908.
Three bedroom house nights-753-4570.
near Kenlake Resort.
$195. plus deposit. 4423877.
Two bedroom
townhouse apartment.
Carpeted
range
ref r iger a tor
dishwasher
washer-dryer
disposal
hookup
Central heat
753and air. 753-7550
7559.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Two bedroom duplex
central heat and air
outlets for washer and
dryer. Available April
1st. No pets. $195.
753-9741.
Two small apartments
on lake. Blood River
area. $75. month 436
2427.

March
Yard Sale Sat.
27th 9a.m.-3p.m. 1303
Vine. Children's
baby items
clothes
much more.
Yard Sale- 900 Poplar
March 27
St. Sat.
8:00-4:00. Good clean
bassinet
clothes
ster
eo
small
with speakers
boys 20in.
pool table
bike
lots
miscellaneous.

225 L.P. Miler St. is..At.44.0.4sits Cs.14,1

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hears
Mon., Tees., Wed., nears., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 • 753-3685

PERFECT
FIRST HOMI
Recently remoi
da
n
e
redecorated.
2 bedroom ho
has an elect
floor furnace
winter and a r
wooden deck
summertime
joyment. Price4
the $20's.

household

43. Real Estate
Heavily traveled area
provides_ three Commercial buildings zoned
for hardware
self-

Al

service laundry
grocery public garage car
lots or other motor
vehicle service. Use
your own imagination
for any retail sales or
consumer service and
give us a call at
753-1492-Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
THE HEART OF
MURR
AY
Yes
live conveniently
close to everything in
this brick 3 bedroom
home-ready to move in.
Spacious rooms plus
separate dining room.
This well kept home has
all you need including
garage and lots of
storage area. Unbelievably priced at
only $29 000. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.

Saturday,

',„

1

..

'f'..

Houston home,
ray, Ky.
Will sell: Ni
bedroom suits,
breakfast set,
pressure Cooke'
record player,
table TV, BiNisl
asses, 20-gal.
coppertone ror
lawn choirs an
fireplace, elec.
heater, small al
lift bench.
Antiques: Ro
floor model r(
glass, Aladdin
Duncan Phyfe
the very best la
size 22.
Lunch ova ila
cidents. For inf
needs call

43. Real Estate
Strout.
Refity

Bob W

Office Coast to Cain
Boyers fres Everywhere
lelehie Service Since 1900
1912 Celdwater teed
Merrily, Ileatecky4xeri
(512) 753-1114
Aar.*
JOE L. IMMO*
Broker
Ueeesed & Beaded

Absol
Two Madera
Near

MI

First Sale
Roberto's

dr,
''t
,

-1

IT'S SPRI
PLANTING TIME
Azaleas $1.75
Hanging Baskets
$3.9945.99

Real Estate so
solute auction.
for a professio
investment, or
The building cc
the lot border:
distance of 10C
for a distance o
Rest
U.S. Berkle autorr

Tomato's, peppers, egg plants, onion
sets, seed pototoes, Itrawherry, cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, 'brutish
sprouts, lettuce, bedding plants,
dogwood trees, fruit trees, roses,
shrubs, thornless blackberries, house
plants, cactus.
Opoi 7 Dwys
901-782-

oven (electric), 4 B
Hobart mixer, Eber
scale, Hobart V.C./
in Freezer, Alto-Sh
ment Stainless 1
Cabinet, Amona
Table, 2 Deck P
(refrigerated), 2 He
tric), 36" Electric C
Refrigerated Salad
Table, Toostmoste
Pie Case, Refriger
Stools, Counters, CI

Hutchens
Plant Farms
lysyhol Vs aim Ilea et
Ky. len oat et kat
Ur Y. In 1wsI, I.
Pre Ws, p I ob.

&

Mai

or Shine at I

iih ei.-._OVa.waealimorl/11
‘
-2;`,10',11 .2)
,
'

i

34. Housesfor Rent

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

753-1222

", ••
7 of ,,...
,
. ...,
IP'
- ''''
.00,,, ....=. ,Akiet, g•--,0_01/4,1,
. ,a,..-Irl ii, ,,

One block from university. Call 753-6933 or
753-1812.

Four rooms and bath
private natural gas and
air
near chuches and
stores water furnished.
Deposit and references
required. Call 753-3177.
Three bedroom house
near Kentucky lake.
Completely furnished
asher and dryer included. Deposit required. Call after 5p.m.
753-8964.
Three bedroom double
garage New furniture
newly decorated. Large
garden spot. Off Hwy
121 and Airport Rd.
753 5209.
Two bedroom house
with utility room
outsgarden
ide storage
spot. Marrieds only.
References and deposit.
area
New Providence
492-8594.
Two bedroom house 1
mile west of Stella
Large yard and garden
space. 753-3604.

Perim. & Thum
lesereoce &
Real Estate
Sootbside Coert S
Morrsy, kentici
75'3-4451

••••••••••••••••111k

33. Rooms for Rent

Two to 3 bedroom cabin
waterfront on Kentucky
Lake. 2 last weeks of
April and possibly 1st
week of May. Phone
753-4875 753-8116.
Four bedroom 2 bath
very large home. Lots
of room for everything.
In country $250. a
month. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.

pong table
items.

43. Real Estate

0.4
.

.

Offict

Metal Office Desk
Chair, Paymaster C
Swedo Electric Cos
dow Air-condition
numerous to merit ii

Leo"- wit'
%AI

se

Second So
Rolm
Hwy. 6

MOBILE HOMES
Factory Owned

Complete rest(
years for appro,
going business
Lists as follows

OPEN HOUSE
March
26th 27th 28th
Fri. Sat. Sun.

8 ft. Salad Bar,

A

Machine (Ice-O-M<
(Rapids), Gas Dou
36" Six-burner Gas
Exhaust Hood Sys
Penny Chicken Fry
Electric Grill (Star),
Kettle, French Fry
Sandwich Dresser
Upright Freezer, 18
Freezer, 18' Refrig
Electric Slicer, 3 C
Food Processor,
Choirs, Booths, To
Pepper Shakers, Na

2 Bedrooms
3 Bedrooms
4 Bedrooms
xx Wides
Over 20 To Choose From

SAVE HUNDREDS AND
Even Thousands During This
Gigantic Sale-16.5% APR

Latham Time Cloi
Stereo PA System, L
TERMS: 10% Des
tons or Approved
tions announced di

Tennessee
Home Center

se
Hatcl

Hwy. 641 S.
Paris, Tennessee
Phones:

AS,

Roots
502/i

Auctioneer & Res

• Al

,c4.4101111106ao.daike,

4

\ BEST

COPY

11.1‘IES. Thursile% . %larch '2S. 1982

31E"3IE

Z.11.4421k,
753-4000
Or

▪ 753-1222

PERFECT
FIRST HOME
ecently remodelda
d
n
decorated. This
bedroom home
is an electric
)cor furnace for
inter and a nice
ooden deck for
immertime enyment. Priced in
e 520's.

489-2266

4.Auto Services

49. Used Cars

Lot for sale in Sherwood
Forrest Subd. 100x165
492 8301 call after 6p.m.

Over SO rebuilt auto
matic transmissions in
stock
90 day unconditional ,iyarranty.
Reynolds Trans
missions Hwy 69 North
Paris Tn, 901-642-2572.
Used volkswagon parts
tune up
break jobs at
Duane's Place. 435-4272.
- -• -

1979 Firebird Esprit.
Power brakes-steering
tilt
air condition
heel
w
AM-FM cassette power
wire spoke
windows
wheels
extra sharp.
$5000 753 8780
1979 Firebird Formula.
44 000 miles
AM FM
rear defroster
tape
a
power. $1700 or best
offer. Must sell. Cali
753 5086 after 5p.m.

15. Farms for Sale
Twenty eight acre farm
with about 25 acres in
ging cropland
Nice
wooded building site
road
,Jkapcktoil
frontage
on Ky 893 near Ky 121
Reasonably priced.
225 acre arm near New
Concord. Good bottom
land now in wheat.
Blacktop Road. Some
timbei. Good creek.
Owner financing. John
C. Neubauer Real Estate 753-0101 or 753-7531.

46. Homes for Sale

INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Merrey, Ky.

44. Lots for Sale
For sale lot in Lehigh
Fl. near Ft. Myers. Call
753-2300 after 5p.m.

AUCTION

Saturday, March 27, 10 A.M., Rain
1 Mrs. Marvin
1
r Shine at the Mr. .
ouston home, 404 S. 16th Street, Mar-

1, Ky.

Will sell: Nice twin and full size Oak
suits, like new couch and chairs,
-eakfast set, washer, hidobed couch,
-essure cooker, oval rug, portable stereo
!cord player, 19 in. Admiral color porible TV, B/W port. TV, sheets and pillow
Pses, 20-gol, water heater, sabre saw,
3ppertone range hood, bathroom sink,
iwn choirs and glidder, lamps, Franklin
replace, elec. vaporizer, child's desk,
small appliances, fruit jars, weight
Ft bench.
Antiques: Round top trunk, oak rocker,
oor model radio, red and depression
lass-, Aladdin lamp, Jenny Lind bed &
uncan Phyfe dropleaf lamp table, and
)e very best large double rack dinner bell
ze 22.
Lunch available. Not responsible for acdents. For information and your auction
..eds call

adroom

Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
Auctioneer
492-8594

Absolute Auction
Two Modern and Attractive Restaurants
Neer Kentucky Like Area

March 27, 1982
First Sale Starting 10:00 a.m.
Roberto's Mid-Town Restaurant

Reel Estete
eol Estate sold under the rules of ab)lute auction. A prime commercial site
)r a professional building, office space,
ivestment, or most any retail business.
he building consists of 2,340 sq. feet and
le lot borders Kentucky Avenue for a
istance of 100 ft. and borders 17th street
)r. a distance of 100.21 feet.
Restverent Eqeipment

S. Berkle automatic slicer, Blodgett convection
ten (electric), 4 Burner Gas Range wIdouble oven,
abort mixer, Eberhardt dough divider, Commercial
ale, Hobart V.C.M., Walk-in Cooler, Exterior Walk.
Freezer, Alto-Shomm Electric Oven, 3 Comportent Stainless Sink, Cres-Cor Food Worming
lbinet, Amana Upright Freezer, Stainless Steel
able, 2 Deck Pizzo Oven, Pizzo Make-up Box
!frigerated), 2 Henny Penny Pressure Fryers (elecc), 36" Electric Grill, Stainless Steel Hood System,
?frigerated Salad Station, 4 Comportment Steam
able, Toastmaster Sondwith Toaster, Refrigerated
e Case, Refrigerated Sold Case, Tables, Chairs,
ools, Counters, Cabinets, Dishes and Much More!

Office Equipmeet & Misc.
etol Office Desk, 4 Drawer File Cabinet, Office
-voir, Paymaster Check Writer, Latham Time Clock,
yedo Electric Cosh Register, Electric Signs, 4 Winiw Air-conditioners and many more items too
imerous to mention!

Second Sale Starting 1:30 p.m.
Roberto's of Benton
Hwy. 641, North Main St.
Benton, Ky.

omplete restaurant with lease for six
,ors for approved buyer. Will be sold as a
)ing business in bulk, then sold seperate.
sts as follows:
Resteeront
ft. Salad Bar, itir Wall Pie Case, 750 lb Ice
achine (Ice-O-Motic), 12' X 10" Walk-in Cooler
apids), Gas Double Oven Pizza Oven (Blodgett),
Six-burner Gas Stove w/oven, 9' X 7" Return Air
houst Hood System, G.E. French Fryers, Henny
nny Chicken Fryer, 36" Gas Charcoal Grill, 24"
Ktric Grill (Star), 5' Steam Table, Large Block Soup
ftle, French Fry Wormer (Cory), 30" Refrigerated
ndwich Dresser (Howard), Microwave Oven, 21'
)right Freezer, 18' Upright Freezer, 26' Chest Type
mzer, 18' Refrigerator, 5' Refrigerated Pizzo Case,
Ktric Slicer, 3 Comportment Stainless Steel Sink,
od Processor, Toaster, High Chairs, Booster
airs, Booths, Tables, Choirs, Silverware, Solt ond
pper Shakers, Napkin Holders and Morel

Office 'Opulent
thorn Time Clock, Swedo Cosh Register, FM
!reci PA System, Large Coot Rack Stand and More'

RMS: 10% Down on Reel Estete-Cosh en Films or Approved Check. Other Terms sad Combos announced day of sole.
Sole Conducted by:

Hatchett Real Estate
8 Auction
Route 3, Benton,Ky. 42025
502/437-41164, 502/527-0130,
502/527-1950
ictioneer IL Reel Estate Broker: Charles K. Hatchets
• Apprentice: S. Lowry
tones:

3 bedroom brick house.
2
Carpet throughout
large living
bathes
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor
age room. Call 489-2145
or 753.203.
Assumable like new 2
Year old home. Fenced
heat
garage
in yard
pump plus extras. Owner call 753-8469 or
SHROAT WALDROP
759-1707.
For sale or rent with
option to buy; 5 room
small house; 4 years
old. With central heat
1 acre lot.
and air
Owner financing
'available. 20 miles west
of Murray. Call
753-8324.
Four bedroom
2 story
colonial style house.
Custom built with interior color co
ordinated Very livable
plan. Call 753'3903.
House and 11 acres. 3
miles east of Almo
Heights, 759-1789.
House for sale by
owner. 6 rooms and
built-in garage.
bath
Completely furnished.
1st class. Priced $35 000.
759-4102,
It is possible for you to
assume this loan at a
lower interest
rate....make offer and
you'll only need small
down payment. Tiled
entry leads you either
through french doors to
living room or to den
with fireplace. Three
bedrooms and two baths
add comfort for
you... priced-iii_the
40's....Dial 7S 3-1 49 2
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Nice two bedroom
house on large parcel of
land near lake. Priced
at $16 000 with $2 000
down and balance
financed by owner at 10
percent. Immediate
possession. John C.
Real
N eubauer
E state
753-0101 or 753-7531.
On the lake in Pine
Bluff. 2 bedroom with
garage and dock. $47
500. 436.2102.
Three bedroom home on
Hwy 94. Formal dining
living room
room
large game room.
Private setting and
convenient location.
Phone KOPPER UD
REALTY 753-1222.
Three bedroom house
with large lot in Hazel
partly furnished. Build in stove
lots cabinet
space. Extra nice. 7530861.
Two bedroom brick
house with garage and
front porch. Located at
1608 Catalina. Ideal for
retired couple. Call
7 5 3
3 9 0 3 for
appointment.

47. Motorcycles
1973 450 CL. Custom
customized
paint
9
condition. Needs seat.
489Call 753-7889 days
2538 nights.
1975 Honda 400-CC 4
cylinder. 5000 total
mileage. Excellent
condition with new
tires. $950. Call 753-4614
753-1326
before 5p.m.
after 5p.m.
1976 Honda CR 250
E Isinor. Good shape.
$295. 753 7581 after
5p.m.
1977 1200 Harley
Davidson. Excellent
condition. Extra nice.
527-3973.
1977 Honda 750 • 4
motorcycle. Excellent
condition. Lots of extras. Call 753-8182.
1978 Harley Davidson.
stereo
Electra glide
extra chrome
system
light rails.
touring pak
After 7p.m. phone (901)
364 2084 Dresden Tn.
1978 Yamaha 400XS low
mileage. Call 753 4548.
1980 Harley Davidson
X LS Roadster. Extra
nice. Call 753 9635.
1980 Honda CB 900
Custom. Betters windjammer and box. $2400.
753-89041 after 5p.m.
1980 Yamaha IT 250.
Excellent condition.
Call 753-7228.
1901 Yamaha 400
Special. Excellent condition. 753-8607.
Honda Moped. 171 miles
with baskets. $525. 2
1
refrigerators. 1 150.
1100. 753-3942.

or"

COPY AVAILABLE

MMUS'

Arm_

111••0•1, Squar•
Seeks,- sad Fast
Becks. Reasonable
rms. Will undercut
anyone's prices. Will
do at your convenience. Cell for op.
pointment after S
p.m.
759-9420

49. Used Cars
1966 Chevy Impala in
90ad condition. AM FM
tape 72 000 miles 753
1395.
1967 Pontiac Catalina.
with
Good 400 motor
400 turbo trans.
new
tires. $400. Call 759-4176
9 to 5; 436-2625 evenings.
1969 Chevrolet Impala.
Mechanically sound
runs well. $325. Call
753-9202 after 5p.m.
week-days.
1973 Maverick. Good
4 door
condition
power
automatic
steering air condition
good gas mileage. $1700.
Phone 753-5605.
1973 Plymouth Fury
Broughm. Full power
excellent condition
18mpg. Must sell. $1295.
or best offer. Call
767-2273.
1974 Maverick good
conditiOn. Call 753-6865
after 5p.m.
1975 Mercury Marquis
good condition. $1000.
Call 753-4910.
1915 Mustang II. V-6
automatic
loaded.
$1850. 489•2522.
1977 Monte Carlo.
Power steering
k es
br a
AM-FM. Excellent
air
condition. 1911 Grand
Prix SJ. Moon roof
power steering
brakes
AM-FM 8-track
air
loaded with tots of other
extras. Good condition.
Call 759-1361 after 5p.m.
1977 Thunderbird. En
gine 302 low milage 4
new tires
cruise control
good condition.
Call 767 4788.

19111 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe. Loaded. One Owner Local
Car. 11,000 miles.

PURDOMS
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cornet
1406W. Mein
753-5315

49. Used Cars

1981 2 door
Lincoln Town
Car Signature
series , loaded,
moon roof, 22
MPG, electronic
fuel injection
special overdrive. Two year
warranty.
Lists $22,800
Now $14,500
753-7113

1979 Grand Marquis.
37 000 miles
Loaded
sharp. $5900. Night 753
1463.
1980 Chevy Caprice.
Local One owner. Low
mileage. 753-2725.
1980 Fiesta. Good gas
air conmileage
18 000 miles.
ditioned
$3800. Call 759-9420 after
6p.m.
72 LeMans convertible
all
air
automatic
power. New MO stereo
mag wheels; 66
autocoupe
Mustang
matic runs good extra
clean on inside needs a
little body work; 69
Eldorado low mileage
clean loaded. Priced to
sell private party. After
6:00 753-3277; day 753/575.

50. Used Trucks

For Sale
Dodge Woo,
fair cooditioo, 318
Auto 1raosmissiot
Call After 6 p.n.
435-4511
1913

To sell the property at 1107 Main
Street the owner is willing to
sacrifice! Three rental units with income of over $800.00 a month!
Central gas heat, central electric
air. Five car garage. Large lot with
fruit trees and garden space. Excellent extra income property with
good tax-break means. Any offer
will be considered! Call Roberts
Realty today at 753-1651 or at
night call 753-2477. We'll gladly
answer all your questions!
South 12th at

sycamore

TELEPHONE 753-1651
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

AUCTION SALE
Sat. Mirth 27th 10 o.m. West 7th and Olive St.
lauto, Ky. Selling to settle the estate of Mrs.
A nice house of furniture, like new appliances, lots of cooking utensils, linens,
choice gloss and china, antique furniture,
nice old quilts, small appliances, tools, living room, dining room and bed room furniture, antique oak dressers, wardrobe,
library table, what not cabinet, trunks,
nice old carnival glass, chrystal, set of
child's fine china, treadle sewing machine,
occupied Japan pieces, kerosene lamps,
large lot of nice quilts, old rocker, quilt
box, pictures, almost new F-F refrigerator,
electric range, automatic washer, air conditioner, T V., heaters and lots more. Hundreds of choice collector items.
For info call

ESTATE AUCTION
Auction Sole Saturday March 27th at 10 sm. at the late Mr. & Mrs. R. T.
Howard form home one half mile off of 94 west of Murray, Ky. on Betterworth rood. See Auction Signs. Off 121 at Stolle, Ky. ten on Butterworth
Road.
To list a few items: good split hickory feed basket, nice old spinning wheel, large wall telephone, half bed with pineapple post,
oak dresser with bevil mirror, small sewing basket, old rocking
chairs, small round top trunk, large round top trunk, old steamer
trunk, good Donaldson violin, old coffee mill, old picture frames,
new Floronce sewing machine, wood jewelry box, No. 1 dinner
bell, fancy walnut table, other small tables, large poster bed, odd
vanity, other odd bed steads, feather beds, old quilts, lining, T.V.
antenna, couch, choir, other odd choirs, chiffrobe, large wood dining table, dining choirs, glass door pie safe with drawer at bottom,
old glass door cabinet, some good glass and china, Frigidoire
refrigerator with freezer at bottom, electric stove, small deep
freeze, Maytag washer and dryer, old silverware, kerosene lamps,
old sugar barrel, cedar bucket, cost iron muffin pan, flat irons,
pots and pans, flutting irons, sheo last, cow bell, small churn and
dasher, stone jugs, jars, and churns, small coke troy, George
Goodman jugs, blue fruit jars, block hawk corn sheller, electric
start 11 H.P. Sears riding mower, hand and garden tools, nice old
20 Fergerson tractor, plow, and disc, 2 wheel trailer, one lot of
horse drawn tools, horse gear, 2 old push type seed sower with
long wood boxes, porch swing and yard set. Many other items not
listed. Come and plan to spend the day. Eats and drinks available,
not responsible for accidents.
Sole conducted by
Den Miler's Auction Service
For more information and your auction needs 435-4144
DAN MILLER- AUCTIONEER
Lk:eased mil Beaded ie kwitecky sad Tennessee
"My Service Wesel Cut, It Pay,"

Aloe Vera Liquid
$27.00 gallon
Make You Feel Good!
Also Other Aloe Vera Products
Include Shampoo, Make Up, Body Lotion,
Soap and Bath Oil.

Gene & Jo's
753-4320

1160 Chevy pickup. Ex
cellent condition. 753
5561.
1971 Ford Ranger Super
Cab. $2900. Call after
6p.m. 753.3132
1979 C17 Jeep
1971
Trans Am 753447
1979 Ford Ranger truck
Silver with red interior
AM-FM
air condition
1-track tape player low
mileage. WOO. 753.2330
753-7703.
Jeeps. Government
Surplus listed for 13 196.
sold for $4400. For
information call 312-9311961 Ext. 1774.

51. Campers
30m. Camper top fits
long wheel base pickup.
$150. 7ft. Ford pickup
disk. $125. Call 753-6142
after 5p.m.
Small camper trailer
sleeps 4 can be pulled
with small car. All new
interior. $750. 474.2741.

52. Boats-Motors
Fish boat with
lIft
trailer and 25hp
Evinrude and trolling
motor. $600. Call 753.
898 after 5p.m.
14ft. Polar Craft boat
with Moodey trailer.
Call 753-1874 after 5p.m.
40hp
14ft. runabout
Johnson electric start
motor. Heavy duty
trailer. $400. 753-5372
after 5p.m.
Dock space available
for pontoon boats.
Cypress Springs Resort
436-5496.
Glastron 15ft. run -about. Walk through
power tilt
windshield
60 Evinrude motor
winter cover. $2500. Call
753 9274 after 5p.m.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Professional Carpet
Cleaning Let the people
who know your carpets
clean your carpets Joe
Smith Carpet Ctr 753
6660.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a woad op
else? Local
references. Cell Ilegh
Outland. 759-1716 Of
753-5076.
Make the best of a bad
situation and save
money. Been window
shopping and seen new
car prices? Keep your
car and imagine a new
interior. Tell us what
you want. Will make
your car as nice as any
new one. Bill's Upholstery behind DQ.
753-800S.
Need work on your
trees? Topping
pruning shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
P & D Lawn Service. We
are now giving estimates on lawn mowservice and small
ing
tree service. Call 4362997 or 436-2315.
Professional painting
compaperhanging
residential
mercial
farm
interior-exterior
estimates.
buildings
Tremon Farris 759-1987.

16 ft.
Glastron
runabout. Walk through
power tilt
windshield
cushions
life jackets
60
winter cover
trailer 753Evinrude
9274 after 5p m. $2000.
firm.

Alaimo Service Ls.
Maim sal noyl seism,
cestin bin nark.
Relnects. tau Will Ed
Bailey, 7531111.
Sammy Tidwell Painting and Contracting.
Experienced interior
and exterior painting.
Free estimates. Call
753-4686 or 753-0417.
Signs painted. Truck
lettering. Excellent references. 434-2506.
Stawski's home repair.
Free estimates. No job
to small. 435-4323.
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
work completely
dry
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
Ky.
409 A Paducah
42001 or call 442-7026.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.

57. Wanted
2 acre of
1
Wanted: /
dark tobacco base.
1000Ibs. burley base.
Call nights 753 8274.

J.C. & C Sheeting
Industrial, Commercial
and Residential Sheeting
We put on Siding
(04 yr sew beildise)
We repair Siding
(if pessibie)

We also put on galvanized and aluminum
roofs.

753-0329 after 5 p.m.

53. Services Offered

Otto Chester's Auction Service
435-4128

$9.00-qt.

W. Used Trucks

705 S. 4th

30 years Carpentry
experience. Barns
garages. Also
houses
additions on houses and
trailers. Repairs and
remodel. 436-2258 after
5p.m.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753-2310.
CARPENTER SER•
VICE. New homes
custom kitadditions
all remodeling.
chens
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
brick.
Concrete block
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753-5476.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
with deep
can be done
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015.
Electrical Repairs.
Free estimates. Licenheating
sed electrician
and air conditioning.
435-4397.
FLOOR SANDING and
finishing. Stained floors
a speciality. Dodeau
Floor Co. Call 35.4-6127.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
white rock gravel and
coal hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles easton Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
plumbyour electrical
well pumps heating
air conditioning
ing
painting and insulating
needs. Call 753-9673.

Antique Auction
Wonky,March 27th
10:311 La
beifils.: Bawd Antka Sewn on U.S. 79
6 mks from Dever, 24 miles from
Ti...
,
Note: We ere wing the below. The fie asthma
consisting of killers and glasswere.
1 -Grand piano, history can be given, once
owned by Indian Chief, 1 -Corner cupboard, 1 -Wig dresser, 1 -Oak ice box, .1Sewing rocker, 2-Railrood depot seats, !Very rare record player w/oak cabinet
twist legs, very ornate, 1-Jenny Lind bed,
Old stone jugs, 2-Old butter milk pitchers,
1-3 Gal blue & white chum, 3-Old dolls,
Old wooden wore, 1 -Dutch oven, 1 -Child's
china cabinet 1 -Old large eoster egg, Old
pocket knives, 1 -Pr. old platform scales,
w/wheels, 1-01d iron mechanical bank, 1 Old lace table cloth, Old buffet, Roseville
& McCoy pottery, 1 -Slant top desk, believed to be Chippendale, Lots of old cloths, 1 Oak roll top desk, 1-Lorge oak rocker, 1 Square oak table, 1-Fiall tree, 2-Flat
trunks, 1-Camel back trunk, Tinted glass &
half
stained glass windows,& doors, 1
bed, 2-Gol, gray-blue jar, 1 -Gallon jar, 1 Table setting of sioneware, Antique glass,
1-Biscuit jar, 2-Iron wash kettles, 1 -Iron
bel, Old china lamp, 2-Shoving mugs, Butter dish, Old pocket watches, Old wardrobes.

-Old

Autisatoses Mile: This It.. unique iodise is ewe ef tie but
we've rear bad Werke,the dean s.d ailleeters maw .8 16.
but bens.

Bogard Realty & Action Co.
Dover, Tenn. 615-232-5150
Asawacsattat 4.7 .8 lie MI Wye procedewas ever printed
1111111111W.

Auctioneer: Ed "Bogie" Bogard,
Lic. 548

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
plumbing
concrete
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742351 nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground
sawdust and chips. Cali
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 Of Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
Landscaping this
spring? Plan before you
plant call Terra Plans
Landscape Consulting
49 2626.
Licensed electrician for
residential and corn
mercial. Heating and
gas in
air condition
stallation and repair
Phone 753 7203.

••,

hordes & Thermos
Inserence &
Reel Estate
eotIside Ceert Sq.
Money, Kietecky
7n-44Si

90 acre form in
Coldwoter with
older home. 70 tendoble acres, 40
bottom and 30 in
hillside. Burley and
air cured tobacco
base. Call Bob
Haley at

44. Lots for Sale

4• ••

43. Real Estate

;eel Estate

31:)

AUCTION
Surplus Farm Equipment
Moo*, March 29, 1982
10:00 A.M.
Mari, Remy*
imatien: Uwe* Derma Term, his N. take IfIghwery 10
West, 2 min thee debt s.Nighway 713 1 udht. saie site.
TRACTORS
International 1066(1 973)
Ford 5000(1974l
COWINNI
Massey Ferguson(1975/14 ft head)
Massey Ferguson 44 Corn head
International 1600(19702 ton w/ I 4 clump)
Dodge 500(1966 w/grain bed)
John Deere 7000 4 row planter Disc - Plows John
Deere 21'(230) - International 11' - Ford 5-16 plow Ford 4.14 plow 13' Chisel Plow -7' Chisel Plow - 12'
Brillon Cultimulcher 200 gal. Trailer Sprayer 165
bu Grain Wogon - 13' Vicon Power borrow (own
shaft) Cultivator Burch 4 row
23' Auger Other Equipment
ISMS: Complete ammo day ef ii.. Cash, Cashier's wid
Certified dinky accepted • when with proper 11) sr beek
Sir.
Menem eerepany sits as weans wily NW mei responsible few
tides eeelhim sr weideets.

BOBBIE BOHANNON- AUCTIONEER
Route 3, knten, Kentucky
Phooe:(S02)527-7167
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I Nicaraguan leader softens onti-U.S.-stonce

Mrs. Hubbs
dies; rites
on Friday

Lassiter
rites Friday
in chapel

Services for Mrs. Ann
Services for Mrs. Mary
Phillips Lassiter, 57, Rt.
H Hobbs will be Friday
4, will be Friday at 2 p.m.
at 3.30 p.m. in the chapel
chapel of Max
of Max Churchill Funeral in the
Churchill
Funeral Home.
Home. The Rev. Larry
The
Rev.
R. J. Burpoe,
Dr.
Jerrell
Salmon and
the
Rev.
Ronnie
Adams
White will officiate.
Pallbearers will be and Dr. Jerrell White will
Terry Smith, Randy officiate.
Music will be by choir
Burkeen, Jeff Darnell,
Larry Hurt, John Sim-- of Poplar Spring Baptist
mons •,,,i Joe Pat Church, where she was a
member. Pallbearers
Barnett.
Burial will follow in will be Gerald Paschall,
Darrel Clark, Robert
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at Clark, William Gentry,
funeral home after 3 p.m. Charles Hale and Holland
Webb.
today.
Burial will follow in
Mrs. Hubbs, 87, 503
Murray
City Cemetery.
died
St.,
Chestnut
Mrs. Lassiter and her
Wednesday at 11:30 a.m.
at her home. Her hus- husband, Paul Lassiter,
band, Bob Hubbs, died' who survives, were married April 22,1951.
July 7,1981.
Friends may call at
She was a member of
home.
funeral
Northside Baptist
Church. Born Jan. 19,
1895, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of
the late Owen Hargrove
and Tennie Cooper
Hargrove.
Work by 30 students
Survivors include four
daughters, Mary Bob who have been enrolled in
Thomas,503 Chestnut St., the Afterschool Art
Ladeen Spann, 509 Workshops will be on exChestnut St., Mrs. Shirley hibit March 26-kpril 15 in
Nance, Rt. 1, Stella com- the meeting room of the
munity, and Mrs. Don Calloway County Public
Norsworthy, Mayfield; a Library in observance of
son, William Ray Hubbs, Youth Art Month.
Acrylic paintings,
Murray.
Also surviving are a weavings, drawings and
—sister, Moline Keel, Rt.-8;— --various craft expressions
14 grandchildren; 15—bY the young artists from
grades five through nine
great-grandchildren,
will make up the special
exhibition, which will be
open to the public during
regular library hours.
Federal-State Market News Service March
Sponsored by the
21,
Kentucky Perchase Area Rog Market library and Murray State
Report Includes Bey* Statism
Barrows & Gilts
University, the
Receipts: Act. 146 Est.
.26 lever Sews under iM steady to la lower
workshops began on Feb.
ever SIS 1.119 higher
US 1-2 214-311111s
8 and met twice a week
US 2iso-no
for an hour and a half
US 2211126111bs
US 1-3214.215 du
session, with
each
Sews
$42.61146.1111 students working in a
US 1.2214.121*.
$44.11141.1111
US W Maks
variety of studio media.
661.911411.411
US I4411'**.
$311.11642.21
US 13121.211*.
James W. Stickler,
442.56-44.34
us 2-331&111111
workshop director, said
Been.X.111411.9111
small group instruction
and individual attention
are key features of the
-1.116
ladastrial Average
workshops. Noting that
X +la
Air Products
progress of the students
American Molars
is frequently rapid in this
1% m44
ivi,
Milder!
Amierimm Telepheet
setting,
he said several of
me
Chrysler
the works in the exhibit
13%
Dupont
Pied
depict architectural
GAY
Geseral
details of the newly
General Mahon
41164
remodeled Art Annex,the
Mk see
Gesieral Tire
19% .%
Goodrich
site of the workshops.
Goodyear
21% me
n% me
Working as program inGag Oil
•
liethiein
the
:t
i -44
+% -structors for
I.B.X
Jerky
114kwb
gaglA
ar _workshops
were Greg
Jordan, Glenn Williams,
Ptomain
26% mie
Lynda Anderson,' Susan
1. 44
TQuakeresace
21 sac
MI
Pfeiffer and Ruth BagUS.Tsbaec•
Weady's
1I%" gett, all art education
1411
C.EY.Fund
majors at Murray State.
•
•
•••
•
•so•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• •

Library
shows art

Hog market

Stock market

.+1

•

REOPENING

:•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

March 26
As this is our 20th year in the WNW 1000tion, we have alot of spircials on our menu.

• Extra large servings aid the lowest pokes
• in the lakes area.
•
•
This weekends specials: Fresh Ky. Lake
• Catfish, Prime Beef Steak, Seafood Plat• tors, Country Ham, Plate Lunches and
• Sandwiches.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Kentucky
Lake Lodge

•
•
Hwy.68—Aurora
•
Bill
and Ruth Hooper
•
Owners
•
ft••••••••••••••••••••••ei

HOME

UNITED NATIONS
(AP) — Nicaraguan junLa leader Daniel Ortega
appears to be softening
his stand toward the
United States in the face
of U.S. offers to discuss
differences between the
two countries,
Talking to reporters
Wednesday, Ortega said
he won't seek a resolution
condemning the United
States in today's U.N.
Security Council debate
of Nicaraguan charges
that U.S.-backed forces
are planning to invade his
Central American nation.
He said he only wanted to
place Nicaragua's case

before the world body.
Nicaraguan Foreign
Minister M i g ue I
D'Escoto, here with
Ortega, said the leftist
Nicaraguan government
was looking positively at
the new U.S. proposals
for easing strained relations between the countries.
"Everything that aims
at looking for a political,
negotiated solution is
positive and we welcome
it," D'Escoto said.
However, he added,
neither he nor Ortega
plan to meet Reagan administration officials during their two-day visit

junta IR neighboring El Reagan administration to
here.
Minister Eduardo Par
The proposals to clear Salvador. Nicaragua has talk since they took of- liarnica, who also was
the air between denied it is aiding the ..,lice. They always turned visiting the United NaWashington and rebels.
a deaf ear to that request tions Wednesday, denied
In Mexico City, of ours. I'm happy that
Managua came from
the allegation.
Secretary of State Alex- Castaneda's office said now at least they're talk"I can tell you it's not
ander M. Haig Jr. and the United States and ing about the possibility true," he told a news Mkwere relayed to the San- Nicaragua agreed to hold of talking.
ference.
dinistas this month by high-level bilateral talks
"However, I would be
Paz Barnica told
Mexican Foreign "very soon" on "all pen- more reassured if at the
reporters the right-wing
Minister Jorge ding problems between same time they stopped government in
Castaneda.
them." The talks are to implementing other op- Tegucigalpa would "not
Haig reportedly offered take place in Managua, tions — stopped helping tolerate and not lend
to renew financial aid to the Nicaraguan capital, or instructing people to itself to the possibility
Nicaragua and to stop the statement said.
sabotage our bridges and that destabilizing actions
"I am happy that, for preparing the ground for be carried out" against
training of Nicaraguan
dissidents on U.S. soil if the first time, they (the an imminent invasion of neighboring countries
the Nicaraguans promise Reagan administration) Nicaragua."
from Honduran soil.
not to aid leftist guer- have responded to our
Nicaragua has accused
Honduras asked the
rillas fighting to over- plea that we made from the CIA of supporting and Organization of
throw the U.S.-backed the very beginning," financing armed bands of American States on MonD'Escoto told reporters Nicaraguan exiles day to hold an urgent
outside the U.N. Plaza operating inside meeting on alleged
Hotel.
neighboring Honduras.
border violations by
"We've been asking the
what most of them said
Hdnduran Foreign Nicaragua.
when Brezhnev first
made the offer.

NATO ministers meet this week
COLORADO SP RINGS, Colo. (AP) —
Defense ministers for the
North Atlantic Treaty
Organization met at an
elegant resort hotel this
week, and in some ways
the lazy atmosphere was
fitting for NATO's semiannual nuclear planning
session.
Deer heads hang on the
Broadmoor Hotel's walls,
Pikes Peak looms over
the golf course and — this
week at least — NATO
colonels ambled through
the lobby in tennis outfits
on the way to a quick
match between meetings.
No major decisions or
initiatives were announced. Perhaps most startling for an alliance that
sometimes resembles a
lkigiltawling clan, no

controversy surfaced.
U.S. Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger and
the other ministers ended
their two-day session
Wednesday with a
declaration reaffirming a
decision to deploy 572 new
U.S. missiles in Europe.
They made the original
decision in December
1979, and this was the
fifth straight time it was
reaffirmed by the nuclear
planners.
All but one of the 13 ne•
tions represented here
denounced Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev's
proposal for a freeze on
medium range nuclear
weapons in Europe. Such
a freeze would leave the
Soviet Union with a huge
missile advantage, the
ministers said, repeating

Hospital dismissals
Adults 157
Nursery 5
3-23-82
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Judy C. Parker, 421
South Eighth St., Sheryl
A. Jones and Baby Girl,
Cr Bx. 282, New Concord,
South Eighth St., Beverly
A. Harrell, Rt. 1, Benton,
Laverne L. Jenkins, Rt. 1,
Hickory, Marilyn S. Ray,
609 Sycamore St.
Kristie M. Sutton, Rt. 1,
Hollow Rock, Tenn.,
Evelyn Koss, Rt. 3, Brittany D. Jackson, 1536 Oxford, Marie Garland, Bx.
406, Hazel, Patricia M.
Klyer, Rt, 3, Cadiz, Faye

R. Etheridge, 516 Broad
St.
Genny K. Hargis, Rt. 5,
William Ray Mofield, 301
East 14th St., Benton,
Charles Novis Pate, 1301
Sycamore St., Dortha
Dean Childress, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Calvin R.
Chandler, Rt. 5, Sadie L.
Shoemaker, 1611 College
Farm Rd.
Raymond L. Crawford,
Rt. 7, Wilodyne 0. Henry,
204 Byrd St., Paris,
Tenn., Fannie Del
Bazzell, 818 Hurt, Lesby
E. Bass, Rt. 1, Cora S.
Jackson, Bx. 83, Puryear,
Tenn., Ann G. Lassiter
(ex sired), Rt. 4.

PURDOM
o

o

PRICE
1 SALE
as
On Jeans
One

The United States vowed to press for arms
reduction in negotiations
not just omedium-range
weapons, such as the
sophisticated Soviet SS20s, but on long-range intercontinental ballistic
missiles as well.
',4910••
•
•
•
•
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: HAPPY
:
• BIRTHDAY

At Reg. Price Second
At Half Price*

•▪ Mary
: Rebecca
•
•▪ Smith

Guys & Dolls

•
▪ 105 today
:(see
• story Friday's
Ledger & Times)
S••••••••••••••••&

SAVE-- SAVE

Olympic Plaza, Murray
SAVE- SAVE -SAVE - SAVE -- SAVE

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

'53 53"

111

Preowned Value
Rated Cars

610

1981 Olds Cutlass Suprme Cpe., 2 dr., well
equipped, 14,000 mi. payments of $171.24
per mo.
1981 Olds Cut1as.4 Brougham 4 dr., loaded,
"Brass Hat Car" 5,000 mi., new car warranty, payments of $228.32 per month.

.

I0

1.4.1

eh

;
1$1 00(414

Of\

r.
Coupon ‘
On Any
Suntan Lotion
wry **of*r
PolyNi-Sol
Plus Iron
Drops
POLY III 5(ll
For

1981 Olds Cutlass Cpe. Diesel, well equipped, one owner, local car 29,000 act. mi.,
Payments of $171.24 per month.

ERVI E

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTIO

1982 Chevrolet Celebrity, 4 dr. sedan, well
equipped, one owner, 2500 mi new car
warranty. Payments of $214.05 per month.

1981 Olds Cutlass P tivgham,2 dr., loaded,
one owner-loci ciVe,, act. mi. Payments
of $214.05 per m1/4'.,ch.

753-2380

4C(
4."

'

4.04,

SAVE -

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

1.4.4
IC/
%."

Infants Through Young Juniors

SAVE— A

OBITUARIES

13.4

Easter

aVE — AVE— AVE— AVE

I

Thtsriolat%Iir.Ii 21. 1982

Tah

1981 Pontiac BonneVille, 2 dr., cpe., loaded, 11,000 act. mi., one owner, local car,
$214.05 per month.

For Graduation

1981 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, one owner,
local car, 18,000 act. mi., payments of
$171.24 per month.
1980 Olds Cutlass L S Sedan, loaded, 18,000
act. mi., one owner, local, payments of
$171.24 per month.

ST

New address?
WELCOME WAGON°
can help you
feel at home.

1977 Chev. Nova, 4 Dr., one owner, local,
60,000 miles, lightly equipped, 6 cyl., 18
payments of $76.66.

Greeting`new neighbors is a tradition with
WELCOME WAGON — "America's Neighborhood Tradition."
I'd like to visit you. To say "Hi" and
present gifts and greetings from communityminded businesses. I'll also present invitations you can redeem for more gifts. And
its ell free.
A WELCOME WAGON visit is a special
treat to help you get settled and feeling
more "at home." A friendly get-together is
easy to arrange. Just call me.

1977 AMC Gretnlin,3 dr., lightly equipped,
34,000 act. miles, 18 payments of $95.82.

Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess
Mary
Hamilton
Asst
753 5570

Ingeborg King
Asst

492-8348

Afrin
15m1.
$ 19

wr.Z

1976 Olds Cutlass Supreme Cpe., bucket
seats, loaded, one owner, local, 45,000 act.
mi., sharp looking, black, 24 payments of
$100 per month.
MOPING Cr PRINTING
1411, Ogr.ologuoi

1976 Olds Cutlass SAN)me Cpe.,60,000 act.
mi., well equiprs(rihite, 24 payments of
9
,e0 per month.
payments are based on down payments from 000 to $1500 or
trade ins of the equiv dant amount The above financing is available to
qualified customers as figured above. All financing rates are figured
based on an annual percentage rate of 16.39% on cars from 1179 models
up, and are figured on 46 months On older model cars the annual
percentage rate used is 11.17%

12 Exp. ' 24 Ex
1.99
$3.69
c.. 0.4•••
t
354

mixtik %,"
7:0

AIMS MA 11111111111

3AVS

1

.41

3AVS
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3AVS
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Miss Spring Section

Photo by Kate A. Reeves
Miss Spring 1982
Spring has Mooned
as "the fairest!flower,"
Tiffany Taylor takes
a shopping tour through Murray.
A specialsection of
Mtirray Ledger 81 Times

COLORE••D PRINT
'

4

•••••••••
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Casuallifestyle leads to comfortable shoes
By Phyllis 0. McCutcheon
The more casual lifestyle
in West Kentucky leads
women here to more
causual and comfortable
shoes.

According to local store
owner, Emmie Edwards,
shoes for spring range
from the sultriest reds to
the grassiest greens.
Bright colors line the

shelves of many local
stores.
Red is one of the big
fashion colors for spring
according to Edwards who
explained the reds are very

complementary to the
nautical look this season.
For the dressier look in
shoes, lavender and lilacs
are very popular, she said.
However, heels are not

nearly as high as were expected last fall. Consumer
pressure forced designers
to lower heels from their
original plans, she explained.
The traditional classic
look or !.'preppy" as it has
been called will also be
very popular. Kelly green
and navy blue will
highlight many wardrobes.
Shoes in both colors and a
combination of the two are
evident on many shelves.
Those blue trimmed in
green or vice versa have a
nickname, Edwards said.
During a recent buying trip

she discovered they are
called Kentucky Spectators.
Ballerina slippers will be
in the forefront this spring
with a variety of colors to
choose from. Materials are
also varied, Edwards said.
Prices are also in the plus
category for shoes this
year. Edwards said she
would be able to maintain
the same prices as last
year.
-Ftn-al in -this spring's
most popular is olive drab.
Edwards said she anticipates it being a color
that will be around awhile.

New Footwear for Spring
Looks Good, Feels Good

Whether you're...Lady "Di,"
Scarlett O'Hara or Tiffany Taylor,
Miss Spring, you deserve the
best. And The Showcase has the
BEST in formal wear for any occasion.
121 Bypass

NEW YORK (AP) — This
spring, your feet can feel as
beautiful as they look, reports
The Footwear Council. Thanks
to the wide variety of heel
heights making fashion news,
from ballet flats to vampy stiletto-heel sandals, there's no
need to sacrifice style for comfort.
"The footwear industry is
recognizing that today's active,
hard-working woman-- can't
afford to let her shoes slow her
down," says Andrea Rosen,
fashion director of the council.
"Today, there is no one correct heel height. Women can
select shoes that combine fashion and function. In fact, a
wardrobe of shoes in several
heel heights can contribute to
the long-term health of your
feet."
Podiatrists agree that many
foot problems caused by improper shoes could be avoided
by changing shoes several
times a day, and fitting the
shoe to the purpose.
Sky-high heels may have
their place — for a special
night out once in a while — but
according to Dr. Rob Roy
McGregor, medical consultant
to The Footwear Council, extended wearing of high heels
can cause problems throughout
the body.
"Shoes with high heels throw
the back out of alignment," explains McGregor. "The results
can include backache, tightness
in the hip joints, and tension in
the legs."
When high heels.worn ev•
cry day, he explains, the calf
muscles can actually become
shortened, making it uncomfortable to wear low-heeled
shoes. There may be a sensation of falling backward because of the pull on the muscles.
To correct this problem, it's
necessary to gradually wean
yourself away from high heels
by switching to low shoes for a
few hours every day, he notes.
The ideal heel height for
work days ranges from 1 to 2
inches, say the experts. Low or
mid-heel shoes distribute the
body's weight more evenly;
with very high heels, the
weight must be borne by the
balls of the feet, a burden that
may lead to metatarsal prob-

lems, calluses and a burning
sensation.
McGregor adds that shoes of
moderate height hold the heel
in a neutral position, essential
to preserving the arch. The podiatrist says that broader heels
offer more stability than slim
ones, regardless of height —
something to take into consideration if your job involves lots of
walking or standing.
If long, brisk walks are part
of your routine, the shoes that
work best are not perfectly flat,
as you might expect, but ones
that have a little lift to them,
McGregor says. A slightly
raised heel, from 34 to 11,2
inches, encourages the heel-toe
motion needed for a spring in
your step. Completely flat
shoes, such as sandals with no
heels or tennis sneakers, don't
offer the support and the slight
angle that helps you maintain
your momentum.
"Most of this spring's newest
shoe shapes have heels somewhere in between perfectly flat
and very high," says Ms.
Rosen. "A pump with a sculptured Louis or court heel looks
higher than it really is, because
the heel is tapered inward.
These new heels go comfortably from day into evening."
Wedges are also making a
big comeback for spring, she
says. The newest wedge heels,
slightly tapered and more delicately sculptured than the ones
of a few seasons ago, have
enough height to give the leg a
slim silhouette, yet are really
quite walkable and provide
good supwt to the entire foot,
including 'the arch.
Some women will still favor
high heels because they are so
flattering to the legs, and have
a festive look for dressy occasions, says Ms. Rosen. She recommends that if you must wear
high heels to work, keep a pair
of low-heel shoes in the office
to give your feet a rest for a
few hours in the middle of the
day.
On those occasions when you
find yourself standing for long
periods in high heels at a party, for instance), try to keep
your weight centered in the
middle of the heel -
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The manyfaces
of Tiffany Taylor
By Phyllis 0. McCutcheon
A busy, vivacious Tiffany Taylor well exemplifies
the busy life of a Miss Spring.
ky,
As spring unfolded before us in West Kentucand
Tiffany was busy not only with her many school
.
social activities but also with modeling school
Mary
and
John
of
er
daught
The I7-year-old
her
Taylor considers modeling an important part of
leave
life. In fact, she belives it vital enough toattend
home at 3 a.m. on alternate Saturdays to
te
classes in Louisville. The five-foot seven brunet
really enjoys modeling school and looks forward to
working in the field. "I hope to get some jobs modeling after I graduate in April(from Barbizon Modeling School) and continue to model while I'm in college.
When she receives her much coveted high school
diploma in late May Tiffany won't waste any time
moving right on with her academic plans. "I plan to
begin classes at Murray State in the summer. I will
begin my education in radio and television communications," she said. The young Miss Murray
High School plans to pursue a career in television
newscasting.
But for the past few weeks she's been very busy

playing the role of Miss Spring. "I was very excited
when I received the call telling me I had been
chosen. I really never figured I would be considered
for something like this. But It's been fun and very
good experience for modeling," Tiffany explained.
As Miss Spring,she has had the opportunity to not
only see and wear many of the latest fashions but
also to get a feel for what is really big in the clothing
industry for this season.
"Definitely the newest thing this,spring is the
sailor or nautical look. Red, white and blue stripes
are really going to be popular. Also, the brightest of
bright colors is very popular." Although Miss Spring admittedly loves to wear bright colors, she
usually "goes for the traditional neutral colors."
Even though the nautical stripe is everywhere
this spring, Tiffany thinks Murrayans will be wearing more of the bright colored look rather than the
stripes of the seas.
While the busy seniors activities include band.
French club, drama, chorus, SWill) team, stage
band, and student council, she still finds time for
hobbies like dancing and swimming.
And her favorite tune...
Well, of course, it's Spring. "You could just say
I'm a spring-summer type person."
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New Spring Hats

Tiffany Takes A Break In The "Papasan" Chair
At

HEADLINE NEWS —
Varilsized brims to suit
every face are offered in
the new hat styles for spring and summer the
designs blending enchantingly with the cool sweep
of an off-the-face hairdo.
From left to right, Betmar Hats sets the pace
-crown, downwith a
brim past.] straw, accented with grosgrain
banding; a large, flirtatious "eyeline-brim"
straw is an "occasion"
style, by Irene of New

1

York; uncluttered
elegance is the note of
Frank Olive's large, flatbrim sailor of oatxnenal
straw, with a low,
sculptured crown;
fashion in a small shape
is the feature of a jaunty,
rolled-brim straw derby,
by Irene of New York;
"with all the frills upon
It" is the keynote of
Frank Olive's narrow,
dipped -brim straw
fedora, with a plaid
"candy-box" bow at the
front.

•

we've been busy as bees...
Getting Ready For Spring
And Julie Says,"Come
To The Greenhouse
We're Ready!"

MODELING FOR THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT style
show held last week is Mrs. Don Overbey. She is attired in
a cream silk and linen trouser pants and loose boxy
jacket. Her hand knit ribbon silk sweater is accented with
brass accessories. ,
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STROLLING ALONG
— Appropriate for luncheons, meetings or
entertaining guests is this
matching jacket and skirt
outfit, worn by Margaret
Trevathan.

411Lb.
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Martha Nors worthy
Of

Murray-,--Ky.

Our New Location
"The Village"
ith

OPY AVAILABLE

the 45" tomith
Gime Saw T.V.
751-2900
1914 CWIraw Mornay

DIET CENTERS

Martha Norsworthy of Murray lost 69 pounds
and 79 inches in 20 weeks. Martha had reached
the end of her hope and had decided she was going
to weigh 208 pounds for the rest of her life. She
had tried every diet she heard about and just co
ed
not stay on them because she felt starved on
constantly. !'Why lose weight to look and el better if you don't feel like living while dieting, she
asked herself '
While reading The Ledger and Times one Friday
night she saw Diet Center's ad and told her husband that it sounded like the program for her
because she felt she needed the daily reinforcement and encouragement the Diet Center offered.
She came the next day and got started on the good,
balanced diet program 20 weeks later, Martha
weighs 139 pounds. She no longer pants and gasps
for breath and she never looked or felt better.
Martha is still dieting to reach her goal of 125
pounds and she knows she will make it, because
it's so easy.

yle
in

TUCKER
TV
Tiffany really ekes

Lost 69 Lbs.
And 791
4 Inches
/
In 20 Weeks

753-0020

The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"

641 N. Murray, Ky. Al
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Springfashion options
reflect right to choose
The beauty of this spring's dressing is in its broad range of
fashion choices, and the options that reflect the freedom of the
woman, who is more of an individual than ever before.
Whether they opt for a slim, leather mini or a long and loose
floating gown, more and more women are exerting their right
to choose in fashion, as they are now doing in many facets of
their lives.
So, what you'll be seeing most of in spring, 1982, is what
each individual woman:ohooses to wear, whether short or long,
slim or loose. Perhaps the most important thing to remember
will be that appropriateness is irrelevant.

S

_Xurtt

Give yourself a new look for spring:
Call Joan Colson, Paulette Nanney,
Mary Wallis or Jeannette Morgan for
an appointment.

BEAUTY SALON
753-1682 Southside Shopping Center
IMMJ
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Buzzin' with Bargains.
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a great
look
for Spring...
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fashions for fun in the sun..

"Hey Mom,She's So Pretty, Can
We Take Her Home?
•
Southside Manor
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•
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The shoe that undersintuis children
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Murray's Nearly
New Shop
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THAT'S THE LOOK —
Gaye Woodall pauses in
her promenade during
the Spring Fashion Show
at the Murray Women's
Club. Jeans remain high
on the casual list, as Gaye
demonstrates with traditionally popular goods.

Tiffany needs a date, which will she choose? Spring
time is prom time and we have tux rental available.
We are celebrating our grand opening today thru Sat.

Rye King's Ben

Bel-Air Center 753-0550

•
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Tiffany Wanted A+tiveAmerican Look
And Found It, Ingeniously Captured
By The Place

Mary Lou doesn't have to convince Tiffany that "Diamonds
are a Girl's Best Friend."

It's the look you've waited for...created with colors and textures basked
in the incredible desert sun. With a design so natural, it's beautifully simple to wear. Shown is an earthtone striped skirt of hand woven 100% cotton fabric $34 and dolman - sleeve blouse $26, also of hand woven 100%
cotton fabric.
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Tiffany has a hard time choosing,
there are so many beautiful gifts.
Prints

Decorator Lamps

Bridal Registry

Make the most
of new spring makeup
makeup routine to perfection,
Judi Ford Johnson and thc
Water Quality Association
offer a few quick pointers:
•For a clearer complexioa-..st.ep up your skin care
strategy. After winter's dryness has taken a toll on skin, a
thorough cleansing of soap
and water twice a day helps_ _
remove dead skin cells.

Soft, luminescent color is
the basis for this spring's best
beauty looks. Lips and eyes
are more dramatic and balance
one another against.a paler,
porcelain-like skin and-cheeks
that have the un-made-up look
of a natural healthy glow.
The emphasis is on the total
face, strong and complete
with each feature getting an
equal play of color, day and
night. according to former
Miss America Judi Ford Johnson, who is today the Consumer Information Specialist
for the Water Quality Association.
To play up radiant looks.
Johnson recommends sticking
to soft colors in tones of bronze
to rose-beige and using color to
define or enhance features.
Application the key
According to Johnson, the
key to great-looking makeup
is the way it's applied. She
explains: "The extra minute
it takes to apply and blend
makeup perfectly makes the
difference between just wearing makeup and using makeup to bring out the best in
you!"
—1!o help women polish thei:

•

For cleaner skin
A pure, mild non-detergent
soap and softened water which
ha:, had the minerals removed
work best. Because there are
no hard minerals to interfere,
soaps suds up more quickly;
skin rinses cleaner.
• Be a smoothie — stop
skin from "drinking up"
makeup by dabbing on a moisturizer before applying a foundation.
• Dab: foundation only
where it's needed — eyelids.
sides of the nose down to the
mouth, under the eyes — then
blend with a damp cosmetic
sponge in an upward and outward direction.
• Nothing looks worse
than a blast of color on a lid or
cheek. The Vidal to use a litlot.
tle — then blend
Remember you caiirways
add but you don't want to take
away. Taking off "too much"
can traumatize the skin and
irritate its surface.
• For an all-over finish.
dust your face lightly with a
translucent powder. The
smooth, bisque-pale patina it
gives your skin is the perfect
''send-off"for a look that'll
stand up to any day or night
routine.
• Before bedtime, remove
all makeup and cleanse your
face thoroughly with soap and
water. Remember, softened
water is the best to wash with
because it creates the richest
lather and cleanest rinse to
help prevent pores from clogging and attracting dirt and
oils. Follow up with an astringent or toner to pick up excess
makeup and tighten pores.
The end result
By following a daily cleansing regimen and these basic
beauty techniques, this
spring's soft. shimmery makeup will look its very best.

Tiffany found the
-pick of the crop" in
Spring Fashions at
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Splash
Into
Spring
"

Ora*

Wet Horizons Unlimited Inc.
4

Custom Concrete Gunite
Swimming Pools & Spas

-

Unique Custom Design & Engineering
4

Superior Excellence Of Consistent Quality
Construction
Commercial
Residential
Features: Concrete Gunite Construction, Tile Top,
Terazzo Interior, The Finest Pump, Motor, Filter,
Walk-In Stops, Cantilever Deck, Never Needs Painting.
Backed By Thirty Years Of Pool Building Expertise Of
"T.O." Taylor Native of Murray, Ky.
Call 753-5273

John Parker
Member N.S.P.I.
Local Bank Financing Available
&AN
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SOFT SHAPES.
DETAILING
ARE STRESSED
FOR SPRING

low-keyed genre of the house.
Nancy Reagan, who owns
several Nipon dresses, including the much photographed
white tucked organdy she
wore at White House parties
last summer, has inspired
more evening fashions than
any single designer, Pearl
Nipon points out.
'The current success of the
one-shoulder dress is directly
traceable to Mrs. Reagan's
preference for that outline."

When a busy woman
dresses up for the evening,she
wants to make an impact, but
she also wants to feel relaxed,
at ease and graceful, believes
Pearl Nipon.
Since Mrs. Nipcn is a role
model for such women, it
could have been her own subconscious which prompted the
establishment of Albert Nipon
by Night, the division of
Albert Nipon devoted to evening clothes in the rich but

Li
By

READY FOR A SAIL
ON KENTUCKY LAKE
is Miss Rebecca Dublin
wearing an attractive
pair of white burmuda
shorts topped with a red
and white middy top.
Her outfit is accented
with navy accessories.
Miss Dublin modeled in
the Music Department's
style show held last
week at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
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Miss Spring, 1982
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Tiffany Taylor

Tiffany got a jump on Spring with a trim and conditioning treatment at Fantastic Sam's.
Visit Soon!
We've got a new spring do for you.
_Msra
rM_G
Olympic Plaza
53-0S42
(Open Mon.-Sat.)
ejltfiah
2619 4.C. Mathis Dr.
442-4386
(Open Mon -Sat,)

alallaal SWUM

No Appointment Necessary
Owned & Operated By (
Tom & Yvonne Key
The original family haircutten.

Visit Soon

OrSan,1:•

Miss Spring
says, "Peoples Bank
is a safe place
for all your accounts."

BANK
PEOPLES
I
°
MURRAY

KY.

Member FDIC
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1 Little girls to be frilly
By Duane Spurlock
Little girls will be frilly
this spring according to
Agnes Payne, at the Lad
and Lassie Childrens'
Shop, South Side Shopping
Center. The Victorian look,
with ruffles and voile, will
govern the style of dresses.
Fran Flood, who runs
The Stepladder, agrees,
saying pastel colors such
as lilac, yellow, pink and
green are popular for
Easter dresses.
The sailor look has
become popular for girls,
with the style featured in
tops, knickers and skirts.
Sportswear will consist
of bright colors and cotton
slacks, with less emphasis
on jeans. Knickers will still
fit in fine with spring
casual wear, along with cut
and sewn shirts, which are
replacing tee shirts as top
outerwear.
Fewer jacket ensembles
will be carried, with most
young ladies preferring
solid color sweaters.
Oxford button down

shirts remain quite
suitable for boys, with
plaid or bright green sport
coats with casual slacks remaining popular. Other
traditional coat colors still
moving are navy and
- -beige.
Solid color slacks, such
as khaki and white, will be
moving best with jackets,
in the straight leg style.
Complementing the solid
trousers are striped belts
in various colors and
styles.
Crochet sweaters will fit
in both boys' and girls'
wardrobe.
Both Flood and Payne
said hod continues to be a
strong name in clothing,
with alligators crawling all
over the stores on belts,
shirts, slacks, socks and
just about everything else.
Footprints' Deborah
Grogan says another style
name has become very big
for little girls this spring —
Strawberry Shortcakes.
The tennis shoes and sandals come in a variety of
bright colors — white,

pink, red and yellow — ana
are made by Stride Rite
Shoes.
Multi-colored thongs and
sandals of other styles are
also popular, including
solid-tone espadrilles and
canvas wedges.
Topsiders remain high
on the lists, along with
tassels and penny loafers
for boys.
Nike tennis shoes continue to be in demand for
both sexes as casualwear.
or girls' dressy occasions, Mary Janes in navy
and white leather and navy
and black patent leather
tuxedo pumps remain nice
items.

Spring Footnotes: ;,i1:hatilse''''

,. •

Take a second look - it's not Lana Turner waitint: to be
discovered at Schwabs' Drugstore. She's Tiffany
Taylor, Miss Spring, enjoying a refreshment at The
Blackford House Gallery soda fountain.
Many exciting attractions
Are happening there!
Ken Holland will be at
the gallery today until 5:30
with his latest release, Life Evening Sun
The gallery is also noted for their custom framing,
limited edition prints and many gift items. Come in today and discover your "star print.
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Nautical Imok Is In

The Blackford House Gallery
4/8 Main

Downtown On The,Squaie
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Traditional classics tops in men's fashions
By Matt Sanders
Traditional clothing,
classic apparel with good
looks today and tomorrow,
will continue as a big seller
in men's fashions for spring.
According to Buddy
Buckingham, owner Of
Buckingham-Ray Ltd. in
the Dixieland Center,
trends in clothing reflect
the economy and will remain conservative and
basic.
"People are becoming

•
•
•
••
•
•

•
•

•
•

more quality conscious,"
he said. "They are looking
to get more than one
season of wear. Buying is
coming from an investment standpoint."
Men are mixing and matching separates to create
several outfits. Buckingham said many
businessmen, while on a
week-long trip, may take
two sport coats, five shirts
and two or three pairs of
pants to create several out

Catering to traditional wool-polyester blend for urious and require more
clothing, Buckingham's wearability the year care while blends give
store believes in the classic around.
buyers immediate
look of better-than-average
Cotton madras plaid wearability and with little
quality at prices men and sport coats, in a variety of care.
women can afford.
Basic colors are blue,
colors, also will be a
Men wear fewer clothes popular. The newest fabric white and yellow. Taking
during spring and summer—to-the sport coat area-1s- after women's fashions,
than in fall and winter and- silk. It comes in two styles pastels of melon, pink and
sales decline. For spring, — regular or raw silk, lilac also will big this year.
suits will give way to sport which has a nubb,y, course
Ties also will have bright
coats and trousers. Solid- look.
colors in silk,-linen and cotcolor blazers — red, green,
Muted-plaid coats will be ton madras plaid. Cotton
yellow, and, the standard, seen more than in past spr- knit square-bottom ties accent button-down shirts
navy — will be strong. ings.
Blazers are made of a
When a suit is necessary, while club ties (with
two-piece styles are the repeated designs) wear
well with university-stripe
most practical.
Oxford cloth button- shirts. Madras ties
•
•
•
•
down shirts, in 100 percent highlight one-color shirts.
Cotton and cotton-blend
cotton or a cotton-polyester
blend, have proven knit pullovers with sOft
themselves for dress and short collars are proper for
casual. Oxford cloths casual wear. The shirts,
should be in either solid or usually sporting crocodiles
two-color university-stripe or polo players, come in
styles (never more than two styles — mesh knit
two colors with the excep- look or a smoother intion of a tattersal check) terlock knit.
with pastels including --Sweaters will make_
lavendar and pink becom- more of an appearance this
ing increasing popular. All- season. Men again borrowcotton shirts are more lux-, ed the idea from the

•
•
•

,

•
•

•

••

Lights—Camera—Action!
•

HEAD LINES

Glamorizes Miss Spring and gets her
ready for her next picture
assignment.

women's market for allcotton sweaters, in V-neck
style. Some crew-necks
also will be seen.
Trousers will continue to
have straight-leg styling
and bright colors, especially kelly green, also will
dominate. Sailcloth, a
cotton-polyester material
woven in a tight box pattern; regimental twill, in a
diagonal weave; and
poplin, a lightweight
blend; are suitable for
dress and casual wearing.
Jeans still are
fashionable although the
designer-jean market is on
somewhat of a decline.
Jeans have been replaced
somewhat by khakis.
Elastic belts, many with
designer logos on them,
will continue to be stylish.
Shoes also will be basic
— penny loafers, tassel
loafers and saddle oxfords
-inn tan, blue, and brow
Casual wear includeS
docksiders in leather
. or_ _ suede.

•
•
•
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We Use & Sell Redken Products
HEAD
LINES

REOKEN

DIXIELAND CENTER
7
.11.

•

MURRA

3

KY.

FOR THE VERY SPECIAL OCCASIONS
CALL

753-0882

753-9514

Owner
Shorilyn
Wis•hort

'
"
•

609 1/2 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
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olished refined look is
amental to fashion'82
The biggest fashion news
for spring is in the area of fabrics and textures — lush velts, buttery suedes, woven
leathers and metallics are all
making appearances in daytime as well as evening
clothes
The look is polished and
elegant, designed for the
working woman who goes
directly from office to evening
events.
The key to carrying off the
transition, the switch in mood
from work to play, will be
accessories and, above all,
fine diamond jewelry
Fashion investments
Women of the '80s require
that their clothes and accessories fill as many roles as they
do. This means they are
investing in high quality clothing and diamond jewel
at

is classic, versatile and assured of lasting value.
A change in accessories
from simple studs into bolder
diamond earrings and a pave
diamond link necklace takes
your suede blouson shirt and
full skirt from boardroom to
ballroom.
A diamond bracelet and
pair of earrings give a glittery
suit jacket an after-hours elegance.
The suedes, leathers and
velvets that we see so much of
for spring have a great definition to them that requires
strong jewelry. The coin necklace studded with diamonds
on a heavy chain is a classic
daytime diamond design that
will come back stronger than
ever this season.

and styles of pace-setting
designers such as Armani and
Valentino will be repeated in
all price ranges, and are best
complemented by graphic,
geometric pieces of diamond
jewelry with the same lean,
modem lines.
Jewelry designers achieve
that graphic effect with the
combination of black onyx
and diamonds, or with the
combination of white and yellow gold in a single piece of
diamond jewelry.

Spring Footnotes:
KangaRooso _ ers & Tennis Shoes

Eye-catching combinations
The architectural sha
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Miss Spring Is Here To Introduce
Our Ceiling Fan Display Featuring Over
18 Different
Fans In Our
Showroom

Tiffany expresses spring in this traditional ensemble from...

WHOLESALE
ELECTRIC
SUPPLY
CO.
206 E. Main 753-8194

Viiclungham 3iv, Ittb
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixleland Center
Murray. Ky.
Mon -Sat 900 a m -5 00 p m
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Springleetios

AYE, AYE, CAPTAIN
— The sailor look has
docked in Murray with
sportswear in a variety of
styles. Pam Johnson
shows off a jacket and
knicker combination that
even Popeye would be
proud of.

Stay in step with the latest in
fashion footwear. We also have
I! thethe
a large selection of handbags
.
she
and accessories.

t

trio.

Sontitside Manor

ilarft==r1S0
fr,

f

L

'44.011.....onnown

There's only one word to describe the Spring
sportswear at Littleton 's and that's unique. We
have a large selection of dresses, as well as sportswear, arriving daily. Come in today and browse.

LITTLETON:5)
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY KENTUCK

Tiffany finds it easy to shop from her list. Gifts, home or office
decorations,iewsdry, brass and lamps.

753-4623

•
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MissSpring Section
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Spring stylesin
By Phyllis 0. McCutcheon fluence, to the flag waiving
A new dress for Easter red, white and blue. The
usually marks one of the lace and ruffles of a Victorian princess are also
first spring purchases.
very evident in local
The Easter outfit, com- clothing stores.
plete with shoes, bonnet
Mini-skirts are also
and new dress are part of creeping back into stores.
preparing for spring.
However, this spring will
For those selecting the not find many hemlines
new spring frock this year above the knee except by
a great deal of variety is buyer's choice. Most outavailable. Looks this year fits still hold the hem near
vary from the Oriental in- the knee.

range from the knicker to
ankle and full legnth.
Shorts also vary depending
on the choice of the wearer,
from bermudas, to shortshorts to pleated mini's —
almost anything is possible
for play wear.
Whatever your choice it
seems to be the season of
the individual. Enough difPants, like skirts and ferent styles are available,
shorts, offer a variety of most everyone should be
lengths this year. They able to find a favorite.

The sailor red, white and
blue can be seen in most
store windows around the
court square and in the
shopping centers. From
colorful anchors and
highlight attire to bold
stripes and square collars,
the high seas seem to have
arrived in Murray.

e Murray Theaters &Coca Cola II
Say Take A Spring Fling
Buy A Small Coke &
Get-A Free Small Coke
For Your Date ,

WHEN IT'S COOL — A short jacket ensemble is just
right for temperate times that aren't too warm yet not too
cool. Toby Dixon models this suit from The Place.

THE
EXCITING
GIFT
CENTER
ii'the green door•lir IN THIS
AREA

............

.........

•

Orono 116•••,

.te

New Accessories
Will Make Your Bath
Look Like Spring Time

What A Winning Combination:
Miss Spring, Tiffany Taylor, Coca-Cola
And The Murray Theaters.

*Decorative
*Towels
Soaps
*Area Rugs
'Candles
*Shower Curtains 'Brass
Accents
*Straw Flowers
*Soap Dishes
Free Gift Wrapping
Lay A Way
Bed-Bath-Gifts

Oriental
Furniture& Accessories
• • •••
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Miss Spring Section
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TEMPERATE TOGS
— Ready for relaxing or
casual strolling, Annie
Knight displays pants,
top and jacket made of
light weight materials.

Beautiful furniture is introduced by
Tiffany Taylor,•Miss Spring 1982

10th & Chestnut
Murray, Ky. 753-1474

NTERIORS

Tiffany is ready for the
rugged roads in her
Jeep Scrambler from...

"THESE BOOTS WERE
MADE FOR WALKING"

164

Factory
Discount
shoes S

Cains, AMC-Jeep & Renault

Maim
Alertly
am-W. 9-4
Sec 1.6

753-9419

64 1
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Miss Spring Section
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INNOVATION
MARKS DESIGNER
COLLECTION
FOR SPRING

SHIP AHOY —
Whether traditionally
striped T-shirts and
boating pants, rugged
deck-hand sweats or
citified seafaring
separates, nautical looks
are charting a direct
fashion course. From
left, sleeveless boat-neck
T-shirt combines with
land-loving lace-front
culottes i a bright colored
sweatstut is set off by a
bil3 nautical stripe Tshirt; French sailor's Tshirt is combined with
newsy, cropped Capri
pants and a classic nylon
cire windbreaker. (At
The Gap Stores.)

Abe Schrader spring •82
. a collection of elegant,
yet feminine clothes with new
innovative touches. Designed
by Joseph Gargiulo and
Marlene livfickllerniss, the collection includes fresh new
silhouettes and a new use of
brights, while retaining the
clAssic look which is so much
a part of Schrader.

For daytime dresses, color
is an important element. Colors range from bright primar\
colors to desert pales. while
black and white with a touch
of red add a crisp note.
Dressektake on new romantic silhouettes for spring in the
shape of chemises, floats.
dropped waists and flounced
skirts.

Spring Footnotes:
Multi-Colored Espadrilles
and Sheer Champ hose

AHOY TERE LADIES.
CAST-OFF FOR SPRING
•

-4

You could sail the seven seas and never find
a better selection of Spring Dresses than
we have at Bright's. You will find a
complete selection of Junior, Missy
and Half Size styles ready to make . .
all your Spring Dreams come true.

THE MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB HOUSE was the setting last week for the annual Music Department's Style
Show. Mrs. Ed Carroll is pictured modeling a red linen
divided skirt with a pewter colored hopsack jacket.
Shown with the suit is a pewter colored leather cumiliarbun with a paisley silk scarf.

'---••'•••••••••••••••••

34 00
navy/white
red/white
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Miss Spring Section

"A Sure Sign OfSpring"
-1014iti
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Congratulations
Miss Spring

Kopperud Realty
711 Mai

WELCOME — Miss Spring 1982, Tiffany Taylor, and the Murray Ledger & Times
want to take this opportunity to thank those of you who helped us welcome Spring 1982.

753-1222

.1

81813,

+7,

Miss Spring, Tiffany Taylor, is ilressod for downtown in
fashions from...

YOUR FULL SERVICE BANK

Bank of Murray

•

"THE FIVEteg.BANK"
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Modern classics tailored to spring
Collectors of John
Anthony's uriquely modern
classics know that he introduces new elements to his
over-all design concept, and
that each season is an opportunity to add to their wardrobes
without making the rest obsolete. The spring offers an
especially rich opportunity.
Black returns to the collec-

tion with four neutrals; ivory,
peach, buff and bronze as
backgrounds for the delicate
stripes and jacquard patterns
juxtaposed against textured
weaves and crochet knits.
Investment clothes are, perhaps, most dependable for
their longevity on quality fabrics, and John Anthony uses
them in luxurious profusion.

/(f.

He shows delicate lace tracery
with suede, while menswear
worsteds, feather-like sheer
wool, silk tweeds and herringbones form the daywear.
Suits, slightly structured,
are newly important for
spring, and jackets are shown
over strapless bustiers in
suede or crunchy hugging
knits.

R
ORNIA .
OF CALC:KEE

Santa Cruz

Spring Is Busting Out All Over!
And we are your headquarters for the largest selection of children's spring fashions.

40$

Open 9-6 Mon. Sat. Fri. 9 to 8

We have the Feeling. ..
now you can
Feel The Feeling!

7he steP

Ekig Air Shopping Cents,
7S3 17%

Imagine a shoe so sweet to your
feet, you feel like you're walking
qn air, The incredible CHEROKEE,
shoe The most comfortable
shoes afoot
Feel The Feeling at

groundfloor

442-8520
ky.
poducah,
206 broodway

chadm., s FaShIOIIS

11114.

ocAadder

Shop Murray
For Spring Bargains

•k-41*

Tiffany gets her tan and keeps
her tan all year long in the tanning lounge at...

The Beauty Box
Total Hair Care, Sun Tanning Lounge
Ear Piercing, Tues.-Sat.
7 Operators
Faye Hurt & Sharon Kelso
Owners & Operators
1304 Chestnut

7- Especially The "New Bernardos"
753-7403
Murray, Ky.
ail Air Cotter

753-7132
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WA:-MART

641 N.7594995
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Mon.-Sat.
9-9
Sim-LT-6
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Wal-Mart carries a complete
line of lawn and garden supplies,

Shop Wal-Mart's Ladies Department for
a complete selection of spring fashions.
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Choose from Wal-Mart's great line of sports
equipment and fishing gear. For all your outdoor
fun,shop Wal-Mart.

WALMART

ppm

intention to have every advertised dem in stock,
WAL411ART'S ADVERTED hilERCHANDISE POLICY—It is our
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